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1. Introduction
Smart cities represent a multidiscipline field continuously evolved by the advancement of
sensor-based information technology and communication technology. Less budget, resource
constraints, and continuous software upgradesare some of the few problems affecting the
implementation of smart cities. However, it is to note that smart city is not only a technical issue
but also smart governance as a complex process of institutional change and acknowledgement of
the geopolitical nature of appealing visions of socio-technical governance [1,2]. The only solution to
these problems is to develop smarter technologies and more efficient usage of available infrastructures
in order to meet the needs of smart cities [3]. A combination of smart sensors, universal platform,
information and communication technologies (ICT), Internet of Things (IoT), energy harvesting, cloud
computing, and open source technologies, compatible with next generation networks (NGN), will
help towards the actual achievement of a smart city [4,5]. It is now possible to develop significant
technology platforms and IoT solutions for smart cities without a massive investment. However, IoT
interoperability is still at a very early stage, and standardization is difficult to achieve as it is usually
led by companies with strong market positions. There is a need for stand-alone development, where
large companies will not dictate terms and conditions.
The aim of this special issue is to report on the design and development of smart sensors,
a universal interfacing platform, along with the IoT framework, extending it to next-generation
networks (4G, 5G, and future networks) for monitoring parameters of interest with the goal of achieving
smart cities. Examples of this work include developing novel sensors for monitoring of environmental
pollution and other parameters and making the data available to a wider community through remote
access to cloud computing. The proposed universal interfacing platform with the IoT framework will
solve many challenging issues, and it will significantly boost the growth of IoT-related applications,
not just in the environmental monitoring domain, but in the other key areas, such as smart home,
wearables, smart city with smart waste management, smart E-metering, smart water supply, intelligent
traffic control, smart grid and remote health care applications, in any country [6]. The need is to
develop a low-cost solution so that any country, without investing a massive amount of resources, can
exploit the research outcomes.
2. The Present Issue
This special issue consists of twelve papers covering important topics in the field of innovative
technologies and services for smart cities. The contents of these papers are introduced here.
In reference [7], a thin film metal oxide sensor to measure trace moisture from 3 to 100 ppm has
been fabricated and its response characteristics are studied. Moisture measurement in ppm level is
a challenging and costly affair. A simple method has been proposed to improve the sensitivity in ppm
range and to prevent wastage of nanostructured materials. The response parameters of the sensor
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are compared with the commercial DEW point meter. The dew point is the temperature at which
the water vapor present in air/gas condenses to liquid form. This sensor is useful for the condition
monitoring of gas insulated substations (GISs), transformers, and circuit breakers in order to achieve
an uninterrupted power supply in smart cities.
In [8], a smart prayer mat has been designed and tested for detecting human postures and
counting posture cycles. This smart praying mat may be helpfulto help old and forgetful Muslims to
perform their obligatory five times a day religious praying at regular prescribed times. Authors employ
resistive force sensors placed at the prescribed locations in the mat, where forces are significant and
consistent. Unique force patterns are observed according to the position of postures. This technology
was successfully tested with 30 participants in the age group of 30 to 60 years.Recent trends are
to develop a building-integrated photovoltaic system (BIPS) to generate low-cost environmentally
friendly electrical energy. But the low-output efficiency and high costs are the challenges for the
implementation of BIPS system. A low-cost solution with improved solar efficiency by using aluminum
reflector has been proposed in [9]. A bi-reflector solar PV system (BRPVS) with thin film Al-foil reflector
and an LLC converter for a BIPV system is proposed and experimented with a 400-W prototype.
A cadmium–sulfide (CdS) photo-resistor sensor and an Arduino-based algorithm is developed to
control the working of the reflectors. Experimental results show that there is an enhancement of 28%
power efficiency with respect to the solar PV module.
A multiwalled carbon nanotube-based strain sensor is fabricated for structural health monitoring
application [10]. The sensor is fabricated by mixing different amounts of MWCNT and epoxy resin
(EpoThin®). The sensor works on resistive principle and is mounted on a metal specimen (beam).
The impedance variation of the sensor is studied with the variation of tensile strength on the spavin
with a controlled known force. The response of the sensor shows a significant change in impedance with
a variation of tensile strength. An Internet of Things (IoT)-compatible smart trap detector for crawling
insects and other arthropods in an urban environment has been developed in [11]. A box-shaped
device attracts targeted insect pests, senses the presence of insects, and takes a picture of the internal
space of the boxautomatically, and after a fixed time interval the picture is sent to an authorized
person/stakeholder through a WiFi device. The device has detection efficiency in the range of 96%
to 99%. Asemantic-based decision support system (DSS), depending on ontological models, to assist
architects and interior designers in domestic environments’ reconfiguration for independent living
is discussed in [12]. The development process of the ontology is presented in detail together with
the results deriving from reasoning processes. To ease the reconfiguration of domestic environments,
a prototypical application taking advantage of the DSS is presented. A zero-power microwave sensor
having two pairs of open-ended coaxial probes is used as a liquid sensor.One is inside a known
pure reference water sample, and the other one is inside the water under test. The basestation
propagates a single tone signal at the frequency of f0/2. At the sensing node, an antenna absorbs that
signal and a passive frequency doubler makes its frequency twice, i.e., f0, which will be used as the
carrier signal. At base station, the sensed signal is demodulated. The proposed system is tested for
humic acid water at 2.5 GHz frequency [13].A wireless sensor network having four metal oxide gas
sensors powered by a solar panel to discriminate four volatile compounds, such as benzene, toluene,
ethylbenzene, and xylene (BTEX) has been proposed in [14]. Pattern recognition of data is carried
out by a radial basis neural network and principal component analysis. ZigBee protocol is used to
transmit data wirelessly to a self-developed data cloud. RoomFort, a smart comfort management
system is developed to enhance the comfort of hotel room guests. It provides a set of domain ontologies
to formalize comfort-related metrics and to exploit the automatic reasoning capabilities provided
by Semantic Web technologies while gathering data through a network of sensors to ensure guests
are provided with tailored comfort profiles during their stays in the hotel [15]. Automatic detection
of unusual crowd dynamics using geotagged posts on location-based social networks (LBSNs) is
proposed in [16]. Authors use Instagram API media/search endpoint to collect the location of the
pictures posted by Instagram users in a given area periodically. Locations are summarized by their
2
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centroid. The entropy algorithm succeeds in finding abnormal events without the need for a training
phase, being able to dynamically adapt to changes in crowd behavior. Cost-effective delivery of
substantialdata content information is a big challenge facing modern mobile communication networks.
In reference [17], authors propose an integrated, proactive content delivery scheme that jointly exploits
the availability of multiple service tiers and multi-user behavior prediction. Three optimal algorithms
and one heuristic algorithm are introduced to solve the cost-minimization problems of multi-user
proactive content delivery under different modeling assumptions. In the traditional wireless sensor
network (WSN), loading balancing technology is difficult to meet the requirements of adaptability
and flexibility. In reference [18], the load balancing issue is addressed by software-defined WSN.
This mechanism utilizes the advantages of a centralized control SDN (software-defined network) and
flexible traffic scheduling. The simulation results show that the improved SDSNLB (software-defined
sensor network load balancing) routing algorithm has better performance than LEACH (low-energy
adaptive clustering hierarchy) protocol.
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Abstract: Measurement of moisture at ppm or ppb level is very difficult and the fabrication of such
sensors at low cost is always challenging. High sensitivity is an important parameter for trace level
(ppm) humidity sensors. Anelectronic detection circuit for interfacing the humidity sensor with high
sensitivity requires a simple hardware circuit with few active devices. The recent trends for increasing
the sensitivity include fabricating nanoporous film with a very large surface area. In the present
work, the sensitivity of a parallel plate capacitive type sensor with metal oxide sensing film has been
significantly improved with an aim to detect moisture from 3 to 100 ppm in the industrial process
gases used to fabricate semiconductors and other sensitive electronic devices. The sensitivity has
been increased by (i) fabricating a nanoporous film of aluminum oxide using the sol-gel method and
(ii) increasing the cross-sectional area of a parallel plate capacitor. A novel double sided capacitive
structure has been proposed where two capacitors have been fabricated—one on the top and one
on the bottom side of a flat alumina substrate—and then the capacitors are connected in parallel.
The structure has twice the sensitivity of a single sensor in the same ppm range but the size of the
structure remains unchanged. The important characteristics of the sensors such as the sensitivity
(S = ΔCΔppm × 100), the response time (tr), and the recovery time (tc) are determined and compared
with a commercial SHAW, UKdew point meter. The fabricated double sided sensor has comparable
sensitivity (S = 100%, tr (s) = 28, tc (s) = 40) with the commercial meter (S = 100.5%, tr (s) = 258)
but has a faster response time. The proposed method of sensitivity enhancement is simple, and
mass producible.
Keywords: porous alumina; sol-gel technique; capacitive sensor; sensitivity; dynamic range; ppm
1. Introduction
Humidity sensors are widely used in different industrial, agricultural, medical, food preservation,
home ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC), and respiratory monitoring applications for the
development of smart cities. Moisture measurement at ppm level is essential for condition monitoring
of gas insulated substations (GISs), transformers, and circuit breakers in orderto achieve uninterrupted
power supply in smart cities. The trace moisture sensor is extremely useful in certain crucial
applications, where it can withstand corrosive and contaminating gases. The sensor should be
sensitive to sudden and drastic change of moisture and available at low cost with a relatively long
calibration period. The dynamic range of humidity measurement, which extends from %RH to ppb
level, is extremely large [1–5]. Capacitive sensors are widely used for the measurement of humidity
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over a wide range. The most widely used capacitive sensor in %RH is the interdigitated electrode
structure. The interdigitated sensor, to the best of our knowledge, is only suitable for RH level humidity
measurement [5]. Very recently, an attempt has been made by the authors to measure moisture at ppm
level by a micro interdigitated capacitive sensor. However, the sensor does not show sensitivity less
than 200 ppm [6]. A large number of research articles is published every year in different journals
on the topic of %RH humidity measurement. However, the number of research papers for ppm level
moisture detection is very low [5]. The cost of a commercial ppm level moisture sensor is at least fifty
times higher than that of RH sensors [6,7].
Aluminum oxide may be suitable for trace level moisture measurement, since it is thermally
stable, and chemically inert in a corrosive environment. Among the different methods of alumina
film preparation, the sol-gel method is a simple, less expensive method to prepare a pure ceramic thin
film of desired thickness. The film can be formed on the ceramic substrate by the dip coating, spin
coating or spray coating method [1,2,6–10]. Incomparison to other ceramic materials, aluminum oxide
(Al2O3) is highly hydrophilic and it is one of the most useful materials for moisture measurement
in most industrial gases [4,10,11]. Several works have been reported in the recent past to measure
moisture in the range of 0–100 ppm. However, enhancement of the sensitivity is still required to
make a prototype system for the possibility of commercial applications. In addition, there is a need to
increase the dynamic range below 10 ppm [8,9,12–23]. Continuous efforts are made by the researchers
to fabricate highly porous nanostructures such as nanowire, nanotubes, and nanopores using different
fabrication techniques. Such nanostructure films result in a very high surface area suitable for humidity
sensing [23–29]. Efforts are also being made to explore new fabrication techniques and materials to
achieve the goal of high sensitivity and selectivity [30]. The methods followed for the fabrication
of nanostructures with desirable pore morphology are costly, time consuming and very often lead
to failure. It is not necessary that the sensitivity will increase by increasing the surface area. It also
requires tuning the pore morphology. Most recently, the sensitivity of a capacitive trace moisture sensor
was enhanced by increasing the surface area of a pure alumina nanoporous film with the addition
of polymer polyethylene glycol (PEG). The surface area of the alumina is increased two-fold but the
sensitivity is increased by approximately 61%. It is found that with the increase in surface area, the
size of the pores also increases [8].
In the present work, we have studied the sensitivity of a capacitive trace moisture sensor for
measuring moisture in ppm. The sensitivity has been addressed by (i) selecting a suitable pore
morphology nanostructured thin film of Al2O3; and (ii) increasing the cross-sectional area of the
parallel plate electrode. To enhance sensitivity further, a unique structure with two identical parallel
plate capacitors on each side of the alumina substrate has been fabricated. When these two capacitors
are connected in parallel, the sensitivity is enhanced almost two-fold but the actual size remains
unchanged. Also, this structure prevents the wastage of very useful dip-coated film on the opposite
side of the substrate as reported previously in [7,9,14,16,17,21–23]. The proposed method of sensitivity
enhancement is easy, simple, and less time consuming. The sensor can be utilized for condition
monitoring of electrical equipment and moisture measurement in human respiration.
2. Experimental
2.1. Preparation of the Sol for the Al2O3 Sensing Film
Material aluminum hydroxide or Boehmite (AlO(OH)) sol was prepared by the addition of
aluminum secondary butoxide (C12H27AlO3) precursor into an excess amount of warm DI (Deionized)
water [8,9,31,32]. The molar ratio of alumina precursor to water was fixed at approximately 1:100.
The solution was initially hydrolyzed for nearly 1 h with continuous stirring on a magnetic hot plate
stirrer at a constant temperature of 90 ◦C. The solution was then peptized by adding concentrated
hydrochloric (HCl) acid drop wise with the molar ratio ~0.07 mol/mol. During peptization, the
hydroxide molecules are positively charged (Al(OH)3+) and are dispersed uniformly in the colloidal
6
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solution. The dispersed ions form a net structure and after complete peptization, the sol becomes
transparent. To remove the excess volatile organic impurities from the sol, the solution was refluxed for
about 18 h at a constant temperature of 80 ◦C.Finally, the solution was stirred on a magnetic hot plate
for nearly 24 h at a room temperature of 25 ◦C. To facilitate the adhesion of the film on the substrate,
nearly 1% polyvinyl alcohol (molecular weight 125,000) was mixed in the sol solution.
2.2. Microstructures of the Porous Aluminum Oxide
Pore morphology of the γ-Al2O3 film was characterized by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD),
field emission electron microscope (FESEM) and Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area and a
pore size analyzer respectively. X-ray diffraction and BET analysis were carried out using a powder
sample of the ceramic. Powder ceramic samples were prepared from the fixed amount of sol solution.
The solution was dried initially at 80 ◦C and then sintered for 1 h at different temperatures of 450 to
550 ◦C. XRD analysis was carried out with a Bruker D8 advance diffractometer using Ni filtered Cu-Kα
radiation (λ = 1.54056 Å, 2θ = 20◦ to 80◦) with a scanning rate of 0.05◦/s. An XRD diffractogram of the
sample sintered at 450 ◦C for 1 h is shown in Figure 1. The sample shows multiple XRD peaks showing
the presence of γ-Al2O3 phase. However, the diffraction peaks were broad, indicating the small size of
the crystals. The XRD peaks are almost identical to the peaks obtained from the sample sintered at
the temperature of 450 ◦C for 6 h [9]. During sintering, aluminum hydroxide undergoes a number
of polymorphic phase transformations. Finally, it is converted to highly stable α-alumina phase at
around 1000 ◦C [9,31]. Debye–Scherrer’s equation was used to calculate the average crystallite size























Figure 1. XRD results of the alumina powder prepared from the sol-gel method showing γ-Al2O3 (450 ◦C, 1 h).
The average size of the crystallite was found to be ~4 nm. The BET gas adsorption and desorption
method was used to determine the surface area of the powder samples. The nitrogen gas adsorption
isotherm of the sample is shown in Figure 2 [11,12].The isotherm was studied using a Nova 2000e
(Quantachrome Instruments Limited, Boynton Beach, FL, USA) BET analyzer at liquid nitrogen
temperature (77 K). The oxide sample in power form was placed in a sample cell and allowed to degas
for nearly 2 h at 250 ◦C in vacuum. The degassed material was then exposed to a known concentration
of N2 gas at the constant temperature. The adsorption isotherm plotted between 1/[W((Po/P)-1)] and
relative pressure P/P0 for γ-Al2O3 is shown in Figure 2.
The specific surface area, the average pore size and the micro-pore volume of the samples sintered
at different conditions are shown in Table 1.
It is observed that with the increase in sintering time and temperature, the BET surface area
reduces and the DA (Dubinin Astakhov) pore size increases. The roughness of the porous film
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deposited on an alumina substrate (α-phase) was determined by the atomic force micrograph (AFM).
The microstructure of the alumina film deposited on the substrate was also studied using FESEM.
The FESEM image of the top surface of the metal oxide film at 100 nm scale is shown in Figure 3.
The surface contains a large number of voids (micropores) of different sizes. The average pore size of
the voids is around 10 nm.





















Figure 2. N2 gas adsorption plot of the γ-Al2O3 film (450 ◦C, 1 h).
Table 1. Pore morphology of the film.
Sample BET Surface Area (m2/gm) DA Pore Size (Å) MicroporeVolume(cc/gm)
Alumina (450 ◦C, 1 h) 220 10.4 0.200
Alumina (450 ◦C, 6 h) 200.4 10.8 0.177
Alumina (900 ◦C, 1 h) 186 12.2 0.139
Figure 3. Scanningelectronmicrograph of the top surfaceofthe γ-Al2O3 film.
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2.3. Fabrication of the Parallel Plate Capacitive Sensors
Capacitive sensors from four different sensing areas—Cp1, Cp2, Cp3 and Cp4—were fabricated
on the alumina substrates. The details of geometrical parameters and sintering temperature of each
capacitor are shown in Table 2. The bottom gold electrode on each substrate was deposited by the
screen printing method using a manual screen printer. Screen printing uses the stencil method to print
the predefined electrode design on the screen. A screen of different electrode pattern was designed
using PCB making software and the stencil of the screen printer with polyester fabric was made in
the lab.
Table 2. Details of different types of the sensors fabricated.
Sample Cp1 Cp2 Cp3 Cp4
Substrate size (mm) 19 × 19 × 1 19 × 19 × 1 19 × 19 × 1 10 × 10 × 1
Top electrode (mm) 11 × 10 9 × 8 6 × 6 3 × 2
Bottomelectrode 16 × 16 14 × 14 8 × 8 5 × 6
Electrode sintering 900 ◦C, 1 h 900 ◦C, 1 h 900 ◦C, 1 h 900 ◦C, 1 h
Sensing film 450 ◦C, 3 h 450 ◦C, 3 h 450 ◦C, 3 h 450 ◦C, 3 h
Sensing area (mm2) 110 72 36 6
Film thickness (μm) ~6 ~6 ~6 ~6
A thin film of binder mixed alumina sol was deposited on the gold printed alumina substrate
by a desktop computer interfaced automatic Single Dip Coatinginstrument (Model: SDC-2007C,
Apex Instruments Co. Pvt. Ltd., Kolkata, India). The substrate was dipped in the prepared sol at a
dipping speed of 60 mm/m, wet time 30 s and then pulled out at a speed of 30 mm/m. The substrate
was kept for 1 m in the solution before being pulled off. Deposited thin film was dried at 80 ◦C for
nearly 5 min. The steps of film deposition over the substrates were repeated six times.
When the film was dried, a second gold electrode was screen printed on the sensing film. The top
electrode is made macroporous with average pore size (~1–7 μm), which is much larger than the
average pore size of the sensing film. The schematic of film deposition of γ-Al2O3 on gold plate by the
sol-gel method is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the film deposition on the gold electrode.
The red dots in the schematic indicate the formation of pores after sintering. Finally, two terminals
are soldered at the top and the bottom electrodes for the electrical connection of the sensor. Precautions
were taken to minimize the variation of the film thickness among sensors with the help of a software
controlled automatic dipcoater. All the four sensors have almost identical dielectric films, except the
electrode size. Figure 5a shows the schematic and Figure 5b shows the photograph of the sensors
fabricated in the laboratory environment.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5. The capacitive sensor with different sensing area (a) schematic diagram of the sensor;
(b) photograph.
3. Determination of the Response Characteristics of the Sensors
The electrical characteristics were determined by holding the sensors inside a rectangular steel
chamber, which was made in a local workshop. The inner free space of the chamber is around 100 cc.
The chamber has 0.25" inlet and outlet gas pipelines and is connected in series with a reference SHAW
dew point meter (model no SADP-TR, Westgate, Bradford, UK) [12]. The reference meter has ahyper
thin film parallel electrode metal oxide sensor. The measurement range of the dew point meter is
0–1000 ppm with accuracy ±1 ppm (=0.1%). To refresh the sensor, the chamber was purged with
dry N2 gas at the flow rate of 4–6 L/m. Refreshing continues till the reference meter indicates an
initial concentration of around 3 ppm moisture in the moist gas (moisture content of the dry gas
cylinder). The desired moist gas concentration was achieved by mixing the commercial dry N2 gas
with water vapor at room temperature (25 ◦C). The concentration level of the moisture in the moist gas
exposed to the sensors varied from 3 to 100 ppm. All the four sensors in the chamber were connected
to the Impedance analyzer (4294 A) with a nearly 1 m long shielded wire. The wire was a Teflon
insulated multiconductor with capacitance 79 pF/m. For proper shielding, the sensors were held in
the grounded metallic chamber. The impedance analyzer was interfaced with a personal computer PC
with the help of IEEE 488 interface bus. The input ac excitation for each sensor was of 500 mV (rms)
and frequency 1 kHz. The observations of the capacitance values in the Cp-D mode of the impedance
analyzer for Cp1 and Cp4 with moisture variation from 3 to 100 ppm are shown in Figure 6. The initial
capacitance value of each sensor at dry humidity (3 ppm) is different. This difference of the base value
is due to the fact that the effective cross-sectional area of each sensor is different. The pore morphology
also influences the capacitance value but all the four sensors have identical morphology [1,2]. It is
observed in Figure 6 that as the moisture concentration increases, the capacitance value increases
but the change in capacitance for CP1 and CP4 for the same moisture range is significantly different.
The highest (46.4%) and the minimum sensitivities (2.9%) are shown by Cp1 and Cp4 respectively.
When a sensor is exposed to a certain moisture level, the water molecules in cluster form condense on
the porous surface and then condense in the voids through capillary condensation in the micropores.
As a result, the pores are filled up, causing an increase in the effective dielectric of the sensor. The size
of water cluster depends on the moisture concentration. At saturation condition, when the pores are
completely filled up, the capacitance value reaches the maximum. Since the sensor is exposed to a very
low moisture concentration, the pores are partially filled and hence, the capacitance value continues
to increase.
To determine the response (tr) and the recovery time (tc), the transient response curve of the
sensor Cp1 for the step change in moisture concentration from 3 to 100 ppm is shown in Figure 7.
Such an instantaneous step change of moisture rarely occurs in practice but we have considered a
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worstcase scenarioin determining the transient response curve. The sensor takes a very short time,
29 s, to increase the capacitance value from 10 to 90% of its maximum value. During recovery, the
sensor was refreshed by dry nitrogen gas to decrease the moisture concentration from 100 ppm to
3 ppm. The capacitance value of the sensor decreases with the decrease in moisture concentration
as shown in Figure 7. The recovery time of the sensor is defined as the time taken by the sensor to
decrease the capacitance value from maximum to 10% value and it is ~87 s. For the sensor Cp2, the
response time is 28 s and the recovery time is 85 s. The response and the recovery time depend on
the pore morphology, and the thickness of the sensing film. The humidity sensor which works on
the adsorption and desorption principle, takes more time to desorb than to adsorb the moisture in
the pores. It is observed that the output of the sensor is stable and recovers fully, when the sensor is
refreshed by dry N2 gas. Because of the small sensitivity of Cp3 and Cp4, tr and tc of these sensors are
not determined.
Figure 6. Capacitive response of the sensors (a) Cp1; (b) Cp4.
Figure 7. Transient response of the sensor Cp1.
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4. Results and Discussion
For a parallel plate capacitive sensor, the effective capacitance in the presence of moisture can be
represented by [8,22]




where ε0 is the permittivity of the free space, A is the area of the cross-section of the electrode, d is
the thickness of the film, εeff is the relative dielectric constant of the moist dielectric film, and Cf is the
capacitance due to fringing field. The fringing field capacitor will be negligible since the electrode size
(A) is much larger than the gap between the electrodes (d) [8]. Therefore, the capacitance of the sensor
can be approximately represented by




The effective dielectric constant of the capacitor (γ-Al2O3) can be approximately given by
Looyang’s empirical equation as [5,6],





where γ is the fractional volume of water adsorbed by the porous film, and εw is the dielectric constant
of water. The fractional volume of water adsorbed in the porous film depends on the pore morphology.
The well-known equation for the Kelvin radius gives us useful information about the desired pore
morphology. It is reported that theoretically, the pore size as obtained from the Kelvin equation for
sensing moisture in ppm should be below 10 Å [8,26]. The average pore size of the fabricated film as
shown in Table 1 is 12.2 Å (γ-Al2O3sintered initially at 450 ◦C and then at 900 ◦C for 1 h), which is
close to the theoretical value.











RHu − RHl (6)
where Cu and Cl are the upper and the lower limit of the capacitance values of the sensor, RHu and
RHl are the upper and the lower limit of humidity (%RH or ppm). The sensitivity represented by
Equation (5) is more suitable in such a situation when the sensor has approximately linear response [20].
The output of the sensor is approximately linear (R2 = 0.95, for perfect linear response R2 = 1).
Equation (5) is more usable to understand the performance of the sensor since it provides information
about the input and the output parameters, but in Equation (4), the reader does not have an idea about
the type of input parameter and its range.
The sensitivity parameters of four sensors have been determined using Equation (5).
The sensitivity values of all the four sensors in the range 3–100 ppm are plotted with the variation of
the cross-sectional area. It is observed in Figure 8 that the sensitivity increases almost linearly with the
increase in effective area. When the effective cross-sectional area increases, more water molecules are
adsorbed in the nanostructured porous film, resulting in an increase in effective dielectric constant.
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Figure 8. Variation of sensitivity with electrode area for 3–100 ppm moisture.
5. Sensitivity Enhancement by Connecting Two Capacitors in Parallel Fabricated on
theSame Substrate
It has been investigated in the previous section that by keeping the pore morphology of the
nanostructured film identical, the sensitivity can be increased by simply increasing the electrode area
of the capacitor. However, if the electrode area increases, the size of the device will increase and it
will create a problem to package the sensor in a small sample chamber. However, if we make two
identical parallel plate capacitors on both sides of the alumina substrate, and connect them in parallel,
the sensitivity becomes almost double. Additionally, the size of the device remains unchanged and
the costly sensing film which is deposited on the opposite side can be effectively utilized. This is
because, when thin film is deposited on the gold-plated electrode by the dip coating method, the
film deposited on the opposite side of the alumina substrate remains unused [8,12–22]. This issue
has not been addressed by previous reported work. Thus, a novel structure which consists of two
identical capacitors on each side of the alumina substrate has been fabricated. In addition to this,
if the sensitivity enhancement is not an issue for a particular sensor, the opposite capacitor can be
used as a reference capacitor, which can be used to minimize the offset capacitance as well as any
temperature error of the main sensor, provided the reference capacitor is covered by a hydrophobic
film such as Teflon. If C1 is the parallel plate capacitor at one side of the substrate and C2 is another
capacitor on the opposite side, then the equivalent capacitance, when both of them are connected in
parallel, is C3 = C1 + C2. In comparison to the method of sensitivity enhancement by the preparation
of nanostructure, this method is simple, less time consuming, less costly and mass producible.
Procedures to Fabricate the Device
The steps of the fabrication process remain the same as in the case of a single sided capacitive
trace moisture sensor [6–8,12–22]. Two gold electrodes are deposited on each side of an alumina
substrate (19 mm × 19 mm × 1 mm) by the screen printing method. The size of each electrode is
16 mm × 16 mm. The electrodes are sintered at 900 ◦C for 1 h in a furnace. Thin film of γ-Al2O3
is deposited on each electrode by the dip coating method under a similar deposition condition as
discussed in Section 2.3. Film is deposited on both sides simultaneously. Finally, the top gold electrode
is deposited on each side of the film. The dimension of the top electrode is 12 mm × 14 mm. However,
due to manual fabrication, there may be minor variation of the electrode size of C1 and C2 respectively.
Both the capacitances are connected in parallel. The response characteristics of C1, C2 and C3 are
determined with the variation of moisture in the range of 3–108 ppm.The capacitive response curve
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of the sensor C2 with the variation of moisture is shown in Figure 9a. The capacitive response of C3
when both C1 and C2 are connected in parallel is shown in Figure 9b.
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Figure 9. The response curve of the proposed sensor structure connected in parallel, (a) C2; the
capacitor on the bottom side (b) C3 = C1 + C2.
It is observed that in the case of C3, the overall capacitance change for the same moisture range
becomes almost double. This sensitivity enhancement is obtained by simply connecting the two
capacitors in parallel without modifying the surface area or the thickness of the film. The correlation
coefficient of the actual response curve from the linear fitted curve is 0.95, which is close to the desired
value of 1. Linearity is always a desirable characteristic of a sensor for ease of calibration. For a
linear response, only two calibration points are required to calibrate the reading. The conversion
from a scale reading to the corresponding measured value of input moisture is most convenient if
it is required to multiply a fixed constant rather than to refer to a nonlinear calibration curve or to
compute from a nonlinear calibration equation.Hysteresis is another important parameter of a sensor.
When a sensor is employed for moisture measurement in any application, the moisture level in the
environment may increase or decrease. Ideally, the sensor should give the same capacitance at the
14
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same moisture level when approached in both directions. For a sensor withhysteresis error, different
reading results for a particular moisture level are given, depending on whether the moisture level is
applied from lower or higher values. The hysteresis plot for both increase and decrease in moisture
from 13 to 108 ppm for C3 is shown in Figure 10. The maximum deviation of the capacitance value
for the forward and reverse cycle of moisture is around 0.45%. The response and recovery times of
C3 determined from the transient response curve for a 3–108 ppm step change in moisture are 28 s
and 40 s respectively. The repeatability of the capacitive response of C3 for three similar step changes
in moisture concentration is shown in Figure 11. The repeatability error is caused by the inability
of the sensor to give the same capacitance under similar step change in moisture. The maximum
repeatability error of the sensor output is ~0.2% and the standard deviation of the successive peaks is
0.7. Experiments were also performed to study the signal frequency effect on the capacitance values,
by varying the frequency from 100 Hz to 100 kHz at fixed 80 ppm moisture. The rate of change of
the capacitance value at lower frequency—below 20 kHz—is much higher than the frequency above
20 kHz. Therefore, the ac signal with frequency above 20 kHz is suitable to avoid the frequency
dependency capacitance change. This is due to the fact that, when the sensor is interfaced with an
electronic circuit for displaying the moisture value, the minor change in excitation frequency does not
affect the reading of the meter. High capacitance change at lower frequency is due to the combined
effect of dielectric adsorption capacitance and the double layer capacitance. At higher frequency, the








































Figure 11. Repeatability of the sensor C3.
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Investigation is needed to study the drift due to aging [2]. Our experience shows that if the
sensor is kept in drying agent (molecular sieve) as practiced in a commercial dew point meter (SHAW),
the reading will be stable for a long time [10,11]. However, if there is a drift in the output, it can be
reduced by heating the sensor at a temperature of around 400 ◦C. Drift is caused due to deposition of
residual impurity from the N2 gas or due to gradual change in γ phase to γ-Al2O3.H2O (boehmite).
This causes volume expansion of the oxide, resulting in a gradual decrease in surface area and
porosity [2]. The sensor does not show any drift due to the change in working temperature [9,18,19,23].
Comparison of the characteristics of the single sided and double sided sensor with the reading of the
commercial dew point meter is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Comparison of the response characteristics of different sensors.
Sensor Measurement Range (ppm) S (%) tr (s) tc (s)
Cp1 3–100 46.4 29 87
Cp2 3–100 16.4 28 85
C3 3–100 100 28 40
SHAWdew point [19] 0–1000 100.5 258 -
6. Conclusions
The present work deals with the fabrication of capacitive porous alumina-based sensors with
different sensing areas for sensing humidity in ppm. The pore morphology of the sensing layer of
each sensor is identical. The characteristics of the moisture sensors were examined for 3 to 100 ppm
moisture content in dry gas. We have found that a moisture sensor with a larger effective area has
higher sensitivity in a lower range. Pore morphology, thickness of the film and the sensing area play an
important role for the sensitive detection of humidity at trace level. The parallel plate sensor provides
a better solution for trace moisture detection. In comparison to the conventional interdigitated sensor,
the parallel plate sensor with very small size may sense humidity at the %RH level. We have also
discussed another unique structure consisting of capacitors on each side of the substrate to enhance the
sensitivity for trace level moisture detection. This double sided capacitor structure is easy to fabricate
and it can enhance sensitivity greatly without affecting the overall size. It may be possible to obtain a
measurementbelow 3 ppm, but due to the lack of a testing facility, an experiment was not conducted.
Further work could test the sensor’s ability to measure moisture in GIS or transformer oil.
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Abstract: Smart praying mats are essential to help old and forgetful Muslims perform their religious
needs. Due to the binary representation of pressure sensors embedded into the mat for posture
identification, existing smart praying systems either use large sensing arrays, thus becoming
expensive and bulky, or utilize only a limited number of sensors, minimizing the cost of posture
recognition accuracy. This article presents a new technique for detecting human postures and
counting posture cycles by a smart mat. Unlike related solutions, the proposed technique identifies
postures by voltage levels observed from five sensors only. The technique has been implemented
in a prototype smart mat and experimentally evaluated by 30 Islam worshipers. The results show
that it provides unobtrusive and robust (100%) recognition of all six postures of the Muslim praying
cycle and reliable cycle counting. The implementation is inexpensive, easy to use and quite helpful
for users.
Keywords: smart mat; pressure sensors; sensor systems and applications; assistive living
1. Introduction
Praying is a central pillar of the Muslim faith; a mandatory religious ritual performed five times
a day at prescribed times. The ritual is quite challenging for elders whose attentive and cognitive
capabilities are deteriorating with age. When praying, a worshiper has to perform a sequence of
six postures (Figure 1) called Rakah (in singular) and Rakat (in plural). Because the sequence must be
repeated a number of times while reciting passages from the Quran, elders frequently have difficulty
remembering which cycle is being performed. Incomplete sequence, however, is not acceptable.
Once forgotten, a worshiper must go back and fulfill an extra sequence to ensure that he has done the
proper number of Rakat.
Figure 1. The sequence of postures to complete a single Rakah in a prayer: (a,c) standing (b) bowing;
(d,f) prostration; (e) sitting.
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Furthermore, the number of cycles, which must be repeated by a worshiper in a pray, varies
according to the time of day as well as the day. For example, two Rakat must be performed at dawn
prayer, four at each prayer at noon, afternoon and evening, and three at sunset prayer. Old and
forgetful people have problems not only remembering how many ritual cycles have to be performed
in a prayer but also losing track of the cycles that they have already completed [1]. Although Muslims
with severe mental illness or intellectual disability are allowed to be exempted from praying, those with
mild and moderate cognitive impairment are not. The options they currently have are quite limited:
either to perform in a congregation following the leader or ask someone to inform them which
Rakah is currently performed. Elders with cognitive impairment usually practice their rituals at
home. They live independently and frequently do not have someone close to ask. At the same
time, those who can usually hesitate being a burden to others and showing their cognitive problems,
and may eventually lead to bad mood, depression, more extensive cognitive decay, and a stronger
association with dementia [2]. Therefore, information and communication technologies capable of
assisting forgetful Muslims in praying are important.
In this article, we present a new technique for automatic sensing and recognition of Rakat postures
by using a smart mat.
2. Related Research
Over the years, various technologies have been proposed to help Muslims with prayers and
Rakat counting. Google Play and Apple Store nowadays contain a number of software applications
which can automatically count the number of Rakat on mobile devices (smartphones or tablet PC)
with embedded accelerometers. In order to use the applications, a worshiper must possess a proper
device in addition to a prayer mat (which is not always the case for old and forgetful people), and also
be within the area of Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) or Wifi coverage in order to
access the application server. Therefore, research efforts have been concentrated on incorporating
Rakat counting electronics into the prayer mat itself.
Khatri [3] proposed the use of a solar-powered electrical switch pad and liquid crystal display
(LCD) operable by a forehead of a worshipper when he or she prostrates on the mat. Faouaz [4] also
used LCD with a switch, built in the prayer mat, with the difference that the switch is turned on and off
by the user. Abdelmohsen [5] advocated placing a so-called “pressurable plate” under an ordinary mat
to detect a prostration posture anytime the user’s forehead touches the mat, and incrementing the Rakat
counter on display by every even prostration posture. Arrar [6] developed a portable cycle counter
based on IR sensors embedded into the prayer rug. Kantarceken [7] presented a prayer assistance
device with built-in camera, infra-red sensors, microphones, Bluetooth and acoustic transducers for
detecting physical gestures and spoken words of a prayer. Ismail et al. [8] used pressure sensors
embedded in the mat under the forehead area to detect the prostration posture. When a second
prostration is recognized, the counter is incremented, and its value is displayed on an MP3 player and
replayed as an audible cue.
Despite differences in implementation, all of these smart prayer mats have several features in
common. Namely, they differentiate human postures by patterns of binary signals (0 and 1) generated
from switches or pressure sensors embedded into the mat. The sensors operate locally while the
postures span the entire area of the prayer mat. Therefore, the devices either employ a large number of
sensors distributed over the mat, as shown in Figure 2a, in order to improve the detection accuracy on
expense of cost (e.g., [6,8]), or use a few sensors placed under the forehead (see Figure 2b) to detect the
prostration posture only (e.g., [4,5,7]). These cost-oriented solutions do not take into account the other
postures of the Rakah sequence and thus might increment the counter when the user skips a posture or
makes two prostrations consequently; which is unacceptable. Besides, to our knowledge, none of the
existing prayer mats proposed so far can differentiate the standing posture from the bowing posture,
thus impeding the correct posture recognition.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2. Distribution of pressure sensor in existing smart mats: (a) distributed over the mat area;
(b) localized in the forehead area.
It should be noted that research on smart mats/carpets capable of recognizing human postures and
analyzing the human gait has intensified recently, especially for health-care and medical applications.
Middleton et al. [9] developed a gate-recognition “floor sensor” that had 1536 small sensing elements
arranged in a 3 × 0.5 m2 rectangular strip with an individual sensor area of 3 cm2. Aud et al. [10]
presented a fall-detecting smart carpet built from an array of signal-scavenging sensors that use
energy available throughout the environment. Although this design does not have a power supply,
the electronics put into the carpet make it thick and heavy. For example, a small mat of the carpet has
four blocks of foil reading electronics parts, four AD convertors, one microcontroller, and one wireless
transmitter. Miguel et al. [11] and Cheng et al. [12] advocated using arrays of pressure sensors made
of electrostatic discharge protection foam mixed with carbon fiber to identify static activities on the
carpet. Tanaka et al. [13] designed a smart carpet from an array of pressure-sensing tiles that can be
easily assembled on a floor to monitor user position, motion and falls. Chaccour et al. [14] embedded
a matrix of differential piezoresistive pressure sensors into a carpet for fall detection. Ho et al. [15]
proposed a textile technology for making smart carpets from tension-sensitive electro-conductive yarns.
The sensing yarn has an elastic core wound around by two tension-sensitive electro-conductive threads
of polyester and stainless steel fibers separated by a non-conductive basal layer. The technology
can detect light touch, tactile perception, and tensile forces, and seems to be promising though its
application in smart mats has not been revealed yet.
In addition to the abovementioned research, a number of successful products have been already
deployed. An example is a smart yoga mat [16] that employs over 21,000 built-in piezoresistive sensors
to detect human poses and display them on a smartphone or tablet PC. The device provides robust
identification of various yoga postures, thus allowing the user to improve his/her yoga practice.
However, it is quite expensive (450 US$ retail price).
In this article, we propose a new technique for posture detection and identification by using smart
mats. In contrast to related methods, the proposed technique differentiates postures based on voltage
levels generated by mat sensors. According to experimental evaluation, it provides unobtrusive and
robust detection of all six Rakah postures and reliable Rakat counting. Its implementation is simple
and efficient, yet inexpensive.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss the proposed
technique. Section 4 describes the prototype’s implementation in a smart mat and presents results of
experimental evaluation. Section 5 summarizes our findings and outlines work for the future.
3. The Proposed Technique
3.1. An Overview
The key idea behind our method emanates from empirical analysis of output voltages produced by
a pressure sensor of a single zone force-sensing resistor (FSR) family, which are largely used nowadays
in automotive electronics, medical systems, and various industrial and robotics applications. A FSR is
a two-wire device made from polymer thick film that “exhibits a decrease in resistance with increase
in force applied to the surface of the sensor” [17]. As the force grows, the output voltage increases.
When a person steps over the sensor, his weight causes the sensor to generate an output voltage
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proportional to the product of person’s mass and the gravitational acceleration. For example, if a FSR
sensor is tied to a measuring resistor RM in a configuration shown in Figure 3a, the output voltage,
VOUT, increases with weight, as depicted in Figure 3b. Under a constant force, the output voltage
remains constant. Note, the weight in the article is shown in terms of kilogram-force (1 kgf = 9.8 N).
(a) (b)
Figure 3. Results of force-sensing resistor (FSR) sensor testing: (a) a test circuit; (b) FSR voltage as
a function of applied weight and output resistance RM.
As a force, weight has both a magnitude and a direction associated with it. While the direction of
the weight force always remains toward the center of the earth, the distribution of the weight over the
body’s center of gravity changes with human posture. For instance, when a person stands straight,
his weight concentrates over his feet. So the weight force is maximal. When a person bows, sits or
prostrates, his body’s center of gravity shifts and so does the weight distribution. Because a posture
affects the weight force applied to the sensor, it changes the voltage produced by the sensor.
Figure 4 depicts the FSR voltage variations with postures, accumulated (at RM = 600 Ω) from
a test in which 30 people of different weight were standing, sitting and prostrating while a FSR sensor
was under their feet. As one can see, the postures induce distinguishable voltages though the levels of
the voltages vary with the mass.
Our posture detection technique exploits this posture-voltage dependency. In contrast to
existing approaches, which differentiate human postures by binary patterns of active sensors,
the proposed technique identifies postures by voltage levels produced by the sensors. It assumes that
the prayer mat contains an array of FSR strip-line sensors connected to an embedded microcontroller.
The microcontroller reads the sensor voltages, and based on them, detects postures performed by
the user.
3.2. Positioning of Sensors Inside a Mat
In order to determine sensor placement within the mat, we experimentally studied the mat usage
in a prayer. The study involved 30 Muslims aged from 20 to 60 years old. The participants varied in
height (140~178 cm), weight (40~72 kg), shape (slim, ordinary, fat), gender, and feet size (23~26 cm).
In the study, each participant was asked to pray using same mat lined by squares of 5 cm × 5 cm
in size.
We measured the positions of participants over the mat and recorded the squares touched by the
participant’s feet, knees, forehead or hands in different postures.
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Figure 4. The FSR sensor voltage variation with the user’s posture and weight.
The results revealed three distinguishable areas of the mat usage, associated with the user’s feet
(Area 1), knees, (Area 2) and head (Area 3), respectively, as shown in Figure 5. Without being asked,
all participants used same area for feet, identified from a picture printed on the mat. Namely, the Area
1 was used in standing and bowing postures; Area 2 in sitting and prostrating postures; and Area 3 in
the prostrating posture only.
Figure 5. Sensing areas associated with praying postures: (a) standing, (b) bowing, (c) sitting,
(d) prostration.
Figure 6 shows the details of mat area usage for each posture. In this figure, lines and columns
determine the squares within the mat areas (see Figure 7); the vertical axis shows the square usage
in terms of the number of participants that touched a particular square in a posture. The two visible
peaks in the graphs, associated with Areas 1 and 2, correspond to the mat regions used by the left
and the right legs, respectively; the graph at the bottom reflects the regions of Area 3 touched by
head. As the results demonstrate, every participant in the test placed their feet over Line 3 of Area 1 in
the standing posture, pressed Line 3 of Area 1 and Line 2 of Area 2 in the sitting posture, and in the
prostration posture had their feet over Line 4 of Area 1, their knees over Line 4 of Area 2 and their
forehead over Line 3 of Area 3. Thus, to detect all of the postures of the Rakah sequence, only five
strip-type (Model 408) FSR sensors [16] are needed. A standard strip-type FSR-408 sensor is 622 mm
long and 6.35 mm wide, and 1 mm thin. Because it responds to pressure applied from up to ±5 cm
from its edge, we position the sensors on the mat as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. The mat area usage in different postures. (a) Area 1 usage at standing posture; (b) Area 1
usage at sitting posture; (c) Area 1 usage at prostration posture; (d) Area 2 usage at sitting posture;
(e) Area 2 usage at prostration posture; (f) Area 3 usage at prostration posture.
Figure 7. The FSR sensor voltage variation with the user’s posture.
Now consider output voltages induced by these five FSR sensors when a mat user implements
the Rakah postures. Table 1 presents an example observed for a 40 kg user (RM = 600 Ω). The standing
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posture leads to the maximal voltage in comparison to the other voltages listed in the Table. This is
because the user in this posture presses the mat by his entire weight. When the user bows, the Area 1
sensors generate voltages around 90–100% of the maximal level. The sitting posture causes only 80%
of the maximal voltage on sensors in Area 1, and around 60% of the maximal level on sensors in Area
2. When the user takes the prostrating posture, the sensors of Areas 2 and 3 produce voltages in the
range of 50–75% and 4–25% of the maximal level, respectively.
Table 1. Sensor readings (in volts) at different postures 1.
Posture
Area1 Area 2 Area 3
Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor 3 Sensor 4 Sensor 5
Standing 1.89 1.69 0 0 0
Bowing 1.79 1.72 0 0 0
Sitting 1.47 1.15 0.75 0.02 0
Prostration 0 0.98 0.04 1.21 0.2
1 RM = 600 Ω; 40 kg user.
To study the relationship between the user’s posture, weight, and voltage ranges, we empirically
measured the sensor outputs induced by 30 different users of the prayer mat. Figure 8 shows the




Figure 8. Normalized voltage variations observed on outputs of sensors in Area 1–3 when 30 users of
different weight performed the bowing and sitting postures (a), and the prostration posture (b).
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For the sake of simplicity, we depict only the maximal values of the normalized voltages generated
by sensors in Areas 1 and 2 for the bowing, the sitting and the prostration postures. The absolute
variation of peak voltage (V0) with the weight is given in Figure 4. Interestingly, the voltage ranges
associated with the postures are quite distinguishable and do not depend much on the user’s weight.
In the sequel, we exploit these voltage–posture correlation for posture detection.
3.3. The Posture Detection and Rakat Counting Technique
The proposed posture detection technique is based on identifying patterns of sensor
readings associated with each posture of the Rakah sequence. In contrast to related techniques,
which differentiate postures by logic patterns associated with positions of active sensors within the
mat, it distinguishes patterns (and hence postures) by voltage levels produced by the sensors. At each
time of prayer, the voltage levels of the sensor outputs are compared to the pre-defined thresholds.
A posture is considered detected if and only if all of the sensors associated with the posture produce
voltages within the specified range. If the completed sequence of postures matches the correct order of
the Rakah sequence (Figure 1), the Rakat counter is incremented. Otherwise, it remains unchanged.
Figure 9 illustrates the proposed posture generation and Rakat counting technique in terms of
state transition diagram. In this figure, circles represent postures; arrows show their execution order in
Rakah sequence, the formulas above the arrows represent conditions at which the posture is considered
detected i.e., the state transition occurs. The thresholds associated with the conditions have been
obtained from an analysis of experimental data, of which a part is shown in Figure 8.
Figure 9. State diagram of the Rakat Counter.
The state machine works as follows. As the user activates the machine, it evaluates the outputs of
sensors in Area 1 for 3 s in order to identify the peak voltage of the standing posture. If the voltage
level is less than a given threshold (L0), i.e., no pressure on sensors, the system remains in the initial
stage. Otherwise, the calculated peak voltage is applied as a reference (V0) for computing ten voltage
thresholds (Li) of the detection conditions. Namely,
L1 = 0.9 × V0, (1)
L2 = 1 × V0, (2)
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L3 = 0.5 × V0, (3)
L4 = 0.65 × V0, (4)
L5 = 0.5 × V0, (5)
L6 = 0.12 × V0, (6)
L7 = 0.1 × V0, (7)
L8 = 0.8 × V0, (8)
L9 = 0.05 × V0, (9)
L10 = 0.65 × V0, (10)
For example, if the reference voltage V0 = 1.89 V, the L1 = 1.7 V, L2 = 1.89 V, L3 = 0.945 V, and so
on. The bowing posture is detected when the output voltages of Area 1 sensors are within the
range L1 ≤ V1 ≤ L2. Otherwise, the system waits until the user implements the posture correctly
i.e., the outputs of sensors 1 and 2 satisfy the specified condition. Note that even if the specified
condition is satisfied but there is non-zero output from other sensors, the system will remain in the
current state. To detect the prostration posture, we use Areas 2 and 3 sensors. If the outputs of the
Area 2 sensors satisfy the condition: L3 ≤ V2 ≤ L4, and the outputs of the Area 3 sensors satisfy the
condition: L5 ≤ V3 ≤ L6, then the system identifies the prostration posture. Otherwise, it continues
waiting for the correct implementation of the required posture. To detect the sitting posture, we check
whether the Area 1 voltages (V1) and the Area 2 voltages (V2) are within the ranges: L7 ≤ V1 ≤ L8 and
L9 ≤ V2 ≤ L10. If either of these two conditions is unsatisfied, or there is a non-zero voltage output
from the Area 3 sensors, the posture is rejected as incorrect. Thus, we proceed to the next state if the
user correctly implements the postures. As the second prostration is identified, the system increments
the Rakat Counter (RC) by 1 and repeats the cycle.
4. Implementation and Evaluation
4.1. Implementation
The proposed technique was implemented in a smart mat prototype [18] that additionally to
Rakah counting also determined the start time of a next prayer and the direction to Mekkah (or Qibla).
The praying mat was 120 cm × 70 cm in size, which is conventional for a medium height user.
Figure 10 shows a block diagram of electronics embedded into the mat. The sensor array contained
five force-sensing resistive strips (FSR 406) placed under Areas 1–3 of the mat, as shown in Figure 7.
To reduce sensor displacement and eliminate undesirable effects of dirt, the sensors were fixed in
special pockets made of cloth that were sewn to the backside of the praying mat. The processing unit
(depicted by gray pattern in Figure 10) includes an 8-bit microcontroller (AVR ATmega32, from Atmel
Crop., Chandler, AR, USA), a GPS receiver (Ublox NEO 6M, from Thalwil, Switzerland), a digital
compass (CMPS10, from Robot Electroncs, Norfolk, UK), a real-time clock (RTC) unit, and an interface
circuitry. The control panel contains a 128 × 64 graphical LCD display, a digital buzzer and a number
of switches. By pushing a corresponding button on the control panel, the user can display on the
screen either the ST (start time of the next prayer), QD (Qibla Direction), and RC (Rakah Counter).
He or she can also reset RC, deactivate the buzzer (alarm off) or power off the smart mat if necessary.
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Figure 10. Block diagram of smart mat.
On the mat, the FSR sensing strips were attached to the backside of the mat, while the
microcontroller and the control panel shared the board placed on the foreside of the mat. The proposed
posture detection and Rakat counting technique was implemented in software.
Figure 11a,b shows photographs of the smart mat prototype and its usage in a prayer. The user
activates the smart mat by pushing the power bottom on the control panel. By default, the RC is zero.
When activated, the system displays the value of RC and the next posture to be taken by the user,
thus guiding him or her through the Rakah sequence. If the system recognizes that the user completed
a Rakah, it increments the RC value. Otherwise, the value of RC remains unchanged.
Figure 11c exemplifies data shown on the display as the user completed the sitting posture of




Figure 11. Photographs: (a) the smart mat prototype (b) the smart mat usage; (c) displayed data.
4.2. Evaluation and Results
To evaluate the quality of the proposed posture recognition and Rakat counting algorithm,
we performed a number of tests, which involved 30 participants (of ages 10 to 60). The tests have
been conducted in laboratory conditions with the smart mat placed on a flat, smooth, clean flooring.
The temperature and humidity levels in the room were normal. The participants had different heights
(from 128 cm to 180 cm), feet size (from 18 cm to 29 cm), and shapes (from 26 to 94 kg). During the
tests, each participant was asked to perform the praying ritual with three Rakat correctly and then
randomly skip or perform incorrectly (e.g., sitting instead bowing or vs. versa) one or several postures
in a “faulty” Rakah sequence. These scenarios were repeated three times by each subject in a random
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order. In between the tests, the power was switched OFF. The tests totaled 120 simulated cycles of six
postures each.
The evaluation revealed several results. First, when the system was switched ON and no pressure
asserted to the mat, the voltage readings from the FSR sensors were almost 0, causing the system to
remain in the initial state. The system operation started only when someone stepped over sensing
Area 1, and when the level of voltage generated from the sensors of this area exceeds L0. (Though we
used L0 = 1, the threshold level can be calibrated to reduce external noise if any. According to [17],
the FSR sensors are no more prone to noise pickup than a passive resistor).
Second, the posture detection ratio of the proposed technique was 100%, even though the
participants in the tests had different styles for sitting, standing, and prostration. Some of them
inclined or moved forward/backward more than others; some used their hands to support their
body when standing. Despite variations in posture style, the proposed method was able to effectively
distinguish all six postures of the Rakah sequence and correctly count the Rakat. At the same time,
we should notice that the posture detection and recognition might depend on the person’s height.
Namely, it might be possible that a mat designated for a person of an average height may fail to
correctly identify postures of a very tall or a short person or vice versa. We assume that this issue
will not pose a problem in reality, because worshippers usually use mats of sizes proportional to
their height.
Finally, the tests showed that the sensors in the mat successfully detect gait characteristics and are
not perceptible to the people as they stay, sit, or prostrate. Overall, all the participants of the evaluation
experiments reported the proposed smart mat useful and quite helpful.
5. Limitations and Future Work
In this section, we discuss the limitations of our study. Recognizing human activity is a challenge
for any cyber-physical system application, as it requires modeling the peculiarities of an application
environment, as well as the complex behavioral, psychological, and physiological aspects of human
beings. The level of modeling for each of these aspects depends on application requirements.
In the current work, we modeled the application environment through laboratory settings that
resembled environmental conditions in a Mosque or at home (flat, smooth, dry, and clean surfaces), i.e.,
conditions typical to the majority of Muslims. In the future, we will consider other settings to cover
praying outdoors. For example, people may pray in open air and place the mat on a bumpy, sandy and
dusty surface. Though worshipers usually pray in dry and clean places outdoors and do not pray
in the event of rain or snow, several external factors such as dirt, moisture, liquids, and trapped air
bubbles can cause the FSR sensors to generate faulty signals. Also, proximity to high intensity radio
frequency (RF) sources may require special measures to reduce electro-magnetic noise. To investigate
these issues, we plan to conduct a larger study of outdoor mat use.
We should also acknowledge that the developed system prototype is just a testbed to evaluate the
efficiency of the proposed method, as well as other techniques [18]. Though the strip-type sensors are
flexible, neither the sensors nor the control panel can be folded, as this may cause shearing or breakup.
We are now working on providing a foldable and portable solution of battery-operated smart-mat
electronics which is reliable, easy to use and attach/detach whenever necessary.
Another limitation of the current work deals with the user modeling. The number of old and
forgetful people involved in the study was very limited, and so it is hard to draw a statistically
significant conclusion. Though all subjects considered in the study are real prayer mat users, some old
people may implement postures differently than others or use assistive tools such as a cane to support
their body. Also, people suffering from memory loss or cognitive impairment may also have different
behavior. Extending the study to cover more elders and forgetful people will be performed in the
near future.
Further, the current study assumed that the mat user is the only person who asserts force to the
mat during a prayer. Moreover, the worshiper performs praying activities and takes postures within
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the mat area. Someone unfamiliar with Islam may argue that a mat user hypothetically might jump,
step out of the mat during a prayer, go out, return back, and so on. Moreover, a prayer might be
interrupted by a child, another person (e.g., caregiver), or a pet, for example, who might step over
the mat and cause an error. While these events might happen hypothetically, they are far from reality.
Religious people are very serious in their beliefs, obligations, and rituals. Preparations to pray are
actually taken with a large care to prevent any external interruption. When a prayer starts, everyone in
a Muslim family prays, including kids. During a prayer, each worshiper uses his own mat and is
fully concentrated on the spiritual act of praying, i.e., communicating with God. So it is a realistic
consideration that a Muslim will not be doing anything else other than praying if someone near them is
also engaged in prayer. However, even if a hypothetical case takes place and a faulty action or posture
is detected, the system will remain in its current state until the required posture is done correctly.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a new technique for unobtrusive human posture identification by
a smart mat to assist Muslims in praying. As the experimental evaluation revealed, the proposed
technique provides robust recognition of postures taken by a worshiper in a prayer and correct
counting of the Rakat cycles in real time.
Finally, we would like to notice that the proposed voltage based posture identification technique
is not limited to the smart prayer mat and Rakat counting, even though the paper has been focused on
this specific application only. We think that it can be used in other applications as well. In healthcare,
for example, the technique can be applied to identify the sleeping postures, or for monitoring the
frequency of posture change of in-bed patients to decrease the development of ulcers. Similarly, it can
be applied to detect sitting postures from sensors placed inside a chair. We are currently investigating
further applications.
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Abstract: Environment protection and energy saving are the most attractive trends in zero-carbon
buildings. The most promising and environmentally friendly technique is building integrated
photovoltaics (BIPV), which can also replace conventional buildings based on non-renewable energy.
Despite the recent advances in technology, the cost of BIPV systems is still very high. Hence, reducing
the cost is a major challenge. This paper examines and validates the effectiveness of low-cost
aluminum (Al) foil as a reflector. The design and the performance of planer-reflector for BIPV
systems are analyzed in detail. A Bi-reflector solar PV system (BRPVS) with thin film Al-foil reflector
and an LLC converter for a BIPV system is proposed and experimented with a 400-W prototype.
A cadmium–sulfide (CdS) photo-resistor sensor and an Arduino-based algorithm was developed to
control the working of the reflectors. Furthermore, the effect of Al-foil reflectors on the temperature of
PV module has been examined. The developed LLC converter confirmed stable output voltage despite
large variation in input voltage proving its effectiveness for the proposed BRPVS. The experimental
results of the proposed BRPVS with an Al-reflector of the same size as that of the solar PV module
offered an enhancement of 28.47% in the output power.
Keywords: building integrated photovoltaics (BIPV); renewable energy; solar; LCC converter;
half bridge; bi-reflector solar PV system (BRPVS)
1. Introduction
Recently, environmental pollution, global warming, and energy shortage have been generally seen
as alarming global issues. The building sector consumes a major proportion of energy. For example,
in the European Union, 30–40% of energy is consumed by the building sectors, that produce 32% of
carbon dioxide emissions [1]. Attention has been given to zero energy buildings to develop future
energy saving infrastructures. In this scenario, renewable energy is expected to play an important
role. Photo–Voltaic (PV) systems are very attractive choices for production of electric power due to
their noiseless and nonpolluting nature. Building Integrated Photo–Voltaic (BIPV) is a new version
of the PV system, in which the building is used for installation of PV modules to reduce cost and
improve the appearance [2]. In addition to the environmental influences of BIPV, they also reduce
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the long-term cost of the building sector. Compared to a standalone PV system, BIPV does not
require any extra land for installation and the cost can be balanced by installing this on the rooftop
of the building structure [3]. However, the lower efficiency and higher initial cost make BIPV less
practical and difficult to commercialize. Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells (DSSCs) have attracted considerable
attention in recent years because of their simple assembly, lightweight, flexibility, economical price of
materials, satisfactory photocurrent transformation efficiency, precise energy return time, and tunable
optical properties [4]. On the other hand, DSSCs have power conversion efficiency of more than
14% with a limited active area; the output power decreases with increasing cell effective area of the
photoanode [5]. An alternate solution exists to increase the net output power from the PV module
to reduce the cost of the system because the initial cost of the PV system is the main hurdle to the
widespread use of this technology. The output power can be increased by increasing the incident light
on the PV system [6]. The position of the Sun is not fixed to one place because it changes its position
from dawn to dusk and also during the entire year, which means that a fixed PV system is inefficient.
Therefore, the tracking of single- and dual-axis PV systems are suggested for this purpose [7,8]. On the
other hand, such a system has two disadvantages, increase in initial cost and decreased lifetime of the
mechanical parts of the PV system. Moreover, such a system also requires extra power supply and
motors to move the solar system, which makes the system more complex and increases the size of the
PV system, making it unrealistic for commercialization [8,9].
Another way is to reflect the light onto the PV module to increase the efficiency of BIPV systems.
This system will increase the sunlight flux intensity per unit area on the BIPV, resulting in an amplified
output power, which would allow a decrease in the size and cost of the PV module. With the help of
the reflector with a planar shape, solar radiation will increase [10]. The advances in architecture and
the artistic structure of buildings with narrow roof spaces has created a challenging situation for the
installation of a BIPV system with reflectors and the crowded city has forced planning management
to consider the roof and facade [11]. Despite this, installing such a system will make the architecture
appear less attractive, which is a notable factor in new solar systems [12]. Moreover, the health
concerns for BIPV can be a major disadvantage and a real challenge for BIPV systems. The study
predicted a gain in annual output from amorphous Silicon (a-Si) PV modules of up to 25%, considering
the latitude of 60◦ N and a specular reflector with a reflectivity of 0.8 [13]. Probst and Roecker
reported the advantages of mixing solar collectors for developing a system [14]. The advantage of
adding booster reflectors by placing the reflector at a 90◦ angle with a crystalline Silicon (c-Si) PV
module and varying the inclination of the assembly was explored in [15]. Karlson and Wilson [16]
designed the Maximum Reflector Collector (MaReCo) in 2000, which was then modified by Brogren
and Karlson [17] from an edge reflector to a parabolic design, which boost the radiations falling on
the PV module. On the other hand, not all the increasing radiation was converted to electrical power;
some was reflected and some were converted to heat in BIPV module. From such studies, a small
amount of heat was absorbed by the cell, which decreased the efficiency of the cell and module.
The increase in temperature resulted in a 0.3–0.5% per K decrease in efficiency [18]. The increase in
temperature in the BIPV system was overcome using a Building Integrated Photo-Voltaic Thermal
system (BIPVT) [19]. Using such a system, the efficiency was increased to 30–40% and two separate
collector quantities of space and material were minimized due to hybridization [20]. This choice
was more substantial because of the low price and sufficient availability, and these two factors make
it more practical. A Concentrated Photo-Voltaic (CPV) system, which applies an optical element,
was used to focus the sunlight on the solar cell. Such type of intensified light increased the energy
up to some extent [21,22]. Some studies suggested a horizontal arrangement of the reflector with the
solar panel [23]. A model of ray tracing to calculate the irradiation rise was proposed [24]. Some used
diffuse reflectors, which are a collective view factor and specular reflectance mode [25], whereas others
use a 2-D specular reflectance model and experimental data [26]. The non-specular ridged booster
reflector increased the output by 8% [27]. Although Mirror-Augmented Photo-Voltaic (MAPV) is low
cost, it produces non-uniformity in irradiance, which is overcome by optimizing the system properly
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to maximize the annual power production. The uniformity in a PV system is the primary objective of
the system, but the PV module is not ideal for MAPV because of its non-uniformity [28]. A different
method was suggested by Van Dijk et al. for power conversion improvement. The solar module has
a glass layer with a lens array on the top and a reflector on bottom side [29]. A reflector perpendicular
to the PV panel with a width 2.7 times the panels obtains a result of 1.5 at solar noontime and was
used keeping in view weather conditions of Tokyo, Japan [30]. Khan et. al. studied three different (i.e.,
flat mirror, spherical mirror and Al foil) reflector materials for studying high-performance materials
and used a variety of cooling techniques to enhance the performance of existing PV systems [31].
Effective power conditioning for BIPV is crucial. In common practice, the boost DC-DC converter
is used to increase the PV voltage and track the maximum point of the PV output power in real
time. Considering that switching of semiconductor devices occurs at high currents, the efficiency
of these converters is low at high frequencies because of the hard switching [32–36]. On the other
hand, at low frequencies, the size and cost of the magnetic components and the capacitor would be
high. Furthermore, the parasitic capacitance of the PV modules to the ground might cause leakage
currents due to the lack of isolation in conventional power conversion topologies [37]. To handle
these problems, a DC-DC LLC resonant converter was presented [38,39]. LLC converters have been
utilized broadly in various DC converters as a result of their similar zero voltage Switching (ZVS)
for the essential MOSFETs and zero current Switching (ZCS) for optional diodes, which enable them
to achieve high proficiency and power thickness [40,41]. Typically, pulse width switching frequency
modulation techniques is utilized as a part of LLC resonant converters to standardize the output
current and voltage, yet the non-direct highlights of the input voltage make it difficult for ordinary
linear control systems to accomplish the normal execution and a hybrid control scheme has been
introduced for the purpose of switching [42,43].
Based on a literature survey and discrepancy available in existing solutions to enhance the PV
module power for a BIPV system, this study evaluated the Al-foil sheet and LLC converter-based
Bi-Reflector PV System (BRPVS). A reflector system was designed to enhance the output power,
and a hybrid control scheme of a half-bridge LLC resonant converter is proposed for a wide input
range application and medium power applications. The objective of this research is to design and
briefly discuss a novel reflector system (BRPVS) its operation and possible outcomes. This study
conducted real-time experiments to examine the performance of BRPVS and developed an algorithm
to control the working of the BRPVS. Its effects on the output power were examined and its optimal
control way of operation was defined. Moreover, an optical and thermal model was also evaluated.
A detailed description of the system is provided in Section 2. The remainder of the manuscript
is arranged as follows. Section 2 presents a detailed overview of the proposed system along with
component required to design the BRPVS system. Experimental arrangements of the designed system
are discussed in Section 3. Results for experimental study are discussed in Section 4 while Section 5
summarizes the conclusion of this study.
2. System Components and Development
2.1. An Overview of Proposed BRPVS
Figure 1 presents an overview of the proposed solution. The overall system was comprised of
a Bi-reflector system (BRS), whose output is given to a half-bridge resonant LLC converter. Movement
of the BRDF (Bidirectional Reflectance Function) system is achieved using an Arduino based automatic
stepper motor and a CdS sensor arrangement, whose working was controlled by an algorithm
developed in Section 2.2.2. The output power of the LLC converter was transferred to the energy
storage system (ESS) to supply electric power to the building via an inverter and power distribution
system. A detail description of the components of the system is provided in this section.
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Figure 1. An overview Proposed BRPVS with its mandatory components (i.e., BRS, LLC converter,
inverter, Energy storage system, distribution, and control unit).
2.2. Components of Designed BRPVS System for BIPV
A detailed overview of the components of the proposed system and their corresponding operating
mechanisms is described below.
2.2.1. Wide Range Medium Power LLC Converter
Figure 2 shows the proposed topology of a wide range of LLC resonant converters designed for
a wide range of input voltage variations. As the BIPV system undergoes voltage fluctuations, the design
topology provides a fixed output voltage despite input voltage variations. The main structure of the
LLC converter starts with a voltage divider, and in this design the load and resonant tank act as a voltage
divider. The half-bridge LLC resonant converter topology is formed with the help of an input bridge.
The resonant tank system is connected to the load, rectifier system, and filter network.
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Figure 2. Half-bridge Converter Topology for BRPVS.
Figure 3 demonstrates that a square wave is produced by the switch network having frequency
fs = ωs/2π. With the resonant L-C network present in the topology of the converters, generates
sinusoidal the current and voltage are using each frequency cycle and hence sinusoidal approximation
is suitable to examine the characteristics and parameter determination of the converter.
 
Figure 3. Output voltage of switch network along with its fundamental component.
The switching network, which produces a fundamental and odd harmonic of square wave voltage.




sin(ωst) = vs1 sin(ωst) (1)
where Vg shows amplitude of the input square wave. Resonant output current denoted by iR is defined
by Equation (2) a with peak amplitude (IR1) and phase shift (θR)
iR = IR1 sin(ωst − θR) (2)
The rectifier input voltage (VR(t)) well be similar to its fundamental component (VR1) and is




sin(ωst − θR) (3)
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As capacitor does not allow DC current to pass through it, steady-state load current i(t) and DC







IR1|sin(ωst − θR|dt = 2
π
IR1 (4)
The effective resistive load (Re) of the RC-tank can be evaluated as ratio of VR1(t) and IR1(t)





The transfer function (H(s)) of the designed LLC converter is given utilizing Equation (6).
H(s) =
sLm ‖ Re
sLr + 1sCr + sLm ‖ Re
(6)






















where Lp = Lm + Lr, m =
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According to the mode of operation, the DC characteristics of the LLC resonant converter can be
divided into three regions, as shown in Figure 4. In region 1, the converter works in a similar manner
to SRC. In this region, Lm does not resonate with the resonant capacitor, Cr; it acts as a load of the
series resonant tank when it is clamped by the output voltage. The LLC resonant converter can operate
under the no load condition without the penalty of a very high switching frequency with a passive
load. In addition, with a passive load, Lm, ZVS could be ensured for any load condition.
 
Figure 4. Operation regions for Half bridge LLC converter [43].
In region 2, the converter operation is more complicated. At the beginning Lr is resonant with
Cr and Lm is clamped by the output voltage. As the Lr current reaches the same level as the Lm
current, the Lr and Cr resonance is stopped, and Lm starts participating. As the LLC resonant converter
acts as a multi-resonant converter, the resonant frequency is different in different intervals of time
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because of resonant process between Lm + Lr with Cr. The designed operating region is region 2
and precautionary measure should be made to prevent the converter from entering region 3. For
resonant converter output voltage control, controlling of switching frequency is used mostly to change
the DC gain of the resonant tank. If the input voltage of the resonant converter changes or the load
fluctuates, the resonant change impedance of the tank changes according to the switching frequency
change of the control hybrid control system that adjusts the output voltage by changing the switching
frequency. The net change in switching frequency is made according to the design of the resonant tank
and consequently relates to the load conditions and the input voltage range.
2.2.2. Al-Foil Based Bi Reflector System (Al-BRS)
Aluminum foil, as an inexpensive reflective material, was used for economic and high output
power solar PV systems, which is a very thin sheet of aluminum, ranging from approximately 0.006 mm
to the upper ISO defined the limit of 0.2 mm (200 μm). For the protection of Al layer from oxidation
aluminum oxide layer is placed on the top of it. As per requirement of thickness, aluminum foil is
rolled with the help of beta radiation sensor. The common properties of Al foil are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Properties of Al Foil sheets used for BRS [45].
Density 2.7 g/cm3
Melting point 660 ◦C
Al foil specific weight 6.35 μm foil weighs 17.2 g/m2
Melting point 660 ◦C
Electrical resistivity 26.5 nΩm
Electrical conductivity 64.94% IACS (IACS: International Annealed Copper Standard)
Thermal conductivity 235 W/m·K
Thickness Foil is defined as measuring less than 0.2mm (<200 μm)
Figure 5 shows an overview of a BRS with an Al reflector with attached PV modules with detailed
electrical and optical models given below.
Figure 5. An overview of Al- foil based Bi reflector system (Al-BRS).
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Electrical Modeling
For modeling of BRS, an equivalent electric circuit is developed, as depicted in Figure 6.
The equivalent model consists of a current source for a solar cell with a photocurrent (IL) with
a pn junction diode, a parallel resistor (Rsh) and a series resistor (Rs).
Figure 6. Equivalent circuit for an Al-BRS.
Solar irradiance and constant temperature and solar irradiance, the V-I characteristics of the model
which has been proposed can be given using the Equation (8):









− V + Rs
Rsh
(8)
Important parameters (IL,ref, Io,ref, Rs,ref, Rsh,ref and aref) for modeling PV module with BRPVS
can be estimated by using conditions in Table 2 [46].
Table 2. BRS electrical modeling, conditions used to evaluate important parameters.
At short circuit [dI/dV]sc = −1/Rsh,ref
At open circuit voltage I = 0, V = Voc,ref
At short circuit current I = Isc,ref, V = 0
At the maximum power point I = Imp,ref, V = Vmp,ref
At the maximum power point [dI/dV]sc = 0





































































Maximum power output (MPP), current (Imp) and voltage (Vmp) are related using below
listed equation:
Pmp = ImpVmp (14)
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Temperature dependency of maximum power point efficiency is a very important aspect when






Using the traditional approach of optical geometry, the total irradiance (Stot) absorbed into the
BRPVS system can be easily predicted. Total solar radiation (Stot) is the sum of the direct solar radiation
(Sd) on the solar panel, the ground reflected radiations (Sg), the sky diffusion radiations (SSK), the right
reflector radiation (SreflR) to the surface of the PV panel with a tilted plane angle, α1, and radiation
reflected from the left reflector (SreflL) to the PV panel with a tilted plane angle α2 [47]:
Stot = Sd + Sg + Ssk + SreflR + SreflL (16)
We used a reflector for PV system to model the solar system for BRDF [29]. The analysis method
of integrative in which irradiation to point differential for PV module represented by (dx) from each
differential scattering element on the reflector in (dy) to direction of dx has been presented [30].
So, in two dimension that is x and y-axis, integration is performed to show the solar irradiation on
module surface. The module in which energy incident (Eir) is impacting plane reflector at point dx as
shown in Equation (17).





Through the differential angle (Eref), reflected radiant intensity per unit depth and radiant
intensity per unit depth that strikes the surface of the module (Em) as shown in Equations (18)








Em = Erefdθ (19)
Equation (20) shows the angle of incidence (θ) of the differential ray onto the surface of the module















Equation (22) can be obtained from Equations (17)–(21) and integrated with characteristic
dimensions, and multiplied by the depth of the module (Amodule) and the irradiance (W/m2) that is


















where ρ is surface reflectivity, Am module area, and θ′ is the angle between the incoming ray and
reflector surface
Control Mechanism
A motorized BRPVS system can be designed by studies done on the bases of the experiment
in Section 4. This is an optional control mechanism to obtain greater efficiency. The system was
designed with Arduino, Stepper motor, Stepper motor driver, reflectors, Cds/sensors, and power
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supply. Connecting the Stepper motor with Arduino requires a proper connection and wiring pattern
using the driver circuits. Figure 7 gives an overview of a motorized BRPVS.
Figure 7. Scheme for control and hardware implementation of Al-BRS.
Figure 8. shows a controlled algorithm for movement of BRPVS. The movement of the reflector is
controlled by the CdS sensors placed on the reflectors and solar panel using the controlled algorithm
shown in Figure 8. This system is designed with four light-dependent resistors. The resistance of the
LDR /CDS sensor varies with light. In the morning, when the amount of light on the right reflector is
greater than the left reflector resistance, and the resistance LDR/CDS of the right reflector (RCdS(R)) is
less than the left (RCdS(L)), the Arduino program compares these values and moves the stepper motor
of the right reflector at the given optimal angle or tilt (θTL) when there is shade on the solar panel, i.e.,
the LDR placed on the right side of the panel resistance (RCdS(PVR)) is no more than the normal bright
light operating range (Rth). In the afternoon, the resistances of the LDR/CDS right and left sensor are
equal and the stepper motor of both reflectors moves focusing light on the solar panel. In the evening,
when the amount of light on the left reflector is more than that on the right reflector resistance of the
LDR/CDS of the right reflector, the again Arduino program compares these values and moves the
stepper motor of the left reflector at the given optimal angle or tilt when there is shade on the solar
panel, i.e., the LDR placed on the left side of the panel (RCdS(PVL)) is no greater than the normal bright
light operating range. Compared to conventional tracing, which requires continuous tracking and
movement of the entire Solar PV solar series and parallel array structure, the proposed BRPVS needs
to adjust the movement of the reflector only three times per day, i.e., morning, afternoon, and evening.
Moreover, this movement of reflectors is an optional feature to enhance the efficiency to a large extent.
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Figure 8. Flowchart explaining control algorithm for operating BRS.
2.2.3. Inverter (Full-Bridge)
Half and full bridge are common inverter topologies. The full-bridge (FB) of the inverter is
comprised of two legs; switching of the switches makes it possible to prevent a short circuit at the DC
input. Switching is carried out in such a way that the upper leg is complementary to the lower leg of
the same bridge. In addition, a dead time is introduced between switching to ensure the protection of
switches from a short circuit.
Unlike the half-bridge (HB), the output voltage is double that of FB having the same input voltage.
Therefore, the current will be half in the FB inverter compared to that of HB inverter having the same
power rating. Figure 9 shows the FB inverter of single-phase switching states.
The carrier-based modulation technique of the PWM controller is the most widely used and
effective method. In this type of method, the carrier signal is modulated with the reference signal, and
a mostly triangular shape wave is used as the carrier and sinusoidal signal for the reference signal.
This technique is quite simple and provides an effective response for inverters.
Figure 9 presents a circuit with an inductor and capacitor along with parameters as a LC
lowpass filter.
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Figure 9. A full bridge inverter scheme with low pass filter and DSP controller for BRPVS.
The current swell is cut off to utilize the inductor. The value of the inductor is given by the
following equations:
L = V × di/dt (23)
L = 2 × Vdc × Dmax ΔImax × fs (24)
where Vdc is the input DC voltage; fs is the switching frequency; L is the output filter inductor; ΔImax
is the permissible ripple current and Dmax is the duty cycle maximum.
The capacitor depends on the inverter peak value and ripple voltage measurements of the output.
Inductor current ripple is retained in the capacitor output. This can be shown in the following equation:
ΔVout = ΔVc (25)
ΔVc ∼= ΔILc × fs + rESR × ΔIL (26)
where ΔVout is the output voltage ripple; ΔILc is the ripple current of the inductor and rESR is the
capacitor equivalent series resistance.
2.2.4. Energy Storage System (ESS)
The variability and intermittency of the renewable energy sources within the renewable energy
harnessing system can be mitigated to some extent while being integrated with the power grid.
Residential dwellings and commercial buildings have a significant impact on the small-scale integration
of renewable energy because of ESS. The storage technologies are not only for improving the
levels of consumption from renewable energy sources, but also providing momentary benefit.
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The implementation of future intelligent grid technology, smart pricing, demand-side management,
peak load, smart grid, demand-side management, smart metering, peak load curtailment, might
deliver the goals of the regulator and policymakers but may also create uncertainty for consumers
regarding the price of power. Power consumption control will be experienced by consumers when
they purchase power and assess how much they consume during power shortages [7]. Therefore,
a storage system is needed to save some energy when there is insufficient solar power available to run
a specific load. During the charging process, the ESS available capacity at time, “t” can be described as:
EESS (t) = EESS (t − 1)− ECC−OUT (t)× ηCHG (27)
The available ESS capacity during the discharging time can be given by Equation (28) [49].
ESS (t) = EESS (t − 1)− ENeeded (t) (28)
The depth of discharge (DoD) is a measure of how much energy has been withdrawn from
a storage device, and is expressed as a percentage of the full capacity according to Equation (29).
DOD = (1 − d)× 100 (29)
The effective method of an energy management system that comprises storage elements allows
consumers to shift their electricity purchases during peak hours to decrease the electricity demand
3. Experimental Setup
Figure 10 presents the experimental setup for a BRPVS system. To determine the effects of Al-BRS
on temperature and power output, an experimental setup was developed, as shown in Figure 10a.
The experiment was carried out near the Mechatronic Engineering Building 107 and the Laser and
Sensor Laboratory, Pusan National University, having latitude 31.4861303◦ E. The optimal tilt angle
of 30◦ was selected. A 20 watt PV module was used to determine the effects of reflector on the
performance with the given latitude. A MASTECH MS827 millimeter for measuring current and
voltage with different irradiance and reflector conditions. A FLUKE VT04A visual IR thermometer
was utilized for thermal images at a specific time. An EL-USB-3 voltage and temperature data logger
were used to measure the voltage and temperature of the PV module to recode the data.
 
Figure 10. Experimental arrangements for (a) Al-foil based BRS; (b) Hardware implementation of
400 W Half bridge LLC converter prototype.
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A 0.5-mm of thick aluminum foil sheet was wrapped on a paperboard of rectangular shape to
make the structure firm. In the first experiment, aluminum foil was used as the equaling size as that of
the solar cell. In the installation of the real-time BIPV system, the exact south (180 N) is not always
available present so two different positions, south-east 150 N (diverted toward the east from south of
30◦) and south-west 210 N (toward west diverted 30◦), were used.
A 400-W prototype LLC converter was developed as shown in Figure 10b having an input voltage
ranging 200–400 V and a fixed output voltage of 48 V. A MASTECH MS8217 millimeter to get voltage
and current value under various point. The LLC resonant converter control scheme has two different
input voltage ranges according to the control scheme that depends upon PFM control scheme having
input voltage from 200 to 300 V and by the asymmetric PWM at the input voltage range from 300 to
400 V. The LLC resonant tank has 1.68 voltage gain with an input voltage 200 V and 1.12 voltage gain
at input voltage 300 V, where switching frequency varied from 50 kHz to 112 kHz. Table 3 shows the
LLC resonant converter design parameters. For the desired switching, the proposed hybrid switching
scheme was used on a Microchip dsPIC33F16GS502.
Table 3. Specification of designed LCC converter for BRPVS.
Parameter Value
Maximum Power (fmax) 400 W
Switching Frequency (fs) 60–112 kHz
Input voltage range (Vs) 200–400 V
Series Resonant Capacitance (Cr) 66 nF
Output voltage (Vo) 48 V
Series Resonant Inductance (Lr) 30.56 μH
Parallel Resonant Inductance (Lm) 103.44 μH
Turn Ratio of Transformer (Np : Ns) 24:7
Input Capacitance (Cin) 450 V/330 μF
Output Capacitance (Co) 200 V/220 μF
4. Results and Discussion
Outdoor testing of the BRPVS was performed at Busan (35◦10′0” N, 129◦4′0” E), South Korea.
The Korean Metrological Agency (KMA) was used as a source of authentic data for expected Busan
weather conditions, to investigate the effect of BRPVS on the efficiency of PV system of solar PV
module. The data of the solar insolation were provided in MJ/m2, which was then converted for
compatibility and simplicity to kW/m2. Solar insolation for twelve days randomly selected days was
considered, exactly one day for each month having sunny weather from morning to evening, as shown
in Figure 11. The data showed that the solar irradiance was very low in cold weather: smaller than
1 kW/m2 from morning 7:00 to 1:00 (Figure 11a) and evening from 3:00 pm to 6:00 pm (Figure 11c).
During December, January, and February, and maximum solar insulation was 0.63 kW/m2 at the
afternoon from 11:00 to 2:00 pm (Figure 11b). The maximum solar irradiance from March to May
was 0.70 kWh/m2. Compared to the STC (1 kW/m2) for the solar panel, this is still very low. Value
incremented to 0.95 kWh/m2 in summer but it could not generate electricity at full capacity because
of the increase in temperature of the solar panels. The variation of irradiance throughout the year
from morning and evening shown in Figure 11 was much lower than the STC. The data in Figure 11
supports the importance of the reflector system because output power will increase as the amount of
incident light increases in the solar panel.
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Figure 11. Solar irradiance of Busan (35◦10′0” N, 129◦4′0” E): (a) Morning (7:00 to 10:00); (b) Afternoon
(11:00 to 14:00); (c) Evening (15:00 to 18:00).
4.1. Investigating Effectiveness of BRPVS
Effect of BRPVS with an Al-foil sheet on the output power of the solar PV module having a 20-W
capacity, placed at 0◦ south was noticed. The data was examined for a time period from 8:30 to
16:30. Figure 12 show voltage of the open circuit (Voc), short circuit current (Ish) and output power.
Figure 12a indicates that from 8:30 am to 4:00 pm, the Voc was maintained on specific value but when
the intensity of sunlight decreased, there was a sudden dip in voltage of the open circuit. On the other
hand, the current varies with time, i.e., it increases, specifically from 0.67 A to 1.2 A for some time from
8:30 to 16:30 and decreases slowly from 12:00 to 16:30.
The performance comparison was made by comparing the output power of the Al-foil sheet
reflector with a panel without a reflector. Significant improvement in the result was obtained while
using the reflector. Using Al-Foil BRS produces an output of 20.31 W, while without a reflector, it is
only 16.84 W.
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Figure 12. Comparative analysis of the (a) Short circuit current (Ish); (b) Open circuit voltage (Voc);
(c) Output power of BIPV system with and without Al foil based BRPVS.
The use of Al-foil reflector does not too much increase the cost of the PV system but improves
its effectiveness. The temperature effect on Al-BRS was then monitored. During the experiment,
the thermal images were photographed for the PV module with the BRPVS system.
In Figure 13, the thermal image showed a temperature hotspot at 11:30, 12:30, and 13:30 with
no reflectors at 42.1 ◦C, 42.3 ◦C, and 43 ◦C, respectively. Conversely, at 11:30, 12:30, and 13:30 using
the Al-Foil reflector, the hotspot temperatures for the solar power system were 38.9 ◦C, 39.4 ◦C and
40.5 ◦C, respectively. The above statistics show that using a reflector ensures that the PV system is safe
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(b) 
Figure 13. Studying effect on temperature of PV module (a) Without BRS; (b) Al foil BRS.
4.2. Al-Foil Reflector Optimal Size and Position for BRPVS
Al-foil has significant effects on the PV system output power. Moreover, it is quite inexpensive.
The efficiency depends mostly on the size of the aluminum foil reflector. Different experiments were
conducted with different sizes of Al foil as a reflector to determine the optimal size of the Al foil
(Figure 14). The positions of the PV system in the solar panel were placed at South 0◦ (North 180◦) with
a tilt angle of 30◦. Three different sizes of Al foil were selected: 1/3 (length = 54 cm width = 12 cm),
2/3 (54 cm width = 24 cm), and equal to the size of the solar panel. The output power of the solar
PV module increased from 7.62% to 9.11% when the Al foil size was one-third of the solar panel
(Figure 14a,b). The output power improved 16.05–17.57% when Al foil 2/3 of the solar panel size was
used. The output power was increased 25.92–28.47% when the size of reflector was equal to the size of
the panel. This shows that the output power increases with increasing size of the reflector.
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 14. Finding optimal size of reflector: (a) Output power; (b)Percentage increase.
The next task was to find the optimal angle for BRPVS that gives the highest output power. Perfect
south is difficult to achieve for every BIPV system. Hence, three different positions were selected:
south 0◦, south-east (30◦ from south towards east), and south west (30◦ from south towards west).
Figure 15 shows the output power of the solar module while using the Al-Foil BRS with the
above-mentioned angles. The optical angle of BRS differs depending on position and time. The optimal
BRS angles for the south, south-east, and south-west locations from 9:00 am to 11:00 am were 80◦,
75◦ and 90◦, respectively (Figure 15a–c). During the afternoon time i.e., 11:00 am to 2:00 pm keeping
both reflectors at 90◦ delivers maximum output power. In the evening from 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm,
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the best angle for the south, south-east, and south-west position was 80◦, 90◦, and 75◦, respectively.
These results show as panel move for south the optimal angle for BRS changes however with little
adjustment in the reflector angle can help to yield more power from the same module without reflector
Figure 15. Output power of PV (a) south 0◦; (b) south-east (30◦ from south towards east);(c) south-west
(30◦ from south towards west).
4.3. Performance Evaluation of Designed Half Bridge LLC Converter
The 400-W LLC converter for wide range voltage variations was designed as discussed in
Section 2.2.1, and the experimental setup was developed based on the parameters discussed in
Section 3. Figure 16 shows the waveform of a half-bridge LLC resonant converter for the desired
experimental study. Variable input voltages of 200–400 V with variable switching frequencies were
considered for the analysis. The switching was performed at high frequencies ranging from 90.23 kHz
to 110 kHz to reduce the size of the transformer. Figure 16 shows waveform for 200 V input with
switching frequency 74.67 kHz. Figure 13a,b shows the waveforms for voltage 200 V, 230 V while
Figure 13c,d represents 300 V and 400 V, respectively.
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Figure 16. Testing operation of designed converter for wide range variable input voltage. (a) Vin = 200 V,
fs = 74.67 kHz; (b) Vin = 230 V, fs = 82.31 kHz; (c) Vin = 300 V, fs = 109.23 kHz; (d)Vin = 400V, fs = 109.23 kHz.
Figure 16a shows the current of the resonant inductor (Ir), resonant voltage (Vr), and input
voltage (Vin) of the LLC resonant tank and switching signal of Q2 at an input voltage of 200 V. The red
line in the graph presents the output voltage while the blue line shows the input voltage. Similarly,
the yellow and green input voltage (Vin) and switching signal of Q2 are shown. The output voltage was
controlled and kept constant at 48 V. The results clearly show that the switching frequency increased
with increasing input voltage in order to regulate the output voltage in the PFM operation region.
In addition, resonance current peak value enlarged due to the increase in amount of current circulating
in the resonant tank.
5. Conclusions
The power generation performance of the BIPV is influenced by the amount the of available
solar radiation. The output power given by photovoltaic systems increases in proportion to the
solar radiation. This study confirmed the effect of BRPVS on the performance of BIPV module
through real-time outdoor experiments. Half-bridge LLC resonant converters for wide input range
voltage fluctuations (200–400 V) and medium power applications have been proposed and tested by
experiments using a 400-W prototype. Experimental results show that using a low-cost Al foil reflector
in a BRPVS system can improve the output power by more than 28.47% depending on the time, size of
the reflector, and location of the solar panel. Movement of BRPVS was controlled by the algorithm
developed and discussed in this paper. A hardware implementation of the algorithm was performed
using an Arduino-controlled CdS sensor and a stepper motor array. A BRPVS solar system was found
to be a cost-effective solution for BIPV with conventional amorphous and crystalline solar panels and
can be applied easily for future zero carbon green energy buildings, particularly in countries with
lower annual solar radiation than the standard test condition defined for a solar PV system or building
where it is difficult to face the PV panels completely towards south or the Sun. Future research should
evaluate efficient reflector materials and effective control system operating mechanisms.
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Abstract: We address multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) for structural health monitoring in
adhesive bonds, such as in building structures. MWCNT-loaded composites are employed to sense
strain changes under tension load using an AC impedance measurement setup. Different weight
percentages of 1, 1.5, 2 and 3 wt % MWCNTs are added to the base epoxy resin using different
dispersion times, i.e., 5, 10, and 15 min. The equivalent parallel resistance of the specimens is first
measured by applying an alternating voltage at different frequencies. To determine the mechanical
as well as sensory properties, the specimens are then subjected to a tensile test with concurrent
impedance measurement at a fixed pre-chosen frequency. Using alternating voltage, a higher
sensitivity of the impedance reading can be achieved. Employing these sensors in buildings and
combining the readings of a network of such devices can significantly improve the buildings’ safety.
Additionally, networks of such sensors can be used to identify necessary maintenance actions
and locations.
Keywords: carbon nanotubes; nanocomposite sensor; tensile testing; impedance measurement
1. Introduction
The aim to fabricate smart composite structures to improve safety and to monitor structures as
part of our living environment has resulted in a major research effort regarding the composition and
performance of composites based on advanced materials. Advanced materials are used to fabricate
smart sensors based on carbon particles, such as carbon fibers, carbon blocks, graphite [1,2], and also
multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). MWCNTs have distinctive mechanical and electrical
properties. They provide a unique potential to improve the mechanical [3–5] as well as electrical
properties [6–10] of polymer–matrix composites. MWCNT–epoxy adhesives are used for applications
such as electronic devices, smart adhesive joints in buildings and bus structures [11–13], and gas
sensors [14]. In [3], the authors study the tensile behavior of carbon nanotubes (CNT)-loaded epoxy
nanocomposite films, and report that, by adding CNTs to the polymer matrix, the tensile modulus,
yield strength, and ultimate strength of the final polymer films can be increased. In [7], the electrical
properties of CNT–epoxy nanocomposites were improved by surface treatment of the CNT specimens.
A comparison of the electrical and mechanical properties of various carbon-loaded composites with
a focus on their piezo-resistive properties is presented in [15].
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The changes in the electrical resistance result from deformations and failures within the polymer
matrix when the composites are subjected to mechanical loading [16–18]. The two predominant
factors governing the resulting resistance are as follows [19]: first, the contact between two adjacent
carbon nanotubes, which might be broken; second, the change in the tunneling resistance between two
adjacent carbon nanotubes due to variation of the distance between them. A detailed elaboration of
the mechanisms governing the change of the electrical resistance of MWCNT–epoxy nanocomposites
under mechanical stress is given in [20]. Based on these changes in electrical resistance, MWCNT thin
films have been employed for damage sensing [21–23], and CNT-loaded composites were suggested
as strain sensors in the industrial sector for health monitoring [24–26].
It has further been shown that the morphological properties of carbon nanoparticles influence
the response of the respective nanocomposite sensors [27]. The nanocomposite sensors are comprised
of conductive networks or agglomerates distributed within the polymer matrix, where MWCNT
form 1-D structures. The network conductivity is further affected by the weight percentage of
the nanoparticles, mutual interactions between them, and their state of dispersion in the polymer
matrix [28,29], which strongly depend on the preparation and activation process.
In this work, we present a study which investigates the influence of weight percentage of MWCNT
and its dispersion time on the alternating current (AC) impedance. This AC impedance measurement
can provide higher sensitivity by considering, also, the electrostatic properties of the material.
Considering also such frequency dependent parameters, the sensing functionality of MWCNT–epoxy
composites can thus be exploited or even improved, investing less energy. This presents a novelty
compared to aforementioned studies, where direct current (DC) measurement is employed to determine
the electrical properties of the considered specimens.
Low necessary energy facilitates the design of autarkic sensor systems [30] to monitor building
structures. Using technologies such as transducer electronic data sheets (TEDS) [31], these devices
can additionally be integrated into modern building automation facilities. There, a network of such
sensors can provide information on the health state of a building and indicate necessary maintenance.
In Section 2, the material and equipment needed for the preparation method, as well as
the mechanical and electrical testing of the nanocomposites, is presented. First, the preparation
method, which consists of only basic steps, such as mixing and deagglomeration, is introduced.
Then, the tensile testing machine and the electrical impedance measurement for, first, the percolation
threshold, and secondly, during the tensile testing, are described. In Section 3, the results of the
percolation threshold measurements and tensile testing are described, then the microstructure of
the nanocomposites is presented based on scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images. Finally, in
Section 4, concluding remarks on the presented study are given.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
The base of the prepared nanocomposites is epoxy as matrix, and MWCNTs as the conductive
nanofiller. The used epoxy resin is EpoThin® (Buehler, Braunschweig, Germany), a free-flowing,
low viscosity, low shrinkage epoxy resin which allows the nanofiller to easily distribute in the EpoThin
matrix. It has a typical cure time of nine hours at 27 ◦C, according to the manufacturer datasheet.
MWCNT conductive nanoparticles by Cheaptube (Grafton, VT, USA) were used. The outer diameter
of the considered MWCNT is 30 to 50 nm. The length of the used MWCNT is between 10 to 20 μm,
with a purity of more than 95%.
2.2. Preparation of Specimens
Due to the exploitation of the conduction, as well as electrostatic effect occurring in the specimen,
the fabrication process can be kept less sophisticated than those reported in previous work [32,33]
without significant loss of sensory properties.
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Weighed amounts of epoxy resin and carbon nanotubes (measured by a digital scale with
accuracy equal to 0.1 mg) were mechanically stirred for 5 min in a beaker. The mixture was then
placed in a shear mixer (IKA T18 digital ULTRA TURRAX, IKA, Staufen, Germany), at 1000 rpm
for 15 min. Then, the dispersion of the MWCNT in the epoxy resin was further accomplished using
an ultrasonic bath (see Figure 1a). Effective means of deagglomerating and dispersing are needed to
overcome the bonding forces after wettening the powders. Therefore, an ultrasonic bath with high
frequency (35–60 kHz) was used to disperse the MWCNTs in the epoxy resin appropriately, and break
agglomerated particles. The time was set accordingly to the considered respective time of dispersion
(see Table 1), and the environmental temperature was kept constant at 25 ◦C. Thus, CNTs with weight
percentages of 1, 1.5, 2, and 3 wt % were dispersed in the epoxy matrix at different dispersion times.
The resin was then combined with hardener in the ratio of 2:1 for 15 min on the stirrer, and was
immediately poured into the dog-bone molds. After 24 h, the dog-bone shape samples, for tensile
testing, were extracted from the mold. The curing temperature affects the electrical properties and
strength of the nanocomposites. Therefore, it is preferred to use room temperature (25 ◦C) for a duration
of one day to cure the specimens. The mold was designed according to the ASTM D638 standard.
In this process, we avoid commonly employed, often complex, activation procedures.
Table 1. Processing conditions of carbon nanotube (CNT)–epoxy sensor.
Amount of CNT Dispersion Time
1; 1.5; 2; 3 5; 10; 15
To facilitate the electrical measurement of the samples, two metallic wires were applied close
to the necking end parts at a specific distance of 7.5 cm. The wires are fixed using conductive silver





Figure 1. (a) Magnetic stirrer and ultrasonic bath (b) nanocomposite specimen.
2.3. Mechanical and Electrical Acquisition System
Three specimens were prepared under equivalent conditions for each test case of this study,
and the effect of the dispersion time and various filler contents were investigated on the initial
equivalent parallel resistance. Then, the specimens were subjected to a longitudinal loading
until fracture using a Zwick/Roell Z020 (Zwick, Ulm, Germany) universal testing machine
(see Figure 2 upper right). A crosshead displacement rate of 1 mm/min was applied according to the
standard for polymer testing. The tensile force, longitudinal displacement, and voltage changes were
measured simultaneously versus time.
Electrical measurements were conducted in two steps. The first step was to determine the
frequency-dependent initial equivalent parallel resistance Rp of the specimens using an LCR
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measurement bridge by Extech Instruments. This instrument determines the equivalent parallel
resistance at different frequency settings. The shape of the resulting measurement curves can be
analyzed to determine the respective percolation threshold of the samples; for non-conducting
materials, the resistance will decrease with increasing frequency. This is due to the predominant
capacitive effect that can be observed here. Above the percolation threshold, the resistive behavior will
dominate, and the impedance of the samples stays constant over frequency.
The second step is the impedance measurement at a fixed frequency during the tensile
test. The frequency is chosen in order to optimally exploit the range of the input amplifier.
These measurements are done using a high-speed, high-resolution measurement platform [34,35].
It is based on an FPGA system with a customized analog front-end to enable high-speed,
high-resolution measurements. For series production, the components can be integrated into a system
which, in terms of size and costs, is well suited for the application of commercial structural health
monitoring in buildings.
Figure 2. Illustration of the impedance measurement setup during the tensile test.
The measurement setup is illustrated in Figure 2: Left is the nanocomposite specimen which,
on one side, is connected to the input analog amplifier chain as part of the impedance measurement
hardware. The other side is connected to the output, which supplies a digitally generated sine
signal. In the digital domain, the measurement platform also supplies the algorithms necessary for
signal processing, e.g. down-conversion of the acquired signal. Down-conversion is done to transfer
the measurement signal from a higher measurement frequency to a lower frequency, together with
a reduction of the necessary number of samples. The results can then be used for further processing,
such as analysis and visualization.
A higher measurement frequency can, in the first place, be beneficial to avoid or reduce the
influence of other electrical equipment present near the sensors. This is important when these
nanocomposite sensors are to be employed in buildings which commonly suffer from high electric
emissions due to the used machinery and other equipment. Secondly, in this application, we assume
that improved impedance readings are achieved also for samples below the percolation threshold
through the application of a high frequency measurement signal. Thus, also samples with less attractive
electrical properties, but prepared using a simplified and less time-consuming fabrication process,
might as well be used for sensing.
Through preliminary analysis done in the initial impedance measurements described in Section 3.1,
the measurement frequency for the tensile testing (Section 3.3) is chosen to be 100 kHz with an excitation
voltage of 1 V (signal generator in Figure 2) to optimally exploit the input range of the equipment.
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Via the shunt resistance of 50 Ω, which incorporates a voltage divider with the measurement impedance
(see Figure 2), a voltage reading is recorded, which is proportional to the resistance of the sample.
For a resistance change, the voltage signal also changes accordingly. To determine the impedance
as illustrated in the result diagrams, first a calibration measurement using a known resistance is
done. Using this calibration measurement, and a proportionality factor (to relate the voltage at the
measurement impedance to the voltage at the shunt resistance), the recorded voltage reading can be
corrected to give the equivalent impedance.
3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Achieved Impedance Without Mechanical Loading
The equivalent parallel resistance of the nanocomposite specimens changes significantly when
measured at different frequencies. The results of this initial equivalent parallel resistance measurements
are illustrated for dispersion times of 10 and 15 min in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. In all of these
diagrams, the equivalent parallel resistance Rp decreases with increasing frequency. It can be seen
from the Figure 3 that, when the filler content of MWCNTs increases up to 3 wt %, Rp decreases from
180 MΩ to less than 6 MΩ, given the same dispersion time. The equivalent parallel resistance clearly
shows a flat curve shape at 3 wt %. At this point, the transition from the insulating to the conductive
phase, called percolation threshold, is observed. The experimental method for the determination of the
respective percolation threshold measurement was in compliance with the method used in [36]. Due to
simplifications in the preparation process of the samples, the percolation threshold was achieved with
samples containing a higher weight percent of CNTs.
Figure 3. Equivalent parallel resistance of the nanocomposite sensors with a dispersion time equal to
10 min.
Figure 4. Equivalent parallel resistance of nanocomposite sensors with a dispersion time equal to
15 min.
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Conductive networks formed in the epoxy matrix as conductive fillers are distributed
appropriately within the epoxy matrix [37]. As a result, the initial resistance changes with the employed
dispersion time.
Based on the equivalent parallel resistance value, the effect of dispersion time was investigated
using statistical analysis in Minitab (see Figure 5a,b). Since the resistance does not change significantly
for an increase of the dispersion time above 10 min, this value could be identified as sufficient with
respect to the given process settings. Additionally, this analysis shows that the effect of the dispersion
time is higher at a low weight percent of MWCNTs.
Figure 5. Interaction plots of the weight percent and dispersion time for Rp at different frequencies
(a) 120 Hz (b) 10 kHz.
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3.2. Morphology
The dispersion of MWCNTs in the epoxy resin was validated using SEM images. SEM pictures of
the fracture surface of the nanocomposite specimens were taken after the tensile test. In Figure 6a,b,
SEM images of nanocomposites containing 2 wt % MWCNTs at lower and higher magnifications with
5 min dispersion time are given. The highlighted circles in Figure 6a,b mark agglomerated zones of
MWCNTs in the epoxy matrix. When compared to the scale given at the lower right corner of the
images, it can be seen that the size of the highlighted zones is between 10 and 20 μm (see Figure 6b).
However, high degrees of agglomeration have to be avoided when preparing MWCNT composites,
agglomeration zones of diameters larger than 10 μm are required to achieve a sufficient conductivity.
Additionally, we observed a nearly uniform distribution of MWCNTs in the epoxy matrix with
increasing dispersion time and weight percent (see Figure 6c).
Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. Fracture surface images of MWCNT–epoxy nanocomposite with (a) 2 wt % MWCNTs
with magnification of 2500× at 5 min dispersion time and (b) 2 wt % MWCNTs with magnification of
10,000× at 5 min dispersion time, and (c) 3 wt % MWCNTs at 10 min dispersion time with magnification
of 1000×.
3.3. Sensing Capabilities during Mechanical Loading
The majority of previous studies used the two-probe method to measure the electrical resistance
changes during the tensile test [38–40], which may provide disadvantages for the DC measurements.
Here, we use an AC measurement setup at an intermediate frequency, therefore, the two-probe method
is sufficient, and the cumbersome preparation of two additional connections per specimen can be
avoided. The sensitivity of the specimen is proportional to the normalized resistance change ΔR/R0,
where ΔR is the resistance increment and R0 is the equivalent parallel resistance value at the chosen
measurement frequency (here 100 kHz). For every specimen, R0 is constant, so that the sensitivity of the
specimen can be related to the impedance changes ΔR [41]. In the following Figures, we consequently
report the absolute impedance change ΔR. The axes giving the impedance changes are plotted at
different scales in the following result graphs. This is done because the impedance changes are at
different ranges.
According to the diagrams in Figure 7, for specimens with a filler content of 2 wt % MWCNTs and
the lowest dispersion time of 5 min, a non-constant and non-uniform change of the electrical impedance
was observed (see Figure 7a). The steep curve segments result from deferments of large agglomeration
zones of CNTs in the epoxy matrix present due to the low dispersion time. The uniformity of the
electrical impedance change curves improves for dispersion times of 10 and 15 min, separately,
as depicted in Figure 7b,c. The curve observed for 3 wt % MWCNTs shows a nearly constant increase
without additional peaks, and thus qualifies the fabricated nanocomposites for continuous sensing
of damage and damage progression. Figure 8 shows the resistance change for a nanocomposite
specimen including 3 wt % MWCNTs with a dispersion time value of 5 min. Nanocomposite
specimens with higher percentage of carbon nanotubes generally exhibit a steeper slope in the electrical
resistance change (see Figure 9). Although an impedance increase cannot be seen for the specimens
with 1, 1.5, 2 wt % CNTs for a displacement lower than 3 mm, it is seen for 3 wt % MWCNTs and
a displacement of at least 0.8 mm. In this region where there is no impedance change, we see the elastic
behavior of the fabricated nanocomposite material. Up to the point where the impedance starts to
change, the material is structurally able to compensate for the applied force.
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Consequently, the specimen with 3 wt % with 10 min dispersion time is more sensitive than the
others (see Figure 9) given the chosen measurement setup. These results are also further consistent with
the SEM image of the nanocomposite with 3 wt % MWCNT at 10 min dispersion time (see Figure 6c).
This filler amount is also determined to be the percolation threshold as elaborated in Section 3.1.
In comparison to the specimens including 1 and 2 wt % MWCNT, the slope of the resistance changes
diagram for the specimens with 3 wt % MWCNTs also exhibits a smoother shape. Georgousis et al. [36]
reported that the highest sensitivity can be achieved close to the percolation threshold. In the present
study, we confirm these results showing that the smoothest curves are achieved above the percolation
threshold. Obviously, the samples below the percolation threshold (1, 1.5, and 2 wt %) can be used
for sensing by applying an AC impedance measurement setup and a suitable read-out strategy to
correct for the non-smooth curve shape. The employment of specimen with different filler content and
dispersion times may be adapted to the application and the sensitivity requirements at certain force
and displacement regions.
Based on the max forces of the specimens using different dispersion time, the max strength was
obtained for every weight percent (Table 2). The maximum strength is the ultimate strength of the
nanocomposite (the apex point of the force-displacement diagram). This is different from the failure
stress, which occurs after this maximum point. A significant difference could be observed between the
maximum forces achieved for specimens containing different percentages of MWCNTs. The specimens
including 3 wt % MWCNTs could withstand less longitudinal force. It can further be seen from
Table 2 that when increasing the filler amount from 1 to 3 wt %, the maximum strength decreases from
68.36 MPa to 50.19 MPa. In general, the strength of nanocomposites obtained from tensile tests were
improved by adding MWCNT to the epoxy matrix. As reported in Table 2, the maximum strength of
the nanocomposites increased with respect to pure epoxy. However, the maximum strength decreased
by adding more than 1 wt % MWCNTs, which is similar to what was reported in [42].
Figure 7. Force and impedance changes for the nanocomposite sensor with 2 wt % MWCNTs for
the different dispersion times of (a) 5 min, (b) 10 min, and (c) 15 min. The arrows indicate the axis
belonging to the respective curve. Note: the scaling on the righthand axis and displacement are not
uniform throughout the illustrated results.
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Figure 8. Force and impedance changes for the nanocomposite sensor with 3 wt % MWCNTs at 5 min
dispersion time. The arrows indicate the axis belonging to the respective curve. Note: the scaling on
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(d) 
(e) 
Figure 9. Force and impedance changes as a function of displacement for nanocomposites with different
weight percent prepared at 10 min dispersion time and (a) 1 wt % CNT; (b) 1.5 wt % CNT; (c) 2 wt % CN;
(d) and (e) 3 wt % CNT. The arrows indicate the axis belonging to the respective curve. Note: the scaling
on the righthand axis and displacement below are not uniform throughout the illustrated results.
Table 2. Mechanical properties of the nanocomposites.
Specimen Young‘s Modulus (GPa) Max Strength (MPa)
Pure epoxy 3.533 ± 0.04 47.19 ± 1.05
1 wt % CNT–epoxy 3.045 ± 0.03 68.36 ± 2.74
1.5 wt % CNT–epoxy 3.109 ± 0.04 64.89 ± 1.33
2 wt % CNT–epoxy 2.932 ± 0.05 62.26 ± 1.40
3 wt % CNT–epoxy 2.008 ± 0.02 50.19 ± 1.65
The slopes of the electrical impedance diagrams show that a filler amount equal to 3 wt %
MWCNTs, and at least 10 min dispersion time, provided the highest sensitivity with respect to
displacement and applied force using the suggested measurement setup. However, the mechanical
strength decreased to 50.19 MPa.
4. Conclusions
In this work, we introduce a measurement technique for condition monitoring of damage in
composites for structures and buildings by conductive nano-adhesive. The conductive nano-adhesive
was prepared with various MWCNT contents and different dispersion times. Then, the capability
of the prepared MWCNT–epoxy composites as nanocomposite sensors was studied by determining
their electrical impedance changes during longitudinal loading. It was observed that dispersion
times longer than 10 min provide no significant improvement in the equivalent parallel resistance of
the nanocomposite. Although the maximum tolerated forces of these nanocomposite sensors were
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achieved with 1 wt % MWCNT content, the nanocomposite sensors fabricated with 3 wt % MWCNTs
and a dispersion time of 10 minutes showed better self-damage sensing capabilities in the considered
setup, while still achieving a mechanical strength higher than that of pure epoxy.
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Abstract: We introduce a device for the automatic detecting and reporting of crawling insects in
urban environments. It is a monitoring device for urban pests that complies with the context of
smart homes and smart cities, and is compatible with the emerging discipline of the Internet of
Things (IoT). We believe it can find its place in every room of a hotel, hospital, military camp,
and residence. This box-shaped device attracts targeted insect pests, senses the entering insect,
and takes automatically a picture of the internal space of the box. The e-trap includes strong
attractants (pheromone and/or food) to increase capture efficiency and traps the insect on its sticky
floor. The device carries the necessary optoelectronic sensors to monitor all entrances of the trap.
As the insect enters it interrupts the infrared light source. This triggers a detection event; a picture
is taken, and a time-stamp is set before delivering the picture through the Wi-Fi to an authorized
person/stakeholder. The device can be integrated seamlessly in urban environments and operates
unobtrusively to human activities. We report results on various insect pests and depending on the
insect species, can reach a detection accuracy ranging from 96 to 99%.
Keywords: smart traps; insect surveillance; cockroaches; IoT
1. Introduction
The quality of life for most people in the future will be represented in the cities’ quality of life
index. The European Commission has, in recent years, been increasing its focus on urban issues, as a
response to the fact that by 2020 it is estimated that almost 80% of EU citizens will be living in cities [1].
Cities provide development and growth, and generally better life benefits than in rural areas. Apart
from quality of living, houses, buildings, roads, schools, hospitals, markets, and other structures that
characterize the urban environment, cities also provide habitats for a special group of insects and other
arthropods, some of which have attained pest status, the so-called “urban insects” [2–4].
Contrarily to agroecosystems, pest status in the urban environment may not be based on a
measurable feature. The damage and the control treatments costs cannot always be determined.
Structural damage (e.g., termites, wood boring beetles), sanitary problems (e.g., cockroaches), health
threats (e.g., bed bugs), or simple annoyance only by the insect presence (e.g., insects in houses,
stinging insects), have been developed to common cases in urban environments. A decision to apply
control measures may be based on potential damage or personal injury, or solely or in part on emotion.
Arthropods in the urban environment are completely unacceptable, whether their populations are low
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or high. Pest management and control strategies are based on early detection and pest identification
before applying chemical and nonchemical control treatments.
Early pest detection is crucial for an effective and affordable control in urban environments.
For this purpose, various trap types (mainly sticky) are frequently used by homeowners, pest
management professionals, and urban entomologist researchers for detecting infestations of crawling
insects like ants, termites, bedbugs, cockroaches, earwigs, beetles, moth larvae, etc., as well as other
crawling arthropods such as spiders, millipedes, centipedes, etc. [2,5,6]. These devices provide
consistent estimates not only of insects’ presence (detection) and relative abundance (monitoring),
but they are also useful for evaluating insecticide treatment efficacy (post-treatment analysis) and
control purposes (population reduction) [7–9].
As a detection tool, sticky traps provide information on distribution and population density,
thereby assisting in properly targeting insecticide applications. Because of their safety, ease of use,
and non-toxicity, sticky traps are considered to be a valuable tool in integrated pest management (IPM)
programs especially in urban environments.
For the purposes of this study, trapping tests were performed for the detection of three very
common crawling insects in urban environments.
A. Cockroaches (Order: Blattodea): They are cosmopolitan insects, occurring nearly all over
the world. Although, most of the approximately 4000 described species live in small populations in
forest habitats, their association with decaying organic matter and humid conditions maintains some
species (nearly 30) in the urban environment. They may become very serious pests given that they
can passively transport pathogenic microbes on their body surfaces. Particularly, in environments
such as hospitals [10,11], they are often linked with allergic reactions in humans [12] and asthma [13].
These allergens are heat-stable and persistent in the living space. Approximately 20–50% of homes
with no visible sign of cockroaches have detectable cockroach allergens in dust [14].
B. Ants (Hymenoptera: Formicidae): The pest status of ants is based on their nesting and
foraging habits. The urban environment provides a variety of soil types and conditions, suitable for
a large number of ant species [2,15]. Nesting along building foundations can result in damage
to structural members of buildings, and to exterior faces. Ants usually enter the buildings to
find food, demonstrating remarkable persistence foraging inside and establishing satellite nests
indoors. The habit of foraging ants to visit a variety of food sources increases their potential to
acquire pathogenic and food decay microbes. A large number of pathogens have been recorded
from ant species, including bacteria (Burkholderia, Clostridium, Enterobacter, Salmonella, etc.) and fungi
(Aspergillus, Penicillium, etc.), [2,15,16]. Pest ants in the urban environment have a significant economic
impact both on the pest control industry and the general public. Many times, ants have been ranked
as the number one pest problem of households, even surpassing cockroaches [17]. Most important
and well-studied species are the fire ants (Solenopsis sp.), because of their medical and agricultural
impact [18]; the Pharaoh ants (Monomorium pharaonis), which are major household pests and can
act as disease vectors in hospitals [19]; and carpenter ants (Camponotus spp.), which are important
wood-destroying organisms [20].
C. Beetle pests of stored food (Order: Coleoptera): Beetle pests are often recorded in urban
environments searching for food (e.g., cereals, grains, packaged food, flour, etc.). Their presence may
become a serious problem in certain cases like in residences, markets, hospitals, bakeries, restaurants
etc. There is a plethora of beetle species (Sitophilus, Rhyzoperta, Tribolium, Cryptolestes, Oryzaephilus,
Stegobium, Lasioderma, etc.) invading abovementioned urban environments searching for food [21,22].
Recently, we observe an upsurge of interest in shifting sophisticated, high-tech procedures to
insect sensing that are typically encountered in other research fields (see the LIDAR applications
on insect fauna [23], Perles in optical sensing of termites [24], Potamitis for electronic e-traps for
flying insects [25–28], and Zhong on applying deep learning to insects trapped on sticky traps [29]).
This study belongs to this general trend but is different to its aim and cause. Our study aims to
introduce a novel “intelligent” trap that can be hidden conveniently under a bed or fixed to the wall
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that can become a useful tool for the automated early detection of crawling insects and other arthropods
in urban environments. Though we have tested three widely encountered cases the applicability can
be directly extended to other cases as well, namely: The presence mainly of Bed Bugs (Hemiptera:
Cimicidae) and Cloth Moths that feed on stored fabrics (Lepidoptera: Tineidae) can be devastating for
the reputation and prospect of a hotel or hospital in the era of TripAdvisor, Instagram, and Facebook.
The proposed device will curtail the cost of Integrated Pest Management (IPM) applied to hotels as it
will limit the application of IPM from a prescheduled basis (i.e., once a year) to an on-time, localized
(i.e., per room) application of IPM. More on, it allows the hotel to advertise that it takes best action to
protect its customers and their children by applying surveillance control on insects.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Trap Design and Function
This box-shaped device with dimensions of 21 cm × 11 cm × 7.5 cm, including the plastic box
and the attached electronic kit (Figure 1) attracts insect pests, senses the entering insect and takes
automatically a picture of the internal space of the box. The picture is communicated through the Wi-Fi
commonly found in such establishments to an authorized person/stakeholder receiving the picture to
take proper action. In this way, continuous, accurate and verifiable, real-time detection is achieved,
without the need for human intervention. It is a monitoring device for urban pests in the context of
smart homes and smart cities, and is compatible with the emerging discipline of the Internet of Things
(IoT) (see Figure 2 for the way we envision its application).
 
Figure 1. (Left) A prototype of the smart trap. (Right) The electronics are mounted on top of a
plastic trap.
Our smart trap functions like a classic floor trap. Traps may differ greatly in design features
(shape, size, surface material, etc.) and the presence of attractants (food, pheromone). All these factors
along with placement method influence dramatically the trap efficacy [30].
The box includes a strong attractant to attract the insects and maximize captures. The insect is
trapped on a sticky surface that is inside the device, basically a cardboard coated with special insect
glue (Tangle-Trap® Sticky Coatings, Tanglefoot, Marysville, Washington, DC, USA) that lasts (remains
sticky) for 4–6 months. The sticky floor provides the means for immediate verification of reported
results. Captured insects frequently release additional pheromone by themselves and increase the
attractiveness. The presence of multiple attractants targeting different insect species simultaneously is
also possible and recommended.
The concept presented in this work does not depend on a specific trap configuration and many
types are compatible with it. In this work, we modified a well-known trap for crawling insects
(TRAPPER Pest Monitor®, Bell Labs, Murray Hill, NJ, USA) on which we added the electronic
components (see Figure 1-Right). This trap has multiple entrances that are all monitored simultaneously
by a single laser beam (infrared laser PN: 980MD-30-1230-CAB/NANMA). Any entering pest will
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interrupt the laser’s beam, and this triggers a time counter. The wavelength of the laser is at 980 nm
and its power at 30 mW.
Figure 2. Surveillance of urban, crawling insects in the context of smart-cities. Residential accounts,
food processing plants, military camps, underground stations, and hospitals are some of the main
locations that can be monitored independently or as part of a regional/country network in the context
of the Internet of Things (IoT).
After 20 s a photograph (Camera OV2640, cmos sensor camera module, Omnivision, Santa Clara,
CA, USA) of the internal volume of the trap is taken (Figure 3), time-stamped and delivered to
pre-stored mail addresses while a copy of the picture is stored internally in the SD card of the device.
The time delay ensures that is given enough time to the insect that follows the chemical signals of the
bait to crawl inside. The crossing of the laser beam by an insect effects a voltage drop in the receiver’s
amplifier. The drop is analogous to the size of the insect. A minimum and maximum threshold is
set during monitoring of the voltage drop based on inactive, targeted pests. For example, when we
need to monitor cockroaches we do not want the system to be triggered by the accidental entrance
of an ant. Note that a random entrance is uncommon as targeted insects enter the trap because the
follow their corresponding pheromones. Similarly, we monitor the time delay of the entering event
based on marking the onset and the end of an entering event. A long delay is atypical for an insect
movement and this initiates a possible malfunction notice sent through the Wi-Fi (e.g., an insect
blocking the entrance). The speed of the entering pest is also calculated, and atypical speeds are
rejected as false alarms.
The processor that handles all tasks is a STM32F767 ARM Microcontroller (see Figure 1-Right).
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Figure 3. Photograph from the internal of the trap, automatically taken 20 s after insect’s entrance.
A diagram of the system summarizing its modules and their interconnection is depicted in the
block diagram of Figure 4.
Figure 4. System diagram of the functionality of the suggested device.
The STM32F767 processors has all the communication buses that are required for the task.
The laser sends 200 Hz pulses of 12 μs duration. The pulses are received by the photodiode and
are amplified. The amplifier’s output is driven to analogue input of the processor. The processor runs
an algorithm that reads the amplitude of the signal and detects if the beam of light has been interrupted.
If so, then, after 20 s a light illuminates the trap and the camera takes a picture. The jpeg picture is
transferred through the 8-BIT DCMI interface to the memory of the processor and stored in the SD card.
The communication of the processor with the SD is done through the 4-BIT SPI interface. Subsequently,
the photograph is sent via the Wi-Fi functionality to predefined e-mails. The e-mails as well as other
parameters are stored in a settings file stored in the SD card of the system. The software is written in
C language using the IAR Embedded workbench. The programming of the flash memory has been
done using the ST-Link V2 programmer. The code initialization was done using the STM32CubeMX of
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ST. For programming the peripheral sub-components such as the SD and the camera, ADC and the
Wi-Fi interface we made use of the STM32 HAL Drivers.
2.2. Evaluation
For the purposes of our study, a prototype of this trap was tested under real conditions in three
cases. Our trap was placed:
(a) in an old food warehouse with an increased presence of cockroaches in Agrinio, Central Greece.
Trap placement lasted from early to mid-May 2018.
(b) in a livestock unit with large ant populations in Larissa, Central Greece. Trap placement lasted
from early to mid-April 2018.
(c) in an old-style granary (horizontal type) with a heavy insect infestation in stored wheat mass in
Farsala, Central Greece. Trap placement lasted from early to mid-March 2018.
Trap placement lasted about two weeks in all cases. The trap was visually checked by a
qualified entomologist on a daily basis, and the number of captured insect individuals was recorded.
These manual records were compared with the data that were automatically recorded by the trap and
sent wirelessly. Non-target insects or other arthropods that may enter the trap accidentally were not
included in the results but in our experiments, these were rare cases. During each manual inspection
the sticky surface with captured insects was removed for examination in the lab (Figure 5) and replaced
by an identical one clean sticky cardboard surface. In all cases the proper attractant was placed in the
center of sticky surface in order to make sure that insects would enter the trap. Baits applied for each
target were: pure wheat germ oil (HealthAid, Harrow, London, UK) for stored food beetles, 25% sugar
solution for ants, and Trapper roach attractant (Bell Labs, Murray Hill, NJ, USA) for cockroaches.
  
Figure 5. Evaluation of reported results. Sticky surface inside the trap after 2 days of placement in
(Left) a cereal grain storage facility with serious insect infestations, (Right) in an old food warehouse
with an increased presence of cockroaches.
3. Results and Discussion
Results from the evaluation of the prototype trap are presented in Figure 6 where the result of a
linear regression analysis of the manual records and the automatic counts from our system. The slope
of the regression line indicates the association between manual and system counting, and r represents
the fraction of the total variance of system counting that is explained by the variation in manual records.
The analysis result shows that the counting numbers of insects obtained by manual observation and
automatic counting system are greatly related (96–99%).
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Total detected :  222
Total counted   :  197
Total detected :  166
Total counted   :  150
Figure 6. Accuracy of the automatic counting in comparison with actual detection, each species target
insect. The values of the correlation coefficient r prove that our system is > 96% accurate (when detected
and counted values are the same then r equals to 1).
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed system, the numbers of the captures measured
by the system were compared to those counted manually. The inaccuracy of the system is based on the
error between manual counting and system counting. Equation (1), which represents the accuracy of
the system, is shown as follows:
a = 1 − |Mc − Ac |
Mc
. (1)
where α is the counting accuracy of the system, Mc is the number of the captures by manual counting,
and Ac is the number of the automatically counted captures. The results are shown in Table 1.
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As it is clearly presented, our smart trap is very accurate, achieving about 90% accuracy on
automatic counts compared with manually counted numbers of captured insects. The accuracy of our
system in detecting insect presence is also shown by the very high correlation (r > 0.96 in all cases)
between the generated signals and actual numbers of insects caught in the trap.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that an automated remote system is evaluated
under real conditions in detecting insect pests in urban environments. Lab studies have been carried
out on the development of automated detection of insects [31–33] but in a totally different context from
ours (e.g., probes inserted in the grain mass).
Our study aims to introduce a novel trap-device that we believe it can find its place to every
urban environment such as houses, hotel rooms, hospitals, underground stations and trains, military
camps, airports, food markets and storages. Such a device will also curtail the cost of Integrated Pest
Management (IPM) as it will limit the application of IPM from a prescheduled basis (i.e., once a year)
to an on-time, localized (i.e., per room) application of IPM.
Table 1. The counting accuracy of the proposed “smart” trap.

















































It has been well documented that insects may act as a “pathogen reservoir”, which especially in a
hospital environment, may cause serious health hazards [34–36]. Insect problems can be detrimental
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for the financial prospect of a private hospital establishment or for the managemental capability of the
head of the hotel and finally of the Ministry of Health [37].
Again, the presence of ants, cockroaches, bed bugs or stored food insects in home residencies,
schools or even in military camps may become a serious problem with unforeseen consequences [2,38].
With a cost of materials roughly 30 Euros (as per 13 August 2018) the device has also the prospect to be
widely accepted by typical residencies at least to one device per house.
Finally, the suggested product conforms with the concept of the smart house and through the
emerging trend of IoT it can connect the concept of a smart house to a smart city that keeps an
eye-watch on the insects at larger spatial scales.
4. Conclusions
With the recent advancements in wireless communications, networks, and integrated sensors,
the ability to use wireless sensor networks (WSNs) to cover large areas with a network of IoT nodes
that collectively transmit information to a central server in real-time has become available. Wireless
sensor networks have been demonstrated to exhibit the potential of being used in massive scale for
environmental parameter monitoring. While they are constantly evolving to the point of a widely used
technology, the requirements for an automated trap, including autonomous operation pose practical
limitations to the use of off-the-shelf solutions, thus leading to the design and development of custom
hardware. This is due to the type of sensor (imaging and presence), the application field, the need for
low power operation, adaptable size to match the trap, robustness to environmental conditions, the
need for spatial coverage and the existence of isolated or remote monitoring spots. The main concept
is to hide a small, affordable device for insect surveillance of urban crawling insects and forget its
existence until the user receives a picture in his/her mobile.
The smart trap presented in this work was developed following the above requirements,
for fully-automated operation. The cost and size will allow multiple traps to be installed in
possibly concealed locations such as under beds, as instructed by the IPM strategy with a sole
technical requirement of sufficient Wi-Fi coverage, which is nowadays taken for granted in most
indoor environments.
As the events are relayed via wireless networking, following the IoT architecture, these traps may
be integrated to any smart-building infrastructure. This may allow the establishment of applications
ranging from end-user notification/alerting in order to take appropriate measures, to condition-based
insect management depending on set business rules. Moreover, as insect infestation may not be
localized on a building basis but be widespread, by centralizing the server infrastructure and providing
geolocational information for each smart trap, an interactive infestation map may be created, adding
the system to the smart city concept. Future work relates detection of urban insects and deep
learning classification algorithms that have become a standard in visual-based applications of artificial
intelligence as in the paradigm of Zhong [29], where the device automatically counts the insects and
reports their identity and as in Sadegh et al. [39] where the identity of wild animals is automatically
inferred based on their picture.
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Abstract: Researches in the field of ambient assisted living (AAL) have increased in the last ten
years, and the paradigms of the smart home have widely spread. Smart homes must consider
the health-related issues and the real needs deriving from the ageing of their dwellers. In the
smart home, appliances are expected to provide support to the residents, especially when they are
characterized by disabilities and/or impairments related to ageing. While most of the AAL solutions
presented in literature rely on complex systems and architectures, residents affected by mild or
moderate disabilities can take advantage of just a simpler reconfiguration of living environments,
i.e., the replacement of certain appliances with others that are able to help them in coping with their
limitations. This paper proposes a semantic-based decision support system (DSS), which relies on
ontological models, to assist designers in domestic environments’ reconfiguration. The ontology
leverages semantic representations of dwellers and domestic environments’ domains of knowledge
to foster the adoption of appliances able to help the residents to live independently. The development
process of the ontology is presented in detail together with the results deriving from reasoning
processes. To ease the reconfiguration of domestic environments, a prototypical application taking
advantage of the DSS is presented.
Keywords: decision support system; ambient assisted living; domestic environment reconfiguration;
ontology
1. Introduction
The research in the fields of smart home, ambient assisted living (AAL) and domestic healthcare
has strongly increased during the last ten years. One of the reasons of this attention lies in the
remarkable increase of the ageing population (aged 65 or more), who is expected to reach the 30%
of the European population over the forthcoming decades [1]. This segment of population is often
characterized by a loss of independence in several activities of daily living (due to functional limitations
or to the onset of disabilities), and by a diminishing sense of safety—which could potentially lead to
injuries while performing activities inside the house [2]. In this context, the smart home is expected to
deliver to its inhabitants tailored services able to assist the dwellers for a better, healthier and safer life
in their everyday living environment. Therefore, the smart home has been widely addressed as a set of
technologies with the potential to help ageing population in living independently, monitoring their
safety and well-being, and preventing injuries and accidents in the domestic environments [3].
However, it has been highlighted how the possibility to rely on the set of technologies deployed
in a smart home may raise some concerns in the ageing population. For instance, the user-friendliness
of the devices and the need for training dedicate to older residents in the use and management of the
smart home are two remarkable barriers that can jeopardize the real adoption of AAL solutions [4].
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Besides, unfamiliarity with the devices and residents’ concerns regarding stigmatization have also
been reported as non-negligible issues for older residents [5]. Finally, privacy concerns can represent
an obstacle for the adoption of monitoring devices in a smart home [6].
A solution for the problems raised by ageing population can therefore rely on a simple
reconfiguration of a standard home with a set of appliances that can support the residents in coping
with their impairments while performing activities of daily living [7]. This kind of reconfiguration
appears promising to balance the support provided to the elderly inhabitants, and their concerns related
to the unfamiliarity with the devices and to their privacy. Works related to the reconfiguration of living
environments are mainly focused on ubiquitous computing and context-aware systems—distributed
systems have been discussed as a promising tool to support the reconfiguration of domestic
devices [8,9]. The possibility to have residents programming their own pervasive computing
environments has also been investigated with the purpose of helping dwellers to be involved in
the reconfiguration of their own domestic environments [10]. Another area where research is focused
regards the possibility to provide adaptation over the time (reconfiguration) of the services provided
by an intelligent environment [11,12]. Nonetheless, to the best of authors’ knowledge, no work in
literature faces the problem of providing ageing population with a set of existing and familiar tools
(such as everyday appliances) designed to (or presenting some features that) help them to cope with
their limitations.
The “Design For All” (D4All) [13] and “Future Home for Future Community” (FHfFC) [14]
projects tackle the issue of easing the reconfiguration of existing domestic environments with familiar
appliances by relying on semantic web technologies. These technologies (in particular ontology) are
connected with decision-making processes, since they provide a formal (logic-based) and sharable
interpretation of knowledge. Semantic models are exploited in DSSs’ development since they can
foster information integration; moreover, ontologies can support automatic reasoning processes, thus
allowing to infer new information starting from the knowledge stated in the model [15].
Through the exploitation of a semantic knowledge base, a Decision Support System (DSS) aimed
at helping architects and smart home designers to provide the inhabitants with a set of appliances
that can help them in everyday-life activities is deployed. Through the use of the DSS, dwellers
(especially those characterized by mild or moderate impairments and elderlies) can rely on familiar
appliances that facilitate them in the execution of some activities. The DSS is designed starting from
the characterization of the dwellers, i.e., the end-users of the AAL solutions and appliances, and relies
on a standard and holistic framework for the description of their health conditions. The developed DSS
is then exploited in an application designed to support designers and smart home architects during
the reconfiguration process.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the existing works in
the field of semantic-based DSSs, with a focus on AAL and user-oriented solutions. In Section 3,
the methodology exploited for the creation of two use cases and the framework for health conditions
description are introduced, as well as the key factors that led to the identification of the domains of
interest for the ontology. Section 4 deepens into the application ontology description, illustrating the
different solutions adopted for its development. The result of the development process constitutes
the main component of the DSS, which takes advantage of semantic web-leveraged reasoning process
to deliver sets of appliances suitable for each of the dwellers identified in the use cases. Section 5
describes an application using the DSS (RecAAL), and discusses the results obtained from reasoning
process, while Section 6 provides the results of a preliminary testing conducted on RecAAL. Section 7
analyses the limits and future perspective of the DSS. Finally, the Conclusions summarize the main
outcomes and sketch the future steps that need to be implemented to enhance the DSS.
2. Related Works
The topic of modeling the health-data is one of the main issues when tackling the interoperability
among various data sources. Data integration is not a trivial task: The possibility to link different
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health-data is complicated by the heterogeneity of data formats and different naming conventions.
The major importance of this topic gave birth to the Semantic Web for Health Care and Life Sciences
Interest Group [16], whose mission is to advocate, support and develop the adoption of semantic
web technologies across clinical research, healthcare and life sciences. In Reference [17], the authors
relied on ontologies to integrate electronic health records to foster integrated care. In this work,
ontology-based case-finding algorithms are exploited to enhance the accuracy of the diagnosis of
Type 2 Diabetes and to foster the integration of different health-related data to improve the quality
of care. A unified data model provided by ontology is the backbone of the method for accessing
health data in Reference [18]; in the context of emergency medical services, the method allows IoT
devices to access distributed and heterogeneous data. In Reference [19], the authors described an
adaptive mediation system (ARIEN) leveraging ontologies to provide an accurate and seamless
integration of heterogeneous medical data, enhancing data interoperability. To tackle the issues of the
health-related concepts measured with differential accuracy from diverse data sources, the authors
of Reference [20] designed a semantic-based application (PopHR), that was able to automates the
integration and extraction of health-related data; the application uses an ontological framework to
describe data relevant to chronic diseases. Ontologies are also exploited to normalize and integrate
structured and unstructured data from multiple sources. In Reference [21], a semantic annotation
lightweight model for healthcare data is presented; this model is intended to provide interoperability
among diverse IoT devices monitoring patients’ health, and adopts Resource Description Framework
(RDF) [22] as modelling language, and SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) [23] for
health-records extraction. A framework for the management and reuse of clinical archetypes and data
is described in Reference [24]; the framework allows to semantically annotate and transform health
data in order to make them interoperable. With regard to the context of mobile health, Reference [25]
illustrated a patient monitoring system for the IoT; the architecture of the system relies on an ontology
that enables the monitoring of patients’ health status. Inferences provided by the ontology are
used to recommend workout routines and improving eating habits of patients. Datta et al. [26]
presented an IoT architecture to provide personalized and connected healthcare services; part of this
architecture leverages ontologies to manage and gather health-related knowledge, while semantic
rules are exploited to combine cross-domain knowledge.
In the field of AAL solutions, some interesting examples of semantic-based DSS can be traced in
the literature. The possibility of enabling reasoning processes and inferring new knowledge on context,
dwellers’ activities and comfort metrics gathers a great deal of interest [27]. Osman et al. [28] conceived
a DSS for supporting independent living for people suffering from dementia is described. This DSS
leverages the semantic representation of context information and semantic rules (modelled with
Semantic Web Rule Language(SWRL) [29]), in order to build a knowledge base able to capture changes
in the situational conditions and the inferred information are provided to clinical personnel to help
them in their decisions. Zentek et al. [30] proposed an interesting use of ontologies to provide flexible
management of AAL environments configuration. The framework takes into account two key factors
of AAL solutions: the heterogeneity of settings and home environments, and the changing over the
time of the user’s needs. Zhang et al. [31] developed a sharable clinical DSS system providing clinical
personnel with patient-based recommendations support clinical-decision process. The knowledge-base
of the system takes advantage of both ontologies and SWRL rules to provide automatic suggestions.
Ontology-based technologies are a key factor in many works related to Internet of Things (IoT)
and AAL solutions, since they allow to provide a formal description of many domains of knowledge
involved. Energy efficiency and consumption is a relevant topic in smart homes and ambient
intelligence, where semantic web technologies can play an important role. Fotopoulou et al. [32]
presented an energy-aware IT ecosystem that leverages ontologies to provide recommendations
related to energy consumption to the residents. The architecture collects energy, environmental and
behavioral-related data and combines them to generate recommendations tailored on the residents’
lifestyles. Fensel et al. [33] described the OpenFridge platform, which leverages ontologies to
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transform into triples users’ collected measurements of their refrigerators and analyzes the resulting
semantic data with SPARQL. OpenFridge exploits specialized ontologies for representing and linking
refrigerators’ data in RDF format, with the ultimate aim of contributing to appliances’ energy efficiency.
Madrazo et al. [34] implemented a semantic-based energy information system, connecting several and
various data sources exploiting ontologies; semantic models are used to integrate the information
regarding energy certificates, building descriptions, energy monitoring in buildings and climate data.
Bonino et al. [35] developed an ontology-based model for describing electrical energy consumption in
a smart home; this ontology (PowerOnt) provides the means to support energy efficiency measures in
residential homes.
Ontologies cover a pivotal role also in describing the interactions between the residents and the
smart home (its services, devices, locations, etc.). Huang et al. [36] presented a dialog system for
residents, who can inquire the smart home system for information related to appliances using their
voice. The system adopts a semantic approach to manage residents’ vocal inputs and transforming
them into service requests. In Ni et al. [37], ontologies are exploited as a mean to represent human
activity within the smart home, thus allowing the detection of residents’ behaviors. The proposed
semantic model is built as a network of ontologies describing the resident, the environmental context
and the activities.
Contrary to the main trend in AAL, the DSS presented in this work is not dedicated to support the
deployment of context-aware or ubiquitous systems: The DSS fosters the reconfiguration of domestic
environments using everyday appliances, which are more familiar to the residents. In RecAAL’s DSS
the dwellers’ health status and its formalization assume a central role.
3. Use Case Definition: A Dweller-Centered Approach
Traditional design is usually oriented toward “standard individuals”, a generalized abstraction of
real end-users, which often lacks an adequate comprehension of users’ needs [38]. In fact, this kind of
approach does not consider many variables regarding the users, such as their skills, limitations and
knowledge. Furthermore, the under-representation of resident’s needs and the general scarceness
of residents-related studies are among the factors that hinder the widespread adoption of AAL
solutions [3].
To overcome the limits of a generalized abstraction of residents, a new and holistic design
paradigm has started to stand out: The “Universal Design”. This paradigm aims at taking into
consideration the different features characterizing human users; it focuses on proposing solutions able
to adjust according to the needs of specific categories of users. The main principles of this discipline can
be applied also in the field of AAL too. In this context, D4All and FHfFC projects aim at applying the
guidelines of Universal Design into domotic and inclusive domestic environment. The design of this
kind of environments for elderlies, people with disabilities or families requires a set of heterogeneous
tools during its whole lifecycle process (e.g., design, utilization, control and monitoring). The outcome
of the projects works to provide different categories of users with a set of tools able to help them coping
with the limitations they have, and to grant them the possibility to perform autonomously several
activities of daily living that would otherwise be precluded, dangerous or strenuous.
The development of the DSS and its underlying semantic knowledge-base starts from the
definition of the dwellers—the end-users of the results generated by the DSS. Considering that a
smart home must be able to provide tailored services to its residents, by anticipating their desires and
helping them in coping with their impairments, the possibility to describe the dwellers and their health
conditions in a holistic way is a topic of a paramount importance. Health conditions’ description
must define the appropriate level of detail for the physical and physiological status of an individual
over time, such as their abilities in the environments where they live, and the eventual cognitive
decline occurring with ageing. In order to cover these crucial aspects of dweller-related knowledge,
the ontology relies on the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) [39].
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ICF is used to describe potential residents (Section 3.2); designers can then exploit this piece
of information as an input of the DSS to provide a suitable reconfiguration of the set of domestic
appliances (Section 3.3) to the dweller characterized with ICF.
3.1. The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health
The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) is a standard World
Health Organization-endorsed framework, aimed at providing a tool for the description of an
individual’s health and its related statuses. It conceptualizes the functioning of an individual as
a “dynamic interaction between a person’s health condition, environmental factors and personal
factors” [39]. ICF is a tool able to ease the communication among the health-stakeholders (therapists,
clinicians) providing a standard and worldwide comparable description of the functional experiences
of the individuals. Due to its vocabulary, which is easily interpretable also by non-clinical personnel,
ICF can also be used in a variety of health-related domains, such as AAL, as a common means to support
and facilitate the collaboration and the exchange of information among different actors. Indeed, ICF
has found interesting applications in several fields outside the strictly clinical field (but still related to
individual’s health and its description), such as work reintegration [40,41], home- and age-care [42] and
disability management [43]. Therefore, the exploitation of ICF, leveraging on a common framework
for disability and health description, can represent a solid base for the development of practical
instruments aimed at assessing health conditions and functioning of people with disabilities.
The Classification is organized in two main parts, each of which is further categorized into
components: The first part, “Functioning and Disability”, provides a description of the components
“Body Functions”, “Body Structures”, and “Activities and Participation”; and the second part,
“Contextual Factors”, provides the means to describe the impact of the components “Environmental
Factors”, and “Personal Factors”. Each component (with the exception of Personal Factors) is further
explained and categorized into Chapters, which identify the addressed domain of functioning. As a
result of this framework, a person’s functioning is described through the interaction between their
health condition, and the context where they act.
Each of the four components is identified by a letter (“b” for Body functions, “s” for Body
structures, “e” for Environmental factors, “d” for Activities and Participation) and can be detailed
by adding digits. According to the number of digits following the letter, it is possible to get a code
(up to five digits), whose length indicates the level of granularity. The lesser the number of digits
following the letter is, the more general the health related-concept is described; contrariwise, the higher
the number of digits is, the more extensively and thoroughly a health-related concept is represented.
The following Figure 1 shows an excerpt of the whole classification representing some of the problems
related to visual and hearing functions:
 
Figure 1. An excerpt of the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF)
classification illustrating the deepening of a component into two different health-related functions.
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Figure 1 shows how under the same chapter both visual and hearing-related functions can be
listed; to address properly the problems related to the “Quality of Vision”, another level must be
enabled—the fourth level item, characterized by a five-digits code.
The complete classification encompasses more than 1400 domains, organized according to the
abovementioned hierarchy of concepts. Specifically, “Body Functions” component’s domains aim
at providing categories for the description of the functioning of human body systems, while “Body
Structures” domains identify the anatomical parts of such systems. “Activity and Participation”
domains describe the execution of tasks and actions in every-day situations, while the “Environmental
Factors” domains provide the means to assess the social and physical impact of the environment on
the individual, together with the possibility to describe the existence of physical barriers or facilitators
in the environments where the individuals usually perform tasks.
The functioning or disability of an individual can be assessed selecting the suitable category
and its corresponding code and then adding one or more qualifiers. A qualifier records the presence
and assesses the severity of a problem in specific domains of functioning, personal or societal level.
A generic qualifier can be added at the end of the domain code and serves as an indicator of the level
of severity characterizing the domain; this generic qualifier can acquire a set of integer values:
• cXXX.0—indicates the absence of impairments or a negligible problem in a domain;
• cXXX.1—indicates a mild impairment in a domain;
• cXXX.2—indicates a moderate impairment in a domain;
• cXXX.3—indicates a severe impairment in a domain;
• cXXX.4—indicates a complete impairment in a domain;
• cXXX.8—indicates that the qualifier is not specified;
• cXXX.9—indicates that the qualifier is not applicable.
The value 8 is used when the information gathered to decide the qualifier are not enough,
while 9 is used when no specification can be given about a specific domain (for instance, when coding
b650 “Menstruation Functions” for a male person). The generic qualifier assumes the meaning of
descriptor of barriers (defined as physical, social and attitudinal factors that could force an individual
to perform below their capacities), or facilitators (factors that can ease or enhance the performance
of the individual) for the specification of the Environmental Factors domains. The simple qualifier
represents the impact of a barrier (e410.1 a mild barrier/negative impact in the “Individual attitudes of
immediate family members”), while a qualifier presenting the “+” sign indicates a facilitator (e410.+2
a moderate facilitation/positive impact in the “Individual attitudes of immediate family members”).
Each component can make use of other qualifiers (following the generic one) according to the
qualifiers structure [39], reported in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. A description of all the possible qualifiers applicable for each ICF component and their
meanings (according to References [39,44]).
ICF’s component “Personal Factors” is yet to be completed, therefore the classification can
rely on the remaining four components—enough to provide a sound and complete description of
health-related issues, since “Personal Factors” are the particular background of an individual’s life and
living [45]. Although ICF presents many advantages, it has to be underlined that this framework is
characterized by some shortcomings, such as problems regarding incongruent classification of some
concepts, a lack of clarity between activities and their qualities, incorrect parent-child relationships
of concepts and an overemphasis on subsumption [46–48]. The ICF has also been modelled into an
ontology [49], which can be used as a reference model for other domain ontologies and that inherits all
the flaws belonging to the classification.
For the purpose of the DSS, the developed ontology relies on the generic qualifiers and adopts
the whole “Body Functions”, “Body Structures”, and “Activity and Participation” components (up to
fourth level items).
3.2. Identification of the Personae
To identify prototypical residents, for which the DSS can provide a helpful set of appliances,
the methodology described by Cooper [50] was adopted. The first phase of this methodology concerns
the identification of the proper personae, fictional characters created to represent the users’ types who
benefits from the work of designers and architects using the DSS. Personae have been sketched also
to facilitate communication between the different partners composing the projects stakeholders [51].
The five personae identified correspond to the target residents, and are defined as follow:
1. Elderly characterized by frailty—a persona that comprises men or women of 65 or more years
old, characterized by unstable health condition and by one (or more) of these four criteria:
(1) Involuntary loss of weight of 4.5 kg in the last year; (2) asthenia or sense of fatigue for at least
three days in a week; (3) limited physical activity and sedentary life style; (4) limited walking
speed, with a time required to cover 4 m greater than 6 s [52].
2. User with visual impairments—people with a visual impairment that compromises (totally or
partially) their social and working activity.
3. User with hearing impairments—this persona includes people characterized by a partial or total
hearing loss.
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4. User with cognitive impairments—a persona comprising people affected by alterations or
dysfunctions of fundamental cognitive functions, such as memory, language, visuospatial
abilities and executive functions [53]; severe mental conditions and illnesses are excluded from
this category.
5. User with motor impairments—a persona collecting people affected by a specific neuro-motor
deficit; this persona comprises all the people affected by pathologies comprising the neuro-
motor system.
The sketched personae are drafted together with the clinical partners of the two projects and
reflect the range of possible dwellers. Each of them is a wide collection of specific cases that needs to
be further explored and specified with the use of ICF framework.
Persona 1: Silvia is a 72-year-old woman living alone in her house. Although she is independent,
she has started suffering from asthenia, loss of weight, weariness in the last two years. Her muscular
weakness makes her strenuous using her arms in many activities, thus reducing her mobility. Silvia’s
health condition described with ICF reports the following domain as afflicted by some limitations
(the generic qualifiers indicate the magnitude of the limitations):
• b4200.1—Increased blood pressure
• b4202.1—Maintenance of blood pressure
• b4550.2—General physical endurance
• b4552.2—Fatigability
• b530.2—Weight maintenance functions
• b7102.1—Mobility of joints generalized
• b7300.1—Power of isolated muscles and muscle groups




• d4305.1—Putting down objects
• d630.1—Preparing meals
• s73002.183—Muscles of upper arm (indicating an unspecified change in the structure of both arms)
Persona 2: Giovanni is a 69-year-old widowed man living alone in his house. Starting from the age
of 67, Giovanni has suffered some vision-related issues, and even if he wears his glasses the problems
do not seem to be solved. This makes several activities difficult for him, such as reading a book or a
newspaper, understanding icons and writings on appliance and food’s packages, using text-based
devices (such as mobile phone). Giovanni’s health condition described with ICF reports the following
domains and qualifiers:
• b21000.2—Binocular acuity of distant vision
• b21001.2—Monocular acuity of distant vision
• b21002.1—Binocular acuity of near vision
• b21002.1—Monocular acuity of near vision
• b220.1—Sensations associated with the eye and adjoining structures
• d110.1—Watching
• d360.1—Using communication devices and techniques
• d166.2—Reading
• d325.2—Communicating with/receiving written messages
• d345.2—Writing messages
• d630.2—Preparing meals
• (No alterations in the structures of the eyes are registered).
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Clinical personnel involved in the projects tried to refer to the minimum amount of ICF domains
to provide a proper description of the two personae’s health conditions; for the codes involving
Activity and participation domains, the qualifier choice was limited to the first (indicating how a
person performs activities inside their environments and with devices such as glasses, cane, etc.).
In Silvia’s last code the full set of Body Structures qualifiers was used to represent that fact that the
problem affects both of her arms. It is here intended that domains not specified in the above lists are
not interested by any form of impairment.
3.3. Definition of the Use Case
In the second phase of Cooper’s methodology, the identified personae were portrayed in use
cases, in which they became the subject of a designer’s activity of kitchen reconfiguration. The design
of a use case consists in the allocation of different tasks and functions to the actors, and encompasses
the narration of what happens during the interactions among the actors as expected outcome.
The use case scenario is focused on the possibility to configure a specific room of the smart home
for two of the abovementioned personae with the help of a designer. In this scenario, a designer sets
up a kitchen for specific categories of dwellers providing it with appliances suitable to cope with
its impairments. The kitchen has been chosen as one of the most relevant domestic environments
considering that:
• It is the room that can benefit most from AAL tailored solutions [54];
• It is the place where older people suffer from most domestic injuries [55];
• It is where one of the Instrumental Activities of Daily Living takes place (meal preparation) [7].
The following is the description of the use case related to the reconfiguration of the kitchen.
In the use case a designer is required to design the kitchens using a Decision Support System able
to select the most suitable appliances for the two end-users, who are specifically:
• A 72 year-old woman characterized by frailty (Silvia);
• A 69 year-old man characterized by a visual impairment due to ageing (Giovanni);
Both users are characterized by moderate impairments that could jeopardize their safety and
make their activities strenuous in the kitchen. The designer acquires the user’s kitchens blueprints and
the users’ health conditions, via an application; users’ sensible data (address, health conditions) cannot
be seen directly by the designer, who can only see an aggregate information, such as a string reporting
“user with moderate visual impairment” or “user characterized by mild frailty”; the designer elaborates
virtual models of the two kitchens. In these models, the individual can place the most suitable
appliances to cope with the users’ impairment(s), such as an oven, refrigerator, cooktop, dishwasher
and useful sensors (e.g., air quality detection, user’s presence detection, luminance measurement),
choosing them from a list. This list is the result of the activities of the DSS (an ontology-based reasoning
process), which (according to the users’ health conditions) automatically selects from the catalogues
of appliances only those options that are suitable to improve end-users’ autonomy. At the end of the
design phase, the designer can save the kitchens’ reconfiguration projects. During the reconfiguration
the designer meets the users for who the reconfiguration projects are designed; the individual can
discuss with them the choices of appliances and (according to their feedbacks) modify such choices.
Then the designer can save again the project and export it in a construction drawing format.
In this use case the designer selects the most suitable appliance options together with the end-users
of the reconfigured environment, so that dwellers’ desires in terms of appliances’ functionalities,
interaction modalities and aesthetical characteristics (color, shape, etc.) can be met.
4. The Ontology-Based DSS
In this section the application ontology underlying the DSS is described, starting from its
specifications and the methodology followed for the development. An application ontology is
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an explicit specification of a conceptualization engineered for a specific use or application focus
and whose scope is specified through testable use cases [56,57]. The application ontology refers to
canonical ontologies to construct ontological classes and relationships between classes and is used
when modelling cross-domain concepts.
The application ontology at the base of the DSS is divided in two modules, each of which describes
some specific concepts of domains of knowledge.
4.1. Specification and Methodology
The use case depicted in the previous paragraph allows highlighting the key points that the
application ontology must include. Following a bottom-up approach (from the most concrete to the
most abstract) [58], the key points are used to identify some of the concepts, which will be deepened
through the NeOn methodology’s [59] steps and through the compiling of the Ontology Requirements
Specification Document (ORSD) [60]. This activity considerably simplifies the identification of the
knowledge to represent in the form of an ontology, also providing useful indications about the
foreseeable granularity of the model and its extent.
The compiling of the ORSD also allows to answer several other questions regarding the model.
Referring to the NeOn methodology, it is possible to identify reusable ontological resources and
therefore proceed to the development of the whole application ontology.
4.1.1. DSS’s Ontology Requirements Specification Document
The ORSD is a tool that describes what a semantic model supports, the domain of application of
the ontology, the intended users and uses for the model. It is useful to provide support to ontology
engineers while evaluating the inclusion or exclusion of concepts in a model, as well as to guide the
choice of reuse of existing knowledge sources [61]. The compiling of this document has been carried
out according to the list of task provided in Reference [62], where an accurate methodology to compile
the ORSD is specified. The tasks for the compiling of the ORSD start with the identification of the
purpose for which the semantic model is developed, the scope of the ontology and the definition of the
implementation language. The purpose of the ontology is to provide a holistic description of different
kinds of users, which has to be realized with a language understandable by clinicians, caregivers and
rehabilitation therapists. The model must also be able to provide a description of the different smart
objects located in the user’s home. Hence why the scope of the ontology must focus on the diverse
extents: The description of the users’ health condition; the description of the appliances and their
features. Resource Description Framework (RDF) [22], and Ontology Web Language (OWL-DL) [63]
are the selected implementation languages (with the use of Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [29]),
and the open-source ontology editor, Protégé, is the tool chosen to develop the semantic model. These
languages are endorsed by the W3C consortium and therefore widely used.
The successive tasks foresee the identification of the intended end-users and uses of the ontology.
End-users of the model are clinicians, caregivers and rehabilitation therapists, who access to the users’
health condition data; the designers who have to configure the users’ smart kitchens can access the
aggregate data regarding the type of impairments characterizing the users; they can also access the
appliances list and taxonomy to complete the domestic environment configuration.
Regarding the acquisition of a set of requirements that the ontology must satisfy, as non-functional
requirements, one of the characteristics already emerged from the discussion of the use case regards the
possibility to represent the users’ health conditions using the ICF standard. The same consideration is
valid for the possibility to express the appliances features in a standardized way, including the ones
deriving from the sensors of the first use case.
The output of the functional requirements tasks are Competency Questions (CQs—a list of the
questions that an ontology should be able to answer [64]), which can be grouped into categories.
An excerpt of the outcome of this task is represented in Table 1, where different CQs are grouped into
three categories and where the provided answers to the questions are used in the ontology.
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Table 1. The list of Competency Questions (CQs).
Competency Questions—Group 1: Users and Their Health Condition
CQ1 —Who are the human end-users and beneficiaries of the DSS? The designer, Silvia and Giovanni —two users
characterized by impairments.
CQ2—Which are the dwellers who need to be modelled into the ontology? Silvia and Giovanni.
CQ3—How are the dwellers identified? Through identity records for each resident.
CQ4—Which are the identity records for the dwellers? Name, Surname, Address, telephone number, email,
birthplace, Tax Identification number.
CQ5—How is classified a dweller’s health condition? Using the domains and qualifiers from the International
Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF).
Competency Questions—Group 2: Appliances of the House
CQ6—Which are the appliances involved in the use case? Environmental thermometer, air quality sensor, presence
sensor, air quality sensor, luminance measurement sensor, oven, dishwasher, cooktop, refrigerator, microwave
oven, washer.
CQ7—How are the appliances identified? For each appliance the following information are compiled: Hardware
version, mac address, software version, textual description of the appliance, name of the manufacturer, model
of the smart object; in addition to these features, for each appliance a list of its programs is provided.
CQ8—How are the appliances assessed to be suitable to cope with the impairments of specific types of users?
Each appliance is categorized by a team of architect, designer and bioengineer on the basis of its features and
programs into specific categories.
The final task foresees the extraction of the terminology from the CQs and their answers to form a
pre-glossary of terms. These terms were later formally represented into the ontology, in the form of
concepts, instances and relationships. The terms with a higher frequencies highlight the domains for
which an activity of research of existing or reusable knowledge sources must be conducted.
4.1.2. Development of Ontology with the NeOn Methodology
Following the NeOn methodology, the efforts focused on the development of a set of
interconnected modules (smaller ontologies focusing on specific aspects of the domains of interest),
characterized by domain-dependent relationships. This methodology is based on a set of scenarios
that may occur during the development of an ontology [59]. These scenarios encompass a variety
of situations, from the development of semantic model from scratch to the reuse of existing models.
The NeOn methodology includes nine scenarios, which are: (1) Development of an ontology from
scratch—this scenario starts with the development of an ORSD and lead to the development of a new
semantic model. (2) Reuse and reengineering of non-ontological resources—taxonomies, thesauri,
schemes and other knowledge resources existing in a non-ontological form and covering the domain
of interest can be transformed into ontologies or contribute to the development of a semantic model.
(3) Reuse of ontological resources—it is a possible scenario when the developers find ontological
resources reusable as they are. (4) Reuse and reengineering of ontological resources—similar to
the previous scenario, in this case the found ontological resources can be reengineered to serve the
intended aim. (5) Reuse and merging of ontological resources—this scenario applies when a variety
of ontological resources for the same domain are found and are eligible for reuse. These resources
can be merged into a new model or mapped or aligned. (6) Reusing, merging and reengineering of
ontological resources—in this scenario the outcomes of the previous scenarios can be reengineered
into a model suitable for the aims. (7) Reusing design patterns—this scenario takes place in the
conceptualization phase of the ontology engineering process and suggests reusing ontology design
patterns [65]. (8) Restructuring ontological resources—in this scenario, the outcomes deriving from the
other scenarios that must be integrated into a new ontology must be reworked somehow (modularizing,
pruning, extending or specializing one or more parts). (9) Localizing ontological resources—in this
scenario the terms of the ontology are translated in different natural languages.
The development process of the ontology underlying the DSS considered the scenario (1) and
the scenario (4), developing new ontologies from scratch and adapting already existing models to the
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project’s needs. In the following paragraphs, the chosen approaches are specified for each module.
The ontology was developed in English. The reusable ontologies identified following this methodology
was one: The ICF Ontology [49].
4.2. Dwellers and Their Health Condition Module
This module describes the users and their health conditions. This application ontology is
composed of two main sub-modules: The “Dweller’s Registry Records and classification” and the
“Health Condition”, which provides an ICF-based description of the health conditions of the residents.
4.2.1. Dwellers’ Registry Records and Classification
Each of the residents is identified through a list of identity records, which constitute a sort of
ID-card of the dweller describing static data about the resident. This module is composed of a T-Box
containing a single class, “Dweller” an object property “hasHealthCondition” that links a dweller to
their Health Condition and the datatype properties useful to assert facts about a resident. With these
properties, it is possible to assert the resident address (street, city and country), their date of birth,
their age (expressed in years), their email address, the first name(s) and the surname, telephone
number(s), the Tax Identification Number. The domain of these properties is the class “Dweller”.
In the ABox it is possible to assert a list of residents, describing their identity records through these ten
datatype properties. The class “Dweller” also presents another subclass, “Dweller with impairment”,
which gathers the “Vision Impaired Dweller”, the “Motor Impaired Dweller”, the “Cognitive Impaired
Dweller”, the “Hearing Impaired Dweller”; these subclasses are then deepened, classifying the resident
according to their grade of impairment.
4.2.2. Health Condition
Resident’s Health Condition consists of their ICF-based assessed health status. The modeling
of the ICF-based Health Condition required the recourse to the information modeled in the ICF
Ontology. Considering the scope of the projects and its ontology, a partial pruning and reengineering
process was conducted on this model. The result is a simplified TBox containing the ICF’s components
“Body functions”, “Body Structure”, “Activity and Participation” under the class “ICF Category”.
Each Chapter making up the components is further detailed by modeling the sub-classes for the
second-level, third-level and fourth level items. A datatype property allows to specify the generic
qualifier for each ICF domain (the list of acceptable integer numbers are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, and 9,
and represent the generic ICF qualifier denoting the severity of an impairment, or the performance for
Activity and Participation domains).
A resident’s health condition can then be described by specifying the ICF categories interested by
an impairment and the magnitude of the disability by using a descriptor, an individual that gathers
one ICF domain and its qualifier. An example of health condition description for a resident is given in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3. An excerpt of the modelling of Giovanni’s health condition; individuals are represented with
diamonds, concepts are represented with circles, and roles are represented with arrows (dashed arrows
indicate datatype properties, full-line arrows represent object properties). The type of an individual is
stated with a curved arrow.
The TBox provides a description of the user’s “Health Condition”, allowing to distinguish them
among “Vision Impaired Health Condition”, “Motor Impaired Health Condition”, “Hearing Impaired
Health Condition”, and “Cognitive Impaired Health Condition”. For each of these subclasses, a further
sub-classification regarding the grade of impairment is provided according to ICF qualifiers, as shown
in Figure 4.
A dweller is linked to the individual’s health condition through the object property
“hasHealthCondition” and each health condition is associated with a dateTime Stamp value through
the datatype property “isAssessedOnDate”; in this way it is possible to keep track of the evolution of a
dweller’s physical and physiological status over time.
Figure 4. An excerpt of the classification of dwellers and their health conditions (concepts are
represented with circles). HC, health condition; w/, with; imp., impairment.
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4.3. Appliances and Sensors
The main goal of this module of the ontology is to provide a description of appliances and the
sensors that populate the DSS. This module is composed of two sub-modules: The “Appliance and
sensors” module, which collects the list of appliances and sensors and provide a description for each
of them; the “Programs descriptor” module, which describe the programs used by each appliance;
the “Reconfiguration project” module, which describes the reconfiguration projects performed by
a designer.
4.3.1. Appliances and Sensors Classification
This module is composed of a TBox and an ABox and collects the appliances that can be placed
in the resident’s home. For each appliance, it is possible to specify several information using specific
datatype properties: Application and physical protocol, hardware and software version, mac-address,
manufacturer and model. An object property “hasProgram” links the appliances with their programs.
It is also possible to sub-classify each appliance according to its typology (with the classes “Cooktop”,
“Dishwasher”, “Oven”, “Refrigerator”, “Washer”, “Microwave”) and also environmental sensors can
be detailed in the same way (“Air quality sensor”, “Gas detector sensor”, “Smoke detector sensor”,
“Luminance sensor”, “Thermo-hygrometric sensor”, “User presence sensor”). A set of classes to
further classify the appliances according to the type of residents with disability they can support is
also developed: As an example for all the classes of appliance above identified, a dishwasher can be
further specified as a “Dishwasher suitable for Visually-impaired Resident”, “Dishwasher suitable for
Cognitive-impaired Resident”, “Dishwasher suitable for Hearing-impaired Resident”, “Dishwasher
suitable for Motor-impaired Resident”.
This module did not reuse any of the several existing ontologies developed for the classification
and description of appliances or sensors (such as “SAREF—Semantic Appliance Reference
ontology” [66] or “SSNO—Semantic Sensor Network Ontology” [67]); most of them contain a grade of
detail that exceed the scope of the DSS, therefore a development from scratch has been chosen.
4.3.2. Empirical Methodology for Populating the Appliances and Sensors Module
To populate the “Appliances and Sensors” module with instances, a group of experts (composed
by an architect, a designer and a biomedical engineer) was appointed to select a list of appliances and to
classify them as being suitable for particular categories of residents with impairments. The appliances
were selected by searching the main online vendors on the web for appliances designed for people
with disabilities. For an appliance to be evaluated by the group of experts, its webpage had to be
provided with the following information:
Full specifications for the appliance (dimensions, accessories, buttons and controls description,
power requirements and energy performances, programs installed):
• A description of the appliance’s program(s)—especially those programs intended for people
with disabilities;
• A photo gallery to allow the group to evaluate the relevant design features of the appliances.
The result of this search led to the inclusion of both ADA compliant (appliances compliant to
the Americans with Disabilities Act [68]) and non-ADA compliant appliances in the list, which is
composed of a total of 25 appliances (five ovens, five refrigerators, five cooktops, four dishwashers,
three washers, three microwave ovens; see Appendix A for the complete list).
The group identified the selected appliances according to at least one of these features:
• The appliance has (at least) a program that is able to help a person with a specific disability in
performing activities in the kitchen (cooking, cleaning, etc.);
• The appliance’s design features (colors, design, shape, etc.) makes it easy to use for people
with disabilities.
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The 25 appliances found were then classified according to the benefit(s) they can supply: The group
worked to empirically assess whether an appliance was able to help the resident to cope with one or
more of their impairments, selecting specific ICF domains where appliance’s features could enhance
the performing of activities or mitigate a disability. For instance, cooktops characterized by large
button controls, digital and wide backlit display, high contrast design (such as a dark-colored surface
with bright-colored controls) have been classified as somehow helpful for people with specific visual
impairments (b21002, b21000 for the acuity of near/distant vision). Lift ovens, whose door opens
following a vertical movement, can be particularly suited for wheelchair users (thus helping users with
impairments in the structures specified in “s120 Spinal cord and related structures”, “s110 Structure
of brain” and in the functions specified in the codes from “b760 Control of voluntary movement
functions” to “b780 Sensations related to muscles and movement functions”); nonetheless, this type
of oven can help people who cannot bend (“d4105 Bending”) or suffers from muscular problems
(b7300, b7356).
The impossibility to physically evaluate each specimen of the selected appliances led to the
application of the empirical methodology described above. By relying merely on manufacturer
provided information, the DSS’s knowledge base can be incremented by applying the same
methodology to appliances not previously enlisted. The group of experts substantially acted as
prospects (persons motivated to purchase an item) usually do when they want to purchase an appliance:
They search information on the products (on the internet or in stores) they are interested in, but only
rarely they can test it (contrary to automotive industry, home appliance industry does not allow to test
the products before purchasing them).
Appliances’ assessment has been conducted assuming that all appliances have to be installed in a
house following the appropriate specifications and expedients, which means for example that in order
for a lift oven to be of some advantage for a wheelchair user, the appliance must be installed taking
into account the user’s height on their wheelchair (the height can indeed vary according to the type of
wheelchair adopted and its settings).
The results of this work make use of a specific object property (“helpsCopingWith”), to state where
an appliance can provide support for specific impairments, as illustrated in the following Figure 5.
Figure 5. An example of an oven, classified as helpful for dwellers with motor impairments. Individuals
are represented with diamonds, concepts are represented with circles, and roles are represented with
arrows. The type of an individual is stated with a curved arrow, while datatype properties are collected
under the square bracket.
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Evidently an appliance can be classified as suitable to help different categories of dwellers with
disabilities, thus belonging to two or more of the subclasses discussed above.
Sensors can also be classified following a similar approach. For instance, smoke and gas
detectors can be helpful for people whose sense of smell is compromised (“b255 Smell functions”),
while luminance sensors can be used to assess the environmental conditions for individuals with
vision-related impairments. Sensors do not take advantage of the “helpsCopingWith” object property
since they provide measurements and observations that can be used to monitor the safety and the
quality of the environment regardless of the user.
4.3.3. Programs Description
The lists of appliances’ programs are detailed with the subclasses “Dishwasher Program”, “Washer
Program”, “Microwave oven Program” and “Oven Program”, the only categories of appliances that
foresee specific programs for their functioning. Each of the programs is described with datatype
properties that specify the program name, providing a textual description of the program. Programs
are associated to an appliance through the object property “isProgramOf”, which is the inverse of
“hasProgram”.
4.3.4. Reconfiguration Projects Module
The last module of the application ontology provides the means to formalize the reconfiguration
projects executed by the designers. This simple module consists in a class (“Project”) collecting all the
projects performed by a designer. For each individual belonging to this class, it is possible to specify the
following information: The resident for which the project has been designed (via the “isDesignedFor”
object property); the appliances selected by the designer and their features, choosing them from
the results generated by the reasoning process of the DSS (“includesAppliances”); the designer
executing the project (“designedBy”); an identification number for the project (with the datatype
property “hasID”).
4.4. Reasoning with the Application Ontology of the DSS
The application ontology can support reasoning processes and querying. Reasoning in ontologies
allows to derive facts which are not explicitly expressed in the knowledge base. The DSS exploits the
reasoner Pellet [69] to classify residents’ modelled health conditions into the classification, described
in Section 4.2.2, and to retrieve a list of appliances suitable for a resident. With a set of SWRL rules it is
possible to define the conditions for matching appliances with dwellers’ health conditions, basing on
the ICF domains specified both for persons and appliances.
Classification of dwellers’ health condition is performed with a simple SWRL:
Dweller (?p), hasHealthCondition (?p, ?hc),
HealthCondition (?hc), isDescribedBy (?hc, ?des), Descriptor (?des), describes (?des,
?icf), SeeingAndRelatedFunctions(?icf) ->
HealthConditionWithVisualImpairment (?hc)
To further classify the health condition according to the value of the generic qualifier, a set of rules
is specified; the following SWRL rule specifies the conditions for which a health condition is inferred
to suffer for a moderate vision-related impairment:
Dweller (?p), hasHealthCondition (?p, ?hc), HealthCondition (?hc),
isDescribedBy (?hc, ?des), Descriptor (?hc), describes (?des,
?icf), SeeingAndRelatedFunctions(?icf), qualif-value (?des, 2) ->
ModerateVisualImpairment (?hc)
Classes, described in Section 4.2.2, are further detailed with the use of OWL restrictions, as the
following excerpt in XML/RDF syntax [70] illustrates:
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Once the residents are classified according to their health condition, it is possible to retrieve a list
of appliances that have been classified as able to help dwellers to cope with some of their impairments.
This matching can be performed with a set of SWRL rules, like the following one, which is associated
with appliances to a specific health condition with visual impairments:
DwellerWithVisionImpairment (?p), hasHealthCondition (?p, ?hc),
HealthConditionWithVisualImpairment (?hc), isDescribedBy (?hc,
?des), Descriptor (?des), describes (?des, ?icf), SeeingAndRelatedFunctions(?icf1),
OvenSuitableForVisualImpairedResident (?app), helpsCopingWith
(?app, ?icf), SameAs (?icf, ?icf) -> suitableApplianceFor (?app, ?p)
This rule allows each appliance recognized as helping residents in coping with a specific
impairment of their health condition to be linked to the dwellers via the object property
“suitableApplianceFor”.
The application ontology, uploaded on a semantic repository, can be queried using the SPARQL
Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) [23]. In this way, it is possible to retrieve the results
inferred by the reasoner with a simple SPARQL query like the following:
PREFIX r: <http://www.stiima.cnr.it/RecAAL/>
SELECT ?appliance~WHERE
{?appliance r:isSuitableFor r:Silvia }.
Querying with SPARQL also allows to retrieve the list of all appliances belonging to specific
classes, retrieve the list of residents with specific impairments, the list of programs and details specified
for each appliance.
5. The RecAAL Application
To ease the exploitation of the results of the reasoning deriving from the DSS, the RecAAL
application is developed. RecAAL is a PC-based application developed using Unity 3D [71]. Once the
designer has acquired the blueprints of the resident’s current kitchen, the resident is able to design
a virtual 3D model of the domestic environment in the application. Then, the designer opens the
application, selects the resident, and reconfigures the kitchen, as illustrated in Figure 6. The selection
of the resident triggers SPARQL querying of the ontology and allows the retrieval of the appliances
suitable for the resident.
Within the virtual 3D environment, the designer can add the appliances into the kitchen’s model,
choosing them among the ones provided by the semantic reasoning process. Suitable appliances’ list
is updated in real-time querying the application ontology with SPARQL, as illustrated in Section 4.4,
and depicted in Figure 7.
The use of a 3D model allows the designer to apply changes to the 3D environment, while the
residents can see the modifications in the appearance of the kitchen. For each appliance that can be
selected, the designer can open an interface illustrating the options provided by the DSS; designer and
resident can choose together which of the available options can help most the dweller in their activities
in the kitchen.
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Figure 6. A snapshot of the RecALL: The designer selects the resident for which the reconfiguration
project is executed. Once the resident is selected, SPARQL queries interrogate the knowledge base to
retrieve the appliances suitable for the chosen resident, according to their health condition.
 
Figure 7. A snapshot of RecAAL: The designer chooses the appliance from those suggested by the
Decision Support System (DSS), as suitable for the resident.
The designer can also select sensors to be installed in the kitchen. The list of sensors selected
appears on the blackboard (as illustrated in Figure 8). At the end of the reconfiguration activity,
the reconfigured project can be saved, and can be saved in the semantic knowledge base with a
SPARQL query inserting a new project or modifying an existing one.
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Figure 8. A snapshot of RecAAL: The list of sensors selected during the reconfiguration process is
shown on the blackboard in the 3D environment.
5.1. Preliminary Evaluation of RecAAL
The interface interaction experience of RecAAL for domestic environment reconfiguration has
been tested in a preliminary study aimed at providing an expert evaluation of the interface functioning.
The sample involved seven subjects (five males, and two females, with a mean age 30; the sample is
composed of PhD candidates and students from Engineering and Informatics disciplines). The main
goal and the general functioning of the application were illustrated to the involved subjects prior to
the execution of the test.
Subjects were then asked to test RecAAL knowing resident’s impairment conditions. All of
participants’ comments and feedback were noted.
In order to evaluate perception of prospective usefulness, the following outcomes were evaluated
at the end of each participant’s experience through the administration of questionnaires:
• Technology Acceptance Model 2 (TAM2) questionnaire [72]—the original version of TAM aimed
at assessing how a user come to accept and use a certain technology, through the evaluation of its
perceived usefulness and its perceived ease of use [73]. With the respect to this first version, TAM2
has been extended to evaluate technology acceptance also in terms of social influence (subjective
norm, voluntariness, and image) and cognitive instrumental (job relevance, output quality, result
demonstrability, and perceived ease of use) processes. All the questionnaire’s items are assessed
using a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 7 (“strongly agree”).
• System Usability Scale (SUS) [74]—it consists of a ten-item questionnaire with five response
options for respondents (from 1, “strongly disagree” to 5, “strongly agree”). SUS allows evaluating
a wide variety of products and services in terms of user-friendliness, consistency, ease in learning
their functioning, cumbersomeness.
• Section C of Mobile App Rating Scale (MARS) [75]—the rating scale assesses app quality on four
dimensions, i.e., engagement, functionality, aesthetics, information. In this case, the evaluation
was limited to the graphical aspects (Section C). All items are rated on a 5-point scale from 1
“Inadequate” to 5 “Excellent”.
5.2. Results
5.2.1. Technology Acceptance Model 2 Questionnaire for evaluating the interaction
Overall mean of TAM2 questionnaire is 5.25 (SD = 0.61), corresponding to “somewhat agree” on
the 7-points Likert scale. Highest scores are reported on items 8 (“Interacting with the system does
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not require a lot of my mental effort”), 9 (“I find the system to be easy to use”), and 10 (“I find it
easy to get the system to do what I want it to do”), belonging to the “Perceived Ease of Use” scale.
Lower scores are reported for items 11 (“In my job, usage of the system is important”), and 14 (“I have
no problem with the quality of the system’s output”.) They correspond to the “Job Relevance” and
“Output Opportunity” scales (Table 2).
Table 2. The results of the administered Technology Acceptance Model 2 (TAM2) questionnaire.
Item Item Description Mean Standard Deviation
Intention to use
1 Assuming I have access to the system, I intend to use it. 5.5 0.97
2 Given that I have access to the system, I predict that I would use it. 5 0.81
Perceived usefulness
3 Using the system improves my performance in my job. 5.33 1.10
4 Using the system in my job increases my productivity. 5 1
5 Using the system enhances my effectiveness in my job. 5.17 1.06
6 I find the system to be useful in my job. 5.16 1.21
Perceived ease of use
7 My interaction with the system is clear and understandable. 5.5 0.96
8 Interacting with the system does not require a lot of my mental effort. 6 0.81
9 I find the system to be easy to use. 5.83 1.07
10 I find it easy to get the system to do what I want it to do. 5.83 1.06
Job relevance
11 In my job, usage of the system is important. 4.33 0.74
12 In my job, usage of the system is relevant. 5 1
Output opportunity
13 The quality of the output I get from the system is high. 5.16 0.37
14 I have no problem with the quality of the system’s output. 4.66 1.10
5.2.2. System Suability Scale
According to literature data [76], scores of 68 are considered as “usability average”. RecAAL’s
overall score is 72.5 (SD = 9.61), a borderline result that indicate an average outcome with improvements
needed (as shown in Figure 9). In particular, lower scores are related to perception of various function
integration and to the interaction with the 3D environment.
Figure 9. A representation of System Usability Scale (SUS): The red arrow indicates RecAAL’s score.
5.2.3. Mobile Application Rating Scale
Mobile Application Rating Scale (MARS)_section C mean score is 3.38 (SD = 0.25), corresponding
to “acceptable value” (Table 3). Critical aspects highlighted by participants’ comments include mainly
graphic elements.
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Table 3. The results of the administer Mobile App Rating Scale (MARS)_section C test.
Item Mean Standard Deviation
Layout: Is the arrangement and size of buttons/icons/menus/content on
the screen appropriate or zoomable if needed? 3.16 0.75
Graphics: How high is the quality/resolution of graphics used for
buttons/icons/menus/content? 3.33 0.51
Visual appeal: How good does the app look? 3.6 0.81
5.2.4. Participants’ Comments
During the execution of the tests, participants manifested some comments and concerns regarding
the application. These outputs are briefly reported hereinafter:
• Low readability of appliances names because of the small font (five subjects);
• User needs or clinical condition are not made explicit in the application when the designer starts
the reconfiguration project (four subjects);
• Lack of residents customized icon (three subjects);
• Dweller choice is not well shown (three subjects);
• Concerns related to a low understanding of the logical link between residents and appliances
choices—without a preliminary explanation (three subjects);
• Redundant icons on the appliance choice menu (two subjects);
• Need for emphasizing appliances when the cursor hovers over one of the selectable options
(three subjects).
5.3. Discussion
Applied technology research uses extensively models of Technology Acceptance in order to
predict the intended use. In particular, TAM was used in many works in order to examine acceptance
of different technologies [77]. Regarding the DSSs evaluation, TAM model has been used to understand
acceptance inclination of manager’s in business organization [78]; evaluation of a DSS is also conducted
in Reference [79], where a sample of airline companies’ employees assessed the benefits deriving from
the use of a DSS. Other examples of DSS evaluation with TAM can be traced in research fields related
to the planning of environmental development [80] and to the clinical setting [81,82]. The authors
of this work are not aware of any study that measures TAM’s variables in a DSS designed for AAL.
Moreover, since DSSs’ interface plays a pivotal role in technology acceptance, and it constitutes the
only means through which the operator exploits the system, a comparison with similar systems is
not possible.
Generally, we can observe that DSS technologies are well accepted by users working in
professional fields, especially if they are designed to help in specific phases of the work. In accordance,
our tool received positive evaluations at the overall score and, in particular at the scales that are
most considered (i.e., “Perceived Usefulness” and “Perceived ease of use”). The SUS score was 72.5
(SD = 9.61), corresponding to a borderline level between “Marginal” and “Acceptable” according
to the Acceptability ranges, and between the “Ok” and “Good” Adjective ratings. For this reason,
enhancements are necessary. Finally, overall mean score at the section C of MARS was 3.38 (SD = 0.25),
corresponding to the median value of the Likert scale, which corresponds to “satisfaction with few
problems”; “moderate quality graphics aspects” and “average visual appeal”. It is evident that some
graphics aspects are to be reviewed and modified.
Subjects’ comments noted during test session are relevant to deepen emerged issues and to
understand which improvements are to be carried out. Small font used to indicate of appliances’ name
and resident’s characteristics should be enlarged with attention to the color contrast; dwellers’ icons
customization should be allowed. Subjects emphasized the need to make explicit clinical conditions of
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the dwellers, during the initial configuration phase. Logical links between dwellers and appliances
choices must be explicitly stated. Other improvable graphics aspects are: Emphasizing appliances
when the cursor hovers over them, and eliminating redundant icons from the menu.
6. Limitations of RecAAL’s DSS and Future Perspectives
The authors acknowledge that this work has some limitations and that further improvements are
needed before the actual use of the described DSS and application.
6.1. Extending and Mapping the DSS Ontology
The possibility to rely on a referenced ontology of ICF eased the reuse of the whole standard
classification for RecAAL’s DSS. However, in order for an ontology to be reused, it is important to
define how it aligns with other models describing the same domains; this process is defined as ontology
alignment (also known as ontology mapping or ontology matching). Mapping one ontology with
another means that for each concept in the first ontology we try to find a corresponding concept
that has the same or similar semantics in the second ontology [83]. Nevertheless, the creation of
high-quality ontology mapping in an automatic way is still a challenge—and a cornerstone for the
whole Semantic Web [84].
The ontology developed for the DSS (whose concepts and properties are here introduced by
the namespace recAAL) can be mapped to other relevant ontologies, in order to foster its better
interoperability and reusability. An ontology reused in many projects and developed within the
framework of appliances’ energy-efficiency is SAREF. This model, developed with experts working
in the appliance industry [66], was developed to foster interoperability among different devices.
The concepts recAAL:Appliance and recAAL:Sensor can be semantically matched respectively with
saref:Appliance and saref:Sensor, since they describe the same concept, as well as the respective
subclasses representing specific categories of appliances or sensors (such as saref:WashingMachine,
saref:SmokeSensor and saref:TemperatureSensor). Moreover, datatype properties used in the DSS’s
ontology for appliances’ description (Section 4.3.1) can be aligned with the equivalent datatype
properties modelled in SAREF (saref:hasDescription, saref:hasManufacturer, saref:hasName; etc.).
MonErgy ontology [85] is another example of semantic model developed to provide a description
of appliances and their energy ratings. This ontology classifies the monergy:ApplianceType in
a set of subclasses, each of which corresponding to appliances’ types (monergy:MicrowaveOven,
monergy:Oven, monergy:DishWasher, etc.). These classes can be semantically aligned with those
modelled to classify DSS’s appliances (Section 4.3.1). Similarly, DomoML-env [86] (an ontology
aimed at describing domestic devices to enhance their interoperability within a smart home)
foresees a domoml-env:BuildingEquipment class that is detailed in domoml-env:HouseholdAppliance,
which is further deepened into the subclasses domoml-env:WhiteGoods and domoml-env:BrownGoods;
each appliance type is here represented as a concept, and can be semantically aligned with the
classes modelled in the DSS’s otology. Moreover, some of DomoML-env’s properties modelled to
describe appliances can be matched with the ones used in the DSS’s ontology. Device description is
the aim of the FIPA Device Ontology Specification [87], a model aimed at fostering interoperability
when communicating about devices and their capabilities. The class fipa:Device corresponds to
recALL:Appliance ∪ recAAL:Sensor and therefore FIPA’s properties can be used to describe DSS’s
devices. DSS’s Sensors (recAAL:Sensor) can be semantically matched with their equivalent concept in
the Sensor-Observation-Sampling-Actuator ontology (SOSA), which is a core ontology reused in the
W3C-endorsed SSN [67]. This ontology can also provide the means for the formal representation of
actuators (sosa:Actuator) and for the description of the measurements performed by sensors, as well
as the actuation provided by the actuators.
DSS’s ontology residents’ registry records (Section 4.2.1) can be aligned with the core properties
of the Friend Of a Friend (FOAF) specification [88], a vocabulary widely-used for the description of
networks of people.
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Since the DSS’s aim is to suggest appliances for the reconfiguration of different domestic
environments (not limited to the kitchen) an extension of the ontology should encompass also
describing the appliances’ location; reconfiguration projects that tackles two or more rooms could
benefit from a formal description of the environments. To this purpose, DogOnt [89] can provide the
means to describe how a domestic environment is composed (including architectural elements and
furniture) and the location of the various devices in the home.
6.2. Including More Personae
The two personae described in Section 3.2 were selected, taking into account the impact of the
respective disabilities in the population. Silvia, the first person affected by frailty, represents one of
the 962 million people aged over 60 years old in the world [90]. Frailty develops as a consequence of
age-related decline, and nowadays afflicts half of the population aged 85 or more [91]; while evidences
suggest that the incidence of this condition can affect also people aged 65–74 years old [92]. Giovanni,
suffering from a visual impairment, is a person who represents a common situation in older groups
of people. In fact, according to World Health Organization’s report “Universal Eye Health: A Global
Action Plan 2014–2019” [93], 285 million people are affected by vision-related issues (39 million people
are blind, with a complete impairment); visual impairments are more frequent among elderlies and
the 65% of people affected by a moderate and severe impairment are older than 50 years of age.
Following the same methodology, described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, it is possible to sketch
other personae, starting with the identification of ICF domains involved in the description of their
impairments. Moreover, other personae with different health conditions, not enlisted in Section 3.2 can
be modelled and described too, e.g., taking advantage of ICF core sets [94].
6.3. Using Machine Learning to Increase Ontology Population
A limit related to the current version of the DSS relies on its limited number of instances,
in particular appliances, used for the proof of concepts. As described in Section 4, a group of experts
worked to identify a certain number of appliances to be modelled into the application ontology.
The group empirically selected a number of appliances and then classified it according to the benefits
these can provide to particular categories of residents with impairments; the ontological population of
appliances’ list can include both ADA and non-ADA compliant appliances, since the evaluation of the
suitability of a device is performed by considering both its design features and programs. Such an
empirical approach requires a lot of work to be carried out in order to:
• Identify the appliances on vendors’ and/or brands websites;
• Agree on appliances’ specifics to be evaluated and on the methodology to evaluate them;
• Manually classify them according to their specifics.
RecAAL’s DSS could therefore benefit from the application of Machine Learning (ML) techniques
to populate the appliances’ ABox: Trying to automatically classify the appliances according to a set of
appliances already classified by experts can, from the one hand, increase the number of individuals,
while on the other hand can speed up application ontology’s population process.
Another application of ML techniques can concern the possibility to classify the appliances,
not only as suitable for some specific impairments, but also to the severity of the impairments.
In RecAAL, the selection of an appliance from the suggested list is performed by the designer together
with the resident; by exploiting ML to further classify appliances according also to the magnitude of the
impairments they can help coping with, the designer can potentially have a more limited—but more
fitting—selection to choose from. This approach requires anyway clinical personnel to supervise the
results generated from the automatic classification performed by ML techniques, since the complete
automation of this classification process involves a sensitive domain—people with impairments
everyday life and habits.
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Additionally, the list of appliances could be flanked with a list of kitchen aids (such as cutting
boards and tools for slicing foods designed for one-handed people, automatic and/or electric can
openers, ergonomic peelers, etc.). These tools should undergo the same evaluation from a group of
experts to be classified conveniently and may require the full extent of ICF “Body Structures” qualifiers
to specify the type of disability the tools can mitigate; for this case, the DSS’s application ontology
already provides the means to support this kind of body structures-related descriptions.
Finally, dwellers’ feedback regarding their experiences with the appliances selected and installed
in their houses can constitute a validation means for experts’ group work, helping in better defining
the classification methodology, illustrated in Section 4.3.2. Residents’ feedbacks can potentially be
organized in a semantic knowledge base to be integrated to the original RecALL’s ontology.
6.4. Validation with Professionals
Regarding RecAAL’s validation, the protocol described in Section 6, needs to be administered to
those professionals who could take some advantages from the application’s work: Interior designers,
architects, smart home designers, caregivers, and vocational therapists could potentially be interested
in knowing which appliances can be of some help for particular categories of dwellers. Moreover,
to validate the approach of the empirical methodology, tests with both designers and residents with
impairments need to be conducted. The preliminary tests described above highlighted that RecAAL
can benefit from some enhancement in the graphical interface; appliances’ features need to be shown
to application’s users, as well as an aggregate data regarding resident’s health condition.
7. Conclusions
In this work, the development of a Decision Support System (DSS) for the reconfiguration of
a domestic environment is presented; while most of AAL solutions rely on complex systems and
architectures, the DSS suggests a set of appliances to support residents affected by mild or moderate
disabilities, thus enabling a simpler reconfiguration of living environments. The development process
starts with the identification of specific residents, elderlies affected by impairments related to ageing
and users affected by sensory or motor systems pathologies. To define the health condition of the
residents, the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) was selected as a
standard tool able to ease communication among clinical and non-clinical stakeholders.
The DSS relies on a semantic application ontology, whose development is performed following
the NeOn Methodology; the application ontology reuses ICF’s ontology and develops other parts from
scratch. The result of this process is an application ontology that takes into account the residents’ health
status and providing the means to describe the appliances to be placed within the reconfiguration
process. Reasoning with the DSS allows to match residents with a set of appliances able to help them
to cope with their impairments.
The DSS constitutes the base of the RecAAL application, which replicates the resident domestic
environments in a 3D model; in this model a designer can select and place the appliances according to
the results generated by reasoning process, then he can save the reconfiguration project.
Further works foresee the possibility to enhance some aspects of the DSS and the RecAAL
application, by applying ML techniques for the automatic classification of appliances and kitchen aids.
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Abstract: A zero-power microwave sensor is reported for the real-time assessment of water quality.
The proposed structure is able to transmit sensed data directly to a base-station without additional
data processing at the wireless sensor node (WSN) which results in less power consumption.
The base-station propagates a single tone signal at the frequency of f 0/2. At the sensing node, an
antenna absorbs that signal and a passive frequency doubler makes its frequency twice, i.e., f 0, which
will be used as the carrier signal. Two pairs of open-ended coaxial probes are used as liquid sensors;
one inside a known reference sample and the other one inside the water under test. A combination of
both sensors’ data will be sent to the base-station. A special six-port structure is used for modulation
of sensed data over the carrier. At the base-station, a receiver will demodulate the received signal for
extracting the sensed data. As an example, the system has been evaluated at f 0 = 2.45 GHz for the
detection of Humic-Acid levels as a common contaminant of river waters.
Keywords: Internet of things (IoT); real-time assessment; reflection-based; six-port structure;
unpowered; wireless sensor node (WSN)
1. Introduction
Water crisis, according to the Global Risks Report by World Economic Forum in 2017,
is consistently among the top-ranked global risks since 2012 [1]. Improved technologies make water
harvesting possible from rainwater, seawater desalination, and industrial/municipal waste-waters,
even at homes [2,3]. These utilities are required to periodically monitor water quality. To prevent
unhealthy water usage, the automated in-line sensors are required to detect various pollutions [4,5].
However, most of these systems are not real-time and/or Internet of Things (IoT) compatible, as they
need special laboratory equipment. Using wireless sensor nodes and Internet of distributed water
systems are a step toward smarter cities [6–9]. A wireless sensor node (WSN) in a wireless network
senses a physical/chemical variation in a desired environment [10–12], analyze them, and transmit
the extracted data to a receiver which can be a mobile phone or a base-station [13]. In this regard,
the WSN usually has a small processing unit, one or more sensors, a telecommunication subsystem,
and a source of energy in the form of battery or energy harvesting module. A few un-powered sensor
systems were proposed which comprises receiving, frequency conversion, sensing, and transmitting
elements [14–16].
There are a couple of architecture reported for sensor nodes in the literature which usually
include radio frequency identification (RFID). The interferometry systems send a signal and measure
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the reflection from sensor nodes by a direct conversion receiver [17–20]. The chip-based sensing
nodes have a separate sensor, a digitizer, and a direct conversion modulator [21,22]. Using chips
make multi-node networks possible but a higher received signal strength is required for powering-up
the sensor and micro-controller chips. The chipless structures in [23–26] work based on the shift in
the operating frequency. These frameworks are sensitive to the undesirable condition varieties that
change the frequency response of system and need an accurate frequency discovery at the receiver.
This detriment is a major point of confinement on the actualizing functional remote systems based
on these type of sensors. The six-port structures (SPS), as a vector modulator, only consists of some
passive elements [27–30] and is an ideal choice for a near-to-zero (N-zero) or zero-power systems.
The direct conversion sensors, as of late proposed in [31,32], need a signal generator and a power
source with the occasional support or trade necessities at the sensor node. Therefore, these kind of
nodes cannot be utilized in applications with restricted access or troubles for upkeep.
This paper proposes real-time water quality assessment using a Base-Station (BS) and sensor
nodes in a water harvesting system. The adaptive and switched-beam antenna at the BS makes an
exclusive connection with each node possible. The sensor node senses the effects of filter’s output
and reference sample on the reflection coefficients of open-ended coaxial probes, simultaneously.
This information can be used to determine the quality of filtered water. For systems with exchangeable
filters, the reference sample can be taken when the filter is new and works perfectly. After that,
the quality of filtering and thus the replacement time of the filter can be determined.
The proposed direct conversion sensor is based on the SPS that simplify the sensing system
by eliminating digitizer and integrating the sensor into the modulator. Using the vector modulator
eliminates the frequency up-converting chain and leads to a low-cost and straightforward realization
of modulation scheme for transmitting data. The introduced unpowered WSN comprises a dual-band
receiving/transmitting antenna, a frequency diplexer, a frequency doubler, a SPS, and two pairs of
open-ended coaxial probes for sensing in which one pair senses the desired variations in the water
under test (WUT) while the other one is in contact with the pure water, as a reference. These probes
provide broadband and non-destructive sensing of liquids. The variations in sensing parts modulate
the input signal and the reference data can be used in the calibration procedure of six-port receiver at
the BS.
For evaluation, the system has been implemented at the frequency of 2.45 GHz. As a common
contaminant sample, various concentrations of humic acid in water were used as the WUTs to resemble
dissolved organic matter in the river. The measurement results show that the proposed sensor node
can detect the level of pollution with a good accuracy.
2. Materials and Methods
The proposed wireless quality sensing system consists of a base station and one or more
zero-power sensor nodes, as shown in Figure 1a. The BS transmits the pure and receives the modulated
signals at the frequencies of f /2 and f , respectively. The node receives the pure signal at f /2, modulates
it with sensed data, and transmits it back at f . In the next sections, both parts are presented in detail.
2.1. The Sensing Node
The sensing mechanism is shown in Figure 1b, which is based on a comparison between the water
filter’s output as the water under test and a fixed pure water as the reference sample. The open-ended
coaxial line is selected as the sensitive circuit that can provide a good accuracy for liquid detection.
The material around the open end of the line affects its fringing fields, as shown in Figure 1c.
Considering the open-ended coaxial probe as a truncated transmission line, the electromagnetic
waves propagate along it and reflected back at the end of line because of an impedance mismatch
between the probe and the sample. This mismatch, and thereafter the reflection coefficient, is related
to the ratio of dielectric constants for sample and probe, or equivalently ratio of their capacitances.
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where ω is angular frequency, Z0 is characteristic impedance of coaxial line, i.e., 50 Ω, C0 and Cf
are capacitances of air outside and fringing field inside the coaxial line, respectively. For a reference
sample with permittivity of εRe f close to εWUT , the first approximation of (1) can be obtained as,
ΓWUT = ΓRe f − 2jωZ0
(
εWUT − εRe f
)
C0. (2)
Figure 1. Schematic presentation of real-time water quality assessment: (a) A water sensor network;
(b) A sensor node; (c) Open-ended coaxial line sensing of water.
The proposed sensor node uses the same sensitive circuits for the WUT and reference samples.
The node consists of a six-port sensor, a dual-band antenna, a diplexer, and a frequency doubler,
as shown in Figure 2a. The antenna absorbs the transmitted signal of BS at f /2 and the diplexer
passes it to the frequency doubler. The output signal of the doubler is used as the input signal of the
SPS, at f . The output port of SPS is connected to the f branch of diplexer and transmits the output
modulated-signal back to the BS through the antenna. The other four ports of SPS are connected to two
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pairs of open-ended coaxial line for sensing, as described previously. One pair senses the WUT while
the other one with a known sample is used as a reference for calibration procedure at the receiver.
Figure 2. Functional block diagrams of system’s sub-circuits: (a) The sensor node; (b) The base station;
(c) The six-port sensor; (d) The six-port receiver.
The modified SPS as a sensor node uses a 90◦ hybrid coupler, two pairs of variable reflectors
and one power combiner, as shown in Figure 2c. In the first stage, the input signal at port #1 (P1) is
quadrature divided between two branches, named by I- and Q-path. At each path, a pair of sensitive
structures reflects the signal at reflection ports, i.e., P3, P4, P5, and P6, while the phase and amplitude
of reflected signals change according to the WUT. The power combiner adds two reflected signals at
the output port P2. Considering the SPS as a linear circuit with ideal power combiner (equal power
division with 0 degrees phase shift) and quadrature couplers (equal power division with 90 degrees
phase shift), its scattering parameters are related as follows,
S31 = jS41 = −S32 = jS42 = jS51 = −S61 = −S52 = jS62,
and Smn = Snm,
(3)
where Smn is the reflected power waves from port m due to the incident power waves at port n, for n
and m from 1 to 6. Then, the reflection coefficient at the input (R11) and transmission from input to
output (T21) of SPS can be represented as,
R11 = S31Γ3S13 + S41Γ4S14 + S51Γ5S15 + S61Γ6S16
= S231(Γ3 − Γ4) + S251(Γ5 − Γ6),
(4)
T21 = S31Γ3S23 + S41Γ4S24 + S51Γ5S25 + S61Γ6S26
= S231(Γ3 + Γ4)− jS251(Γ5 + Γ6).
(5)
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Based on (3) and (4), the input reflection coefficient will be equal to zero (R11 = 0) if ΓRe f  Γ3 = Γ4





T21 = ΓRe f + jΓWUT , (6)
which is normalized to the known value of S31. Hence, for a single tone input signal, the output signal
is composed of two reflected components, i.e., ΓRe f and jΓWUT , which are in a semi-orthogonal vector
space and easy to separate at the receiver.
2.2. The Base Station
At the BS, as shown in Figure 2b, a signal generator provides the main signal at the frequency of
f /2. An unequal power divider separates a low-power part of this signal for subsequent demodulation.
A frequency doubler, which consists of a nonlinear element and its matching circuits, upconverts
the frequency to f and feeds it to the input port of the SPS as a direct conversion receiver. Using the
same signal source for modulation and demodulation makes the synchronization much easier as
there is no frequency difference between the received and local oscillator (LO) signals at the receiver.
The high-power part is passed to the f /2 branch of a diplexer which is connected to a dual-band
transmitting at f /2 and receiving at f antenna. Therefore, the BS can propagate a single tone signal
at the frequency of f /2. The other branch of diplexer separates the received signal at f and feeds it
to the input port of SPS for detection. As there is no critical limitation on the power consumption of
BS, the transmitted and received signals can be amplified by a power amplifier (PA) and a low noise
amplifier (LNA), respectively, to increase the wireless coverage or improve the signal to noise ratio.
In the SPS as a direct conversion receiver, various 90◦ phase shifted versions of received (RF) and
local oscillator (LO) signals at the same frequency are combined, as shown in Figure 2d. Then, signals
at the output port #3 through #6 are applied to four power detectors and low-pass filters to find the
output powers Po3-Po6. The normalized coefficient between the (RF) and (LO) signals is defined by
TB, with real and imaginary parts of IB and QB. In a lossless SPS, TB can be calculated from the linear
compositions of the output signals, Po3,...,o6, as [28],







As in an ideal communication channel TB = TN = (ΓRe f +jΓWUT), the value of ΓWUT can be
calculated from the measured TB and known ΓRe f . Based on this demodulated data, the pollution
index of water and the quality of WUT can be estimated.
3. Experimental Verification
The proposed system is evaluated at the power and data transmit frequencies of 1.225 GHz
and 2.45 GHz, respectively, as shown in Figure 3a. The circuits are fabricated with printed circuit
technology on Rogers’ RO4003 material with relative permittivity of 3.55, thickness of 0.508 mm,
and loss tangent of 0.0027. The antennas is fabricated on Rogers’ RT/duroid 5880 material with relative
permittivity of 2.2, thickness of 0.508 mm, and loss tangent of 0.0009.
An R&S ZVA67 (Rohde & Schwarz: Munich, BY, Germany) vector network analyzers is used for
reflection coefficient measurements. An ADF4350 (Analog Devices: Norwood, MA, USA) frequency
synthesizer generates both frequencies at the base station. An AD7605 (Analog Devices: Norwood, MA,
USA) data acquisition system converts received signals from analog to digital domain for demodulation
in a personal computer. The output power of transmitter was +5 dBm and distance between the sensor
node and base-station was selected as 1.5 m. The sensor is zero power but there is no critical limitation
on the power consumption of base-station. Therefore, the transmitted and received signals can be
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amplified by a power amplifier (PA) and a low noise amplifier (LNA), respectively, to increase the
wireless coverage or improve the signal to noise ratio.
The detailed schematics of all sub-circuits are presented in Figure 3 with the dimensions provided
in Tables 1 and 2. A HSMS-2850 (Broadcom Inc.: San Jose, CA, USA) conventional diode and an open
stub are used to generate and filter the second harmonic of the input signal in the output branch.
A dual-band low-profile antennas [34] is designed to transmit and receive the frequencies of 1.225
GHz and 2.45 GHz. Figure 4 shows the implemented overall system, sensing node, receiver, diplexer,
the combined structure of diplexer and frequency doubler, and dual-band antenna.
Figure 3. Detailed schematic of designed circuits: (a) The six-port sensor; (b) The six-port receiver;
(c) The duplexer at sensor node including frequency doubler; (d) The dual band antenna.
Table 1. Six-Port Sensor and Demodulator Dimensions.
Parameter (mm) Parameter (mm)
w0 1.13 L0 5.00
w1 1.91 L1 18.8
w2 0.62 L2 8.50
w3 0.30 L3 22.4
s 0.70 L4 10.2
The measured parameters of various parts are presented in Figure 5. The SPS provides the
acceptable transitions about −6 dB while its isolation and reflection coefficients are better than −10 dB,
at the operating frequency of 2.45 GHz. The required phase shifts of 0◦ and 90◦ in a conventional SPS
are also achieved, as shown in Figure 5a. The antenna response in Figure 5b shows that despite the
small size, it can be used in both frequencies with the acceptable gains (more than 1.7 dBi). The diplexer
has less than −0.5 dB loss in the pass bands and better than 15 dB isolation in the rejection bands for
both branches of 1.225 GHz and 2.45 GHz, as seen in Figure 5c. The performance of frequency doubler
in Figure 5d shows about 10 dB conversion loss from main to the second harmonic signals.
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Table 2. Diplexer, Frequency Doubler, and Dual-Band Compact Antenna Dimensions.
Parameter (mm) Parameter (mm) Parameter (mm) Parameter (mm)
w0 1.13 L0 5.00 w1 1.13 L1 7.00
w2 0.85 L2 18.8 w3 1.02 L3 30.3
w4 0.85 L4 7.20 w5 1.13 L5 4.80
w6 1.13 L6 32.6 w7 1.13 L7 7.00
w8 0.3 L8 4.40 w9 0.25 L9 4.3
w10 1.70 L10 31.2 w11 1.13 L11 20.3
Wt 36.5 Wp 10.1 St 2.525 Wu 8.67
Ht 9.1 Wl 1.11 H 0.508 Wg 62
S2 0.47 Lg 111.67 S1 1.22 Wf 2.225
Ws 53.3 L f 29.67 εr 2.2 Le 18.65
Figure 4. Fabricated water quality sensing system.
Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Measurement results of sub-circuits.
To evaluate the sensor in the first step, the sensitive circuit has been tested to find its response
to various samples which will be used as the reference to calculate concentrations of contaminant
(CoC) in the water at the BS. The system is tested with three water samples with 5, 11, and 28 ppm
of humic acid and for each sample the measurements were repeated 10 times. A commercial humic
acid (Sigma-Aldrich, CAS no: 1415-93-6) was used in sample preparation. The amplitude and phase of
ΓWUT versus CoC are approximately linear, as can be seen in Figure 6a,b. These curves can be used at
the BS to extract the CoC from the calculated ΓR.
Figure 6. Measurement results of ΓWUT versus concentrations of pollution (ppm).
The calculated constellation at the BS for all samples and 10 times measurements are presented
in Figure 7. All data are normalized to a reference case which is obtained by using the pure water as
WUT. Using a nonlinear interpolation, we can fit a curve to the measurement points. The errors of
demodulated points, (I, Q)Dem, with the points on the fitted curve, (I, Q)Fit, can be defined as,
Error 
√
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Figure 7. Demodulated data at the receiver (I: real part, Q: imaginary part).
In the above measurements, errors are less than 4% for a laboratory test environment using
a +5 dBm transmitter at 1.225 GHz and about 1.5 m wireless range. Undoubtedly, this error depends
on the propagation channel conditions, such as propagation power, distance between transmitter and
receiver, and environmental noises.
In a real scenario, first, two similar volume of pure water are used as the test and the reference
samples. This test gives us a reference node which will be mapped to (1,1,0). Then, the test ports
will be put inside the WUT samples while the reference ports remain in the pure water. By using (7),
demodulated I and Q will be extracted from the received signal and normalized to the reference values.
The demodulated constellation point (I, Q)Dem will be mapped to Figure 7 and the concentration
of contaminant can be determined. In a water treatment system, a pre-defined level of pollution is
considered for water quality assessment and the proportional limit point, (I, Q)Lim, can be determined
for that level of pollution from the fitted curve. Then, the base station can simply compare (I, Q)Dem
with (I, Q)Lim and find if the water quality is acceptable or not. Therefore, the system provides a simple
real-time assessment without local power sources at the sensor node. This is true that some water
quality assessment systems can provide higher wireless ranges and various pollution detection but
they need very long processing times and periodic battery maintenances at the sensor nodes.
4. Conclusions
This paper proposed a zero-power direct conversion sensor. The six-port structure was used at
the node as a sensing data modulator and at the base station as the IQ data demodulator. The input
signal of this sensor was generated by a passive frequency doubler from a pure wave received from
the BS at f /2. A dual band antenna was used as the receiver of power-up signal at f /2 and transmitter
of modulated signal at f . As an example for validation, a system is fabricated at f = 2.45 GHz
and its results for various polluted water samples have been presented. The ability of sensing and
directly transmitting its data at the RF frequencies, without local power source and signal processing
at the node, expand applications of the proposed system as sensor nodes in real-time water quality
assessment with low complexity, power consumption, and cost. In this paper, the system was designed
and evaluated by using the conventional microwave structures and inexpensive printed circuit board
(PCB) technology. In the next step, the sensor nodes have been optimized and miniaturized for
mass production and WSN applications by using compact building blocks and integrated circuit
(IC) technologies. Moreover, the application can be extended to human body sensors for wireless
measurement of biological tissues [35].
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QPD Quadrature Power Divider
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PC Power Combiner
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RSC Reference Sensitive Circuits
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Abstract: This study addresses the development of a wireless gas sensor network with low cost,
small size, and low consumption nodes for environmental applications and air quality detection.
Throughout the article, the evolution of the design and development of the system is presented,
describing four designed prototypes. The final proposed prototype node has the capacity to connect
up to four metal oxide (MOX) gas sensors, and has high autonomy thanks to the use of solar panels, as
well as having an indirect sampling system and a small size. ZigBee protocol is used to transmit data
wirelessly to a self-developed data cloud. The discrimination capacity of the device was checked with
the volatile organic compounds benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene (BTEX). An improvement
of the system was achieved to obtain optimal success rates in the classification stage with the final
prototype. Data processing was carried out using techniques of pattern recognition and artificial
intelligence, such as radial basis networks and principal component analysis (PCA).
Keywords: chemical sensors; wireless sensor network; cloud computing; air quality
1. Introduction
In most cities, air quality improved (significantly) over the past decades. Visible air pollution
(smoke, dust, and smog) disappeared from many cities due to local, national, and European initiatives.
However, the current air quality still affects the health of the population. According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), 1.7 million children die as a result of contaminated environments (indoor and
outdoor) [1]. On the other hand, the Health Effect Institute concludes from its studies that long-term
exposure to air pollution in 2016 was responsible for the deaths of 6.1 million people due to strokes,
heart attacks, lung diseases, and lung cancer [2]. Air quality is, therefore, a problem common to almost
all major cities.
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are among the main pollutants in the atmosphere. These are
organic compounds that evaporate or sublimate at room temperature and pressure, and are derived
from products such as fuels and solvents from anthropogenic and natural sources. These compounds
are directly associated with chronic effects on health, as well as the formation of ozone and mists.
The health effects of VOCs depend on the type of component, although benzene (C6H6) is the most
relevant compound, since it is considered a potent human carcinogen by the International Agency for
Research on Cancer (IARC). Specifically, it causes acute myeloid leukemia, and there is some evidence
that it may cause lymphocytic leukemia [3]. In addition, like toluene (C6H5CH3), it is a precursor
pollutant of ozone and secondary organic aerosols.
Because of the great global damage caused by the presence of pollutants in the atmosphere,
many organizations and countries around the world established monitoring systems that provide
the data needed to improve air quality. While, for the vast majority of these observations, the
established analytical reference methods continue to be used, miniaturization led to a growth in
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the prominence of a generation of low-cost devices. Such devices are also smaller, lighter, and have
a lower power consumption. Thanks to their appearance, an increase in the spatial density of the
measurements was achieved, even though they are less precise devices than the reference systems.
Although they are not a direct substitute for reference instruments, they are a complementary source of
information on air quality to validate atmospheric models and predictions at high temporal and spatial
resolution [4]. This potential increase in the spatial density of the measurements is mainly achieved
using sensor networks.
The wireless sensor network (WSN) is a growing technology that is applied in many different
monitoring situations [5]. WSNs are composed of small devices called nodes that collect information
from the environment with sensors, process it, and communicate wirelessly with other nodes in the
network. The main fields in which the WSNs are used include (according to Reference [6]) military and
crime prevention, health, environment, industry and agriculture, and urbanization and infrastructure.
However, this technology offers significant benefits especially in applications where large spaces must
be covered, such as in the measurement of air quality. As a result, there are numerous related works in
this field, many of which were recently collected by some authors [7,8]. Nevertheless, WSNs have a
limited lifespan due to energy consumption. Therefore, much of the current and future research focuses
on the use of different techniques in order to maximize lifetime [9]. Among them are the architectures
of tiered systems, medium access control (MAC) protocols of low energy consumption, “duty-cycle”
strategies, and the redundant placement of nodes to ensure coverage. As of yet, these techniques
only manage to optimize and adapt energy consumption to maximize battery life of the sensor node.
However, it is also worth highlighting energy-harvesting techniques, which use renewable energy
sources to address the problem, and can be an important step forward in achieving the continuous
operation of the WSNs over time [10].
Within the different technologies and standards of WSN, ZigBee stands out for applications
of low cost, low consumption, and low data rate [11]. ZigBee is a model that defines a set of
communication protocols that overlaps the IEEE.802.15.4 [12,13] specification. In addition, devices
that use this communication protocol allow working in power-saving mode, thereby further reducing
the consumption of the system. Consequently, this communication protocol was used in numerous
applications related to air quality [14–16].
Also noteworthy is the need for quick access from anywhere to the information of the WSN nodes.
To this end, Internet of things (IoT) and cloud computing can be used [17]. Cloud computing refers to
internet servers responsible for responding to requests at any time. On the other hand, the Internet
of things technology is the interconnection of a network of objects through the internet. These two
technologies are complementary: IoT can benefit from the unlimited storage and communication
offered by cloud technology, while cloud computing can extend its reach to the “real world” with IoT.
The integration of these technologies with the WSN was already carried out in some works due to its
great utility [18–20].
In regards to low-cost gas sensors, there are different technologies available, mainly including
resistive sensors, electrochemical sensors, nondispersive infrared (NDIR) detectors, absorption sensors,
and photoionization detectors (PIDs) [21]. Resistive metal oxide (MOX) gas sensors are one of the
most used due to their low cost, low consumption, lightweight nature, and small size. In addition,
MOX sensors react with a large number of gases and have a very quick response time. Because of
this versatility, they are very useful in various fields, especially in the environmental monitoring and
detection of pollutants [22,23].
The results presented in this work study the discrimination capacity of the system for benzene,
toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene (BTEX) compounds. Other methods and technologies were
previously used for this purpose. The most common method for the detection of these VOCs is
gas chromatography/mass spectrometry [24–27]. These systems are of high precision and selectivity.
However, they are expensive and due to the large size and weight of the equipment; as such, their
field detection capacity is limited. In addition, although these methods are very useful for low-level
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detection, they require a lot of time due to sample transport, analyte desorption, preconcentration, and
data transmission. Numerous authors also used devices based on colorimetric methods [28]. However,
although they are portable, they do not allow the creation of a spatial matrix of numerous nodes that
allows studying the presence of BTEX at different points.
Notably, it is usually necessary to apply data processing techniques in the use of devices with
MOX gas sensors. The main used pattern recognition techniques in the field of gas detection were
summarized in numerous articles in recent years [29,30].
Therefore, in this work a low-cost system was developed for the measurement of air quality.
Throughout the article, the architecture and the evolution in the development of the electronic and
communication system are described.
In this work, the following contributions are presented:
• Design and development of a wireless gas sensor network for low-cost air quality measurements,
with low size and low consumption.
• Description of the different prototypes corresponding to the evolution of the designed system
across several years and projects: electronics and communication.
• Use of artificial neural networks for processing the collected data.
• The discrimination capability of the module was tested with BTEX volatile compounds. These tests
also allowed studying the evolution of system operation.
2. Materials and Methods
This paper describes the development of a wireless sensor network (WSN) for gas sensors to
detect air quality. During the evolution of the project, four different prototypes of the device were
developed: prototype version 1 (PV1) [31], prototype version 2 (PV2), prototype version 3 (PV3) [32],
and prototype version 4 (PV4). In general, the scheme of the different designs is similar (shown in
Figure 1). The corresponding energy source in each case powers the entire device through different
voltage converters. Firstly, an optional pumping system carries the gas samples to the sensors cell.
These sensors change their electrical resistance in the presence of the different gaseous compounds,
which is translated into a voltage change. The signal is conditioned and filtered so that it can be
received by the chosen radio frequency (RF) module. This module is responsible for wirelessly sending
all the information received to a central station, where the data processing can be performed to obtain
the final results in terms of concentration prediction or classification of gas. On the other hand, the
RF module is also responsible, in some cases, for controlling the pump system and the sensor heaters
(necessary for proper operation of gas sensors).
Figure 1. Block diagram of each node of the WSN.
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Throughout the evolution of the system, four different prototypes were designed and developed,
depending on the context of the application and also improving on the previous ones. The first version
was a homemade prototype created to study the operation of ZigBee communication and gas sensors.
The second system incorporated improvements in system autonomy and a greater versatility for using
different types of sensors. The third one included changes in communication and data acquisition
(incorporating the use of a data cloud), and improved the adaptation of the sensors signals and
their stability. Finally, the last system is the most optimized, incorporating solar power and greater
autonomy, greater adaptation and control of the sensors, and improvements in the acquisition and
processing of data.
2.1. Evolution of Power Supply
2.1.1. Battery Chargers
The first prototype (PV1) was powered by a 9-V nickel metal hydride battery with a capacity of
155 mAh that allowed portability. However, an autonomy of more than 1.5 h was not achieved (3.5 h
while maintaining the RF module in low-consumption mode in measurements with low sampling
frequency, ≤1 sample per hour). For this reason, in PV2 and PV3, a lithium-ion battery of 3.7 V and
1350 mAh was incorporated. In addition, in PV2, a charger circuit was also included to facilitate
charging through an external jack connector. The core of this circuit was the MCP73113/4 chip
(Microchip, Chandler, AZ, USA), an integrated lithium-ion battery charge management controller with
overvoltage protection. In particular, it provides specific charging algorithms for the batteries and,
thus, achieves an optimal and safe capacity in the shortest possible charging time. The load current is
programmed from the value of an external resistor connected to a 10-pin chip. In this case, a limiting
value of 1000 mA was chosen (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Electrical diagram of battery charging system corresponding to prototype version 2 (PV2).
This circuit was eliminated in the third prototype because the location where it was going to be used
had no external source, thus allowing the optimization of the size of the PCB (Printed Circuit Board).
The last and current prototype (PV4) includes a 3.7-V and 2050-mAh battery that, together with
a solar panel, greatly improves the autonomy of the system. For this purpose, the LT3652 charger
integrated circuit (Linear Technology, Milpitas, CA, USA), optimized for solar panel applications, is
used (Figure 3). This circuit keeps the solar panel at the maximum output power and the charging
current is modified according to the battery state at each moment. In addition, it has temperature
protection and a timer.
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Figure 3. Electrical diagram of battery charging system from solar panels corresponding to PV4.
2.1.2. Voltage Converters
With respect to the voltage transformation, different converters were used in the different versions
of the device. In PV1, linear regulators with up to 250 mA of 3.3 V (for the XBee module) and 5 V (for
the sensors) were used. PV2 had an adjustable and disconnectable step-up converter for the sensors,
since the battery voltage was changed from 9 V to 3.7 V. This was replaced by two direct current
(DC)–DC converters with fixed output voltage (5 V) in PV3 and PV4. This change was due to the high
instability in the voltage that distorted the functioning of the sensors. Both converters have different
functions: one is used to power the pumping system (pump and electrovalve), while the other allows
powering the sensor devices (heating resistor and sensor) more accurately and efficiently.
Figure 4 shows the electrical scheme in the case of PV4. It shows that the step-up DC–DC
converter NCP1402 (ON Semiconductor, Phoenix, AZ, USA), capable of providing 200 mA, was used
to power the pumping system (5V_P); the high efficiency step-up DC–DC converter LTC3525-5 (Linear
Technology, Milpitas, CA, USA), capable of supplying 400 mA at the output, was used to power the
sensors (5V_S); and the step-down DC–DC converter LM3671MF-3.3 (Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX,
USA) was used to power the XBee communication module (3.3 V).
Figure 4. Electrical diagram of voltage conversion corresponding to PV4.
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2.2. Sensors and Evolution of Signal Conditioning
2.2.1. Gas Sensors
All sensors used in this work are commercial resistive gas sensors. Specifically, they are
semiconductor metal oxide (MOX) sensors whose electrical conductivities are modulated as a result
of a reaction between the semiconductor and the gases in the atmosphere. These types of sensors
need to be heated in a localized and uniform way or using a pulsed mode between 200 and 450 ◦C to
keep them at an optimum temperature for gas detection [33,34]. It is necessary to carefully control
the temperature because the sensitivity of the sensor is strongly dependent on it. Therefore, such
sensors include an integrated heating element. The pulsed-temperature operating mode [35] consists
of using short heating or cooling pulses from a reference temperature (ambient, high, or intermediate
temperature). This mode of operation promotes transient chemical reactions.
The equivalent circuit for these sensors is composed of heating resistance (RH) and a sensor
resistance (RS) components. Figure 5 shows the general circuit recommended by the manufacturers,
where a heating voltage (VH) is applied to RH and a supply voltage (VCC) to RS. In addition, a load
resistance (RL) is used to obtain an output voltage (VS), which depends on the following equation:
VS = (VCC × RL)/(RS + RL). (1)
Figure 5. Equivalent circuit for MOX sensors.
2.2.2. Signal Conditioning Circuits
Regarding the conditioning circuit of the sensor signal, PV1 was only composed of the load
resistor together with a capacitor to reduce electromagnetic noise and provide low impedance to
the analog input of the XBee communication module. In the second and third prototypes, a voltage
follower was added to avoid the loading effect. Furthermore, in the second prototype, a variable
resistor was used as load resistance (seeking more versatility of the system). However, because it
destabilized the system, a fixed resistor was again used in the third version. Finally, the final prototype
added the ability to amplify the signal for applications with low-signal sensors.
On the other hand, the power circuits of the heating resistance of the sensors also evolved. In the
first device, a voltage of 5 V was directly applied to the heating resistor. Then, a variable resistor was
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added, since not all the sensors needed the same power for proper operation. In the third version, this
variable resistor was replaced by a fixed one (as in the case of the conditioning circuit for the sensor
signal), and the heating element activation and deactivation functionality was incorporated using a
digital output of the XBee module and a bipolar transistor. Thus, it managed to reduce consumption
when sensors were not necessarily working. Finally, PV4 added a heater power control through a
PWM (Pulse-Width Modulation) output and a MOSFET transistor, thereby achieving the possibility
of modifying the operating temperatures of the gas sensors and of using the pulsed-temperature
operating mode.
Figure 6 shows the final electrical diagram of the sensor signal conditioning and of the heating
power control in PV4. RH corresponds to the heating resistance, R3 is the resistor placed in series to
limit the maximum current in RH, Rg is the gate resistor, VS is the output voltage of the gas sensor, R2
and R1 are the resistors corresponding to the amplification circuit of the signal, RS is the resistance
of the sensor, RL the load resistor corresponding to the sensor, and VA is the output voltage of the
amplifier stage, and the input to the analog/digital converter of the XBee module.
 
Figure 6. Electrical diagram of the sensor signal conditioning circuits and of the control of the heating
power in PV4.
According to this, the input voltage in the XBee module is defined by the following equation
(corresponding to the non-inverting amplifier):
VA = (1 + R2/R1) × VS. (2)
2.3. Sampling System
The sampling system takes a representative sample of the air to be analyzed, which is carried to
the sensor cell. From the second prototype onward, the sampling system included a pump and an
electrovalve in the sensor nodes in order to be connected to the system and to control the headspace
from liquid samples for doing several measurements in the laboratory. In this way, it was possible
to switch between a reference gas and a target gas and lead it to the sensor cell. For this purpose, a
PWM output was used for adjusting pump speed, and a digital output was used for controlling the
electrovalve state. In the first case, a MOSFET transistor and a gate resistor were used, while, in the
second case, a bipolar transistor and the corresponding base resistor were used (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Electrical diagram of the activation circuits of the pump and the electrovalve (PV2, PV3, and PV4).
2.4. RF Module (XBee) and Evolution of Wireless Communication
The wireless communication devices used were the XBee radio frequency modules [36], which
work in the 2.4-GHz band and with the IEEE 802.15.4 communication protocol. These are developed
by Digi International (Minnetonka, MN, USA), and allow the creation of ZigBee networks (oriented to
systems of low data transfer and consumption). They also incorporate a microcontroller (M9S08GT60,
Freescale, Austin, TX, USA) to control all other peripherals. The module has seven ports configurable
as digital inputs/outputs or analog inputs, along with two more digital inputs and outputs, and two
PWM outputs.
In the first and second prototypes developed in this work (PV1 and PV2), the communication
network was formed by the sensor nodes and a coordinator node responsible for receiving information
from all others. To implement this coordinator node, a commercial interface card was used to
communicate the XBee module with a computer via universal serial bus (USB). For receiving data and
for configuration and monitoring of the entire network, an application was developed in LabVIEW.
Then, data were stored on the computer for further processing.
In PV3, as before, the network consisted of some sensor nodes responsible for receiving the
information and sending it, following the ZigBee protocol. However, in this case, the network
coordinator node was the gateway “ConnectPort X4” (Digi, Minnetonka, MN, USA). It was connected
to the internet via ethernet, and was responsible for submitting the information collected by the sensor
nodes to the commercial cloud “Device Cloud” from Digi, where it is stored in XML format.
For programming, the “ConnectPort X” gateways offer a built-in Python® engine, providing a
powerful open-source software tool to develop custom applications that run on the gateway. In this
study, several Python® applications were developed for controlling the network. Among them, two
stand out, which allow the information received by the nodes to be separated and pre-processed and
then sent and stored in the data cloud. The difference between these two applications is that one was
designed for laboratory measurements and, therefore, controls the pump and the electrovalve for
switching between a reference gas and the target gas. The other application was designed for field
applications, with an uncontrolled gas inlet to the sensor cell.
Finally, in the latest version, a self-developed data cloud was created in order to receive data from
the sensor network and to provide storage services, classification, and requests.
2.5. Summary of Evolution of Prototypes
Table 1 shows the different main characteristics of each of the developed versions of the wireless
sensor network for air quality measurements. It specifies the different sizes, the maximum and
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minimum consumption, and the autonomy, whether the gas sensors were integrated within the node
or were connectable from an external PCB, as well as the tools used to receive, store, and process
the collected data by the sensor nodes, whether they included a connection and control capacity for
the pumping system, and the main features of improvement with respect to the previous version.
The evolution was geared toward greater autonomy, smaller size, and greater flexibility and versatility.
Table 1. Main characteristics of each of the prototype versions (PVs) designed.
PV1 PV2 PV3 PV4
SIZE 91 × 59 mm 68 × 47 mm 69 × 36 mm 60 × 40 mm
CONSUMPTION 45 to 100 mA 205 to 355 mA 196 to 355 mA 104 to 270 mA
AUTONOMY 1.5 to 3.4 h 3.6 to 6.4 h 3.6 to 6.7 h 7.59 h to months
POWER 9 V NiMH battery 3.7 V Li-ion battery withcharger 3.7 V Li-ion battery
3.7 V Li-ion battery with
solar panel































Pictures of the evolution of the wireless gas sensor nodes described in this paper are presented in
Figure 8.
 
Figure 8. Real images of the prototypes developed.
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2.6. Data Processing
For proper device operation, it is necessary to use data processing techniques and artificial
intelligence algorithms. In this process, four stages are typically performed (Figure 9): preprocessing,
reduction of the number of variables, prediction, and decision-making.
Figure 9. Data processing block diagram.
Firstly, pre-processing techniques are applied to the collected data. In this case, this stage is
performed in real time on the gateway. One of the existing feature extraction algorithms in the literature
according to Gutierrez-Osuna [30] was used, namely the relative resistance algorithm (RR). Following
this algorithm, the characteristic value of each measurement is defined by the following equation:
RR = RV/RN, (3)
where RV is the resistance value in exposure to the reference compound (air) and RN is the resistance
value in exposure to the target compound, both in steady-state situations.
To reduce the size of the extracted data, the principal component analysis (PCA) [37] technique was
used. This technique reduces the dataset, losing the least amount of information possible. It employs
linear combinations of the original variables resulting in linearly independent variables. This phase
and the following phase are performed in the cloud system.
Next, the prediction phase is carried out. At this stage, regression techniques can be applied to
quantify concentrations, while classification techniques can be applied to discriminate contaminating
compounds, or clustering techniques can be applied to group similar responses. In the results shown
in this article, classification tasks were applied. To this end, probabilistic neural networks (PNN) were
used, also called radial basis networks due to the use of a neuron activation radial basis function
(RBF) [38]. These networks are made up of four layers. The input layer corresponds to the PCA
components used. The next one is the pattern layer, with a number of neurons equal to the training
vectors, grouped by classes, where the distance between the input layer vector and each element of the
training set was evaluated. The third layer, i.e., the summation layer, contains a neuron for each class
and adds the outputs of the pattern neurons belonging to the same class. Lastly, the output layer is a
“limiter” that seeks the maximum value of the sum layer. Then, the highest value is selected and set to
1 as a result, while the other outputs are set to 0.
Finally, to determine the validity of the system, predictions of known values were made to
compare the estimate values with the real results. Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) was used
to determine the performance of the trained model in this case. This validation technique proposes to
perform as many iterations as samples present in the dataset.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Measurement Set-Up
The same measurements were made for each of the versions of the designed wireless networks,
except in the case of the PV1, which was developed in order to make first contact with the technology
used, and only had one gas sensor (TGS2600, Figaro, Japan).
The array of sensors used in each prototype for the following measurements are as follows:
• 2 × TGS2600 (Figaro, Japan) and 2 × TGS2620 (Figaro, Japan) in PV2 and PV3.
• 2 × TGS8100 (Figaro, Japan), 1 × CCS801, and 1 × CCS803 (ams, UK) in PV4.
These tests attempted to analyze the ability of devices to discriminate the BTEX (benzene, toluene,
ethylbenzene, and xylene) volatile organic compounds dissolved in water. For this purpose, the
static head space technique was used in 22-mL vials. Samples of 10 mL were prepared at a 5%
concentration of each compound. Then, the headspace was drawn into the sensor cell using a pump.
The vials were kept at 20 ◦C. Each measurement cycle lasted 10 min: 140 s for the passage of the target
compound to the sensor cell, and 460 s for the flow of the reference gas (in this case, clean air). In the
measurements made with the final prototype, these times were updated to 60 s (target) and 540 s
(reference) to ensure the signal stabilization in the reference gas phase. Figure 10 shows a diagram of
the measurement process.
Figure 10. Measurements set-up scheme.
More than 15 measurements were taken for each one of the BTEX compounds and distilled water
(in order to have a reference of absence of simulated contaminants in the environment).
3.2. Results
The signals obtained from one of the sensors of each of the four sets of measurements are shown in
Figure 11. The selected signals correspond to eight measurement cycles of xylene in each case. One of
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the sensors (model TGS2600) was selected for PV2 and PV3. Because PV4 did not use this sensor
model, the signal of sensor model TGS8100, from the same manufacturer, was selected. The evolution
shows the improvement achieved in each version due to changes in the power and conditioning
circuits, pump power, and timing optimization. Thus, between the first two sets of measurements,
noise reduction was achieved thanks to the changes introduced in the conditioning and power circuits
of the sensors, and changes in the heater temperature. Then, between the second and third package
(made with the same version of the device, PV3), further noise reduction and a greater stabilization
of the signal were achieved by decreasing the flow rate of the sample (by controlling the power of
the pump). Finally, between the last two sets of measurements, in addition to the changes introduced
in the adaptation and control circuitry, a faster response was achieved due to the use of a sensor of











Figure 11. Evolution of sensor signals (resistance versus time), corresponding to the eight xylene measurements.
Once all the data from the measurements were collected, data processing was performed. In the
case of PV2, the preprocessing phase was done manually through the Matlab software. However, in the
third and fourth versions, this process was performed automatically (while measurements were made)
by the program developed in Python that ran on the gateway. As explained above, this preprocessing
phase used the relative resistance algorithm. It extracted the value of the ratio between the resistance
value of the baseline and the resistance value during exposure to the target compound. In this way, it
was possible to extract the main information, while considerably reducing the size of the data.
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In all cases, the first two measures were discarded, since the systems were not yet stabilized
and the conditions were not the same. Therefore, 13 measurements of each compound were used for
data processing.
Then, an analysis of the main component (PCA) was carried out for a graphical representation
of the measurements. Figure 12A shows the first two principal components of the measurements
made with PV2. A high overlap can be observed between some compounds such as toluene, benzene,
and xylene. In addition, short-term drift and dispersion effects appear, resulting from high noise
in the measurements and non-stable temperature of the gas sensor heaters. The PCA of the same
measurements made with PV3 is presented in Figure 12B. It shows that the clusters are further
apart than in the previous case, although there is still overlap between those of toluene and xylene.
Furthermore, a high drift effect is still present, possibly due to depletion of the sample. A similar test
was repeated using lower pump power in the extraction phase of the sample (test 2). Moreover, the
preprocessing program was improved, achieving greater accuracy of obtaining the characteristic value
of each measurement. In Figure 12C, it can be observed that the PCA plot improved significantly,
managing to reduce the drift effect and the overlaps between zones (only a small overlap between the
areas of benzene and toluene, although they are generally very close to each other). Finally, Figure 12D
shows the first two principal components of the values of the measurements made with the latest
version of the device (PV4), where it can be observed that different areas concerning each compound
are clearly separated and non-dispersed.
Figure 12. Principal component analysis (PCA) plot for benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene
(BTEX) compounds of the different datasets: (A) PV2; (B) PV3 (test 1); (C) PV3 (test 2); (D) PV4.
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Next, PNN was used in order to discriminate the compounds. Then, the LOOCV validation
technique was used to study the classification capacity in each case. The results of each of the four
studied cases are presented in Table 2, which contains the confusion matrix obtained, allowing us
to observe the system performance. The matrix columns represent the predicted class, and the rows
represent the real class. As a result, the main diagonal contains correct predictions, while values
outside it correspond to erroneous ones. Red data represent the matrix corresponding to the results
of PV2. Blue data correspond to the first test performed with PV3 (without preprocessing and pump
power correction), while green data correspond to the second test (with correction) of PV3. Finally,
the black columns refer to the data resulting from PV4. The resulting success rates were 80%, 93.84%,
96.82%, and 100% for the four datasets, respectively.
Table 2. Confusion matrix obtained in leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) validation. Red: PV2;
blue: PV3 (test1); green: PV3 (test2); black: PV4.
Real/Predicted Water Benzene Toluene Ethylbenzene Xylene
Water 13 13 13 13
Benzene 12 13 13 13 1
Toluene 13 12 13 13 1
Ethylbenzene 1 3 1 7 12 11 13 3 1
Xylene 2 4 2 7 11 13 13
4. Conclusions
In this paper, a wireless gas sensor network focusing on the study of air quality was presented.
For this purpose, the electronic evolution of the designed sensor nodes was described, until a node of
low cost, low consumption, and small size was obtained. Up to four gas microsensors can be connected
to the nodes. In addition, they incorporate a control and RF module with ZigBee protocol that allows
communication with a central node. This, in turn, is responsible for collecting and storing the data,
controlling some aspects of the sensor nodes, and, in the most advanced prototype, preprocessing the
data and uploading it to a data cloud.
The system was designed to be used in pollutant detection applications and air quality control
in large areas. In order to verify the proper operation and discrimination capacity of the system,
discrimination tests of BTEX volatile organic compounds were carried out. These tests also allowed
studying the evolution of system operation. As a result, the signals were observed to improve
significantly, and the discrimination success rates increased from 80% (PV1) to 100% (PV4).
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Abstract: Business traveling is attracting growing attention due to the expansion of international
markets. This fact calls for an increasing attention of the tourism sector toward the needs of business
travellers, who often require services that are different from the ones desired by leisure tourists.
The application of smart solutions coming from Context Awareness and Ambient Intelligence
aimed at promoting guests’ comfort and well-being, also in cases in which they have special needs,
represents a promising solution to tackle business travellers’ requirements and thus, to increase
hotels attractiveness and incomes. In this context, this work introduces RoomFort, a smart comfort
management system aimed at enhancing comfort of hotel room guests and leveraging on semantic
representations of comfort, environment, and sensors. RoomFort provides a set of domain ontologies
to formalize comfort-related metrics and to exploit the automatic reasoning capabilities provided
by Semantic Web technologies, while gathering data through a network of sensors to ensure guests
are provided with tailored comfort profiles during their stays in the hotel. Particular focus has
been placed on visual comfort, since indoor lighting features constitute one of the main factors
influencing the two main activities that most business travellers accomplish in their hotel room:
working and relaxing.
Keywords: ontology-based application; ontology development; context awareness; hotel room
comfort; indoor comfort
1. Introduction
Business travelling has been assuming a growing trend in the last years due to the globalization
and expansion of international markets. World Travel & Tourism Council stated that there is a relation
between business travel and economic growth, highlighting a direct correlation between international
travel tourism and global trade growth [1]. The increase in demand will lead to higher tariffs, with a
consequent increase of 3.7% for hotels incomes [2]. This trend, though with different rates, is the same
worldwide: the Global Business Travel Association [3] has declared that the business travel sector has
been undergoing a strong increase in the last years.
In such context, several sources have started highlighting that business travellers need to rely on
comfortable hotel rooms, in which comfort metrics (temperature, illuminance and humidity rate) can
be adjusted according to the guests’ needs [4,5]. Moreover, frequent business travellers would like to
customize comfort metrics according to the activities they are performing [6].
The requested features call for a novel idea of comfort, which can be approached to the holistic
comfort, a concept that takes into account the traveller and both tangible and intangible environmental
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factors to deliver an optimal and tailored experience during guests’ stay. This is particularly relevant
for business travellers, who, in addition to normal activities performed in the hotel room by leisure
tourists, may need to work in their room. They need to be alert, concentrated and not distracted by
unpleasant or uncomfortable environments; thus, it is imperative for hotel owners to provide them
with the highest and most tailored comfort possible. For this purpose, Ambient Intelligence (AmI)
and Context Awareness (CA) are two fields of study that can provide some interesting features to the
hotellerie industry, by making rooms and services "smarter". AmI and CA, in fact, can enhance the
comfort quality of the guests’ stay in the hotel by providing them tailored comfort sets and services.
This work presents RoomFort, a system that aims at providing guests with comfort metrics that
are tailored to their needs (intended as both physical and physiological necessities, as well as desires)
and adjusted according to the activities they are performing in their hotel room. RoomFort exploits
formal (i.e., ontological) representations of “domains of knowledge” related to the guests and to
the room’s comfort metrics, and a network of sensors to measure, analyze and customize comfort
metrics. Ontologies can provide a logic-based, formal and sharable interpretation of knowledge
and can foster information integration, support automatic reasoning processes and allow to infer
new information; therefore, they represent a promising tool for fostering the decision making in
contexts—as hotellerie—where several domains of knowledge are involved [7]. The system can be
exploited to customize temperature, humidity rate, air temperature (with Heating, Ventilation and
Air Conditioning (HVAC) system) and air quality (by triggering the opening and closing of room’s
windows); nevertheless, the achievement of the optimal visual comfort has been chosen as the main
objective of this work. This is due to both the strong influence that light conditions have on human
alertness and performances [8] and to the ease with which light installations could be made in the hotel
rooms, with respect to the renewal of the heating or of the air-conditioning systems. Finally, RoomFort
grants data privacy for both customers and hotel manager, as personal data and hotel data are stored
in separate private cloud space and only the parameters need to optimize the guest comfort inside a
given hotel room are merged together, inside a private cloud enclave, to perform a reasoning in order
to obtain the best actuation for the activity performed by that guest in that given room of that hotel.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Section 2 underlines some of the remarkable
papers in the field of semantic and intelligent based technologies for comfort management in indoor
environments; this Section highlights the lack of standard reference ontologies in a pivotal field of
knowledge (i.e., representation of indoor comfort metrics). Section 3 introduces the concept of holistic
comfort and links it to the hotel industry, highlighting some of the issues and desiderata belonging to
business travellers, target of this work. Section 4 presents the current status of hotels’ categorization in
Europe, United States of America, Canada and other countries; this section also introduces the sample
hotel room adopted for this work. Section 5 describes RoomFort system’s architecture and delves into
the description of the domain ontologies developed, with a specific focus on the methodology adopted
for modelling, the RoomFort application and the information exchange among the architectural actors.
Section 6 introduces the preliminary tests conducted to define the best luminous metrics for reading
and relaxing in a hotel room; the results deriving from this tests are then discussed and modelled in the
ontologies. Section 7 briefly points the attention on some particular use-cases, showing how RoomFort
could be of potential benefit for a variety of travellers and how it can meet the concept of comfort
understood as a service to be provided to guests. Finally, Section 8 summarizes the main outcome of
this work and sketches the future directions it will undertake.
2. Related Work
Research on comfort has acquired a growing importance in the last decade with the spreading of
CA systems, Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) and AmI. However, very few works relied on ontologies
to provide a sound, sharable and reasonable knowledge base describing comfort-related concepts and
measurements. The above-mentioned domains of knowledge share some similarities: they rely on
sensors to capture environmental information and they exploit technologies to ease dweller’s life, with
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a particular focus on frail segments of the population. Ontology also plays a pivotal role in tourism,
where the exploitation of knowledge bases has lead to a variety of smart solutions.
2.1. Comfort in CA, AAL and AmI Systems
Most of the studies focusing on indoor comfort customization are for CA systems, AmI and
AAL solutions and Smart Homes. Nevertheless, only a few of these works tackled the issue
of modelling comfort metrics and measurements within ontologies, thus, limiting the semantic
description to a restricted number of comfort-related concepts and neglecting the representation
of measurements. Although leveraging on semantic web technologies, these works are more focused
on the interoperability capabilities provided by ontologies rather than the possibility to provide a
sound representation of comfort metrics. Tila et al. [9] described an indoor environmental comfort
system taking advantage of a context ontology, in which concepts for the description of sensors and
actuators were modelled with Resource Description Framework (RDF) [10]. The authors leveraged the
ontology’s capabilities to provide semantic interoperability among different data and to back-up the
deployment of an IoT system for indoor environment control. Thus, this study is more focused toward
the description of the interoperability among sensors and actuators, neglecting a formal description
of comfort metrics involved in the system, and reasoning capabilities are dedicated to this goal as
well. An ontological approach is the base of Flexergy [11], an ontology aimed at representing the
domain of sustainable comfort; the semantic modelling of sensors, actuators, devices, environments
and comfort is used as a tool to ease the interoperability of various data coming from different
sources. The work links the possibility to provide tailored comfort metrics (air quality and thermal
comfort) with energy-saving needs; anyhow, Flexergy’s exploitation of ontologies is limited to the
design of the energetic infrastructure of the indoor environment and does not involve the modelling
of comfort-related concepts. Recently, Mahroo et al. [12] investigated the use of semantic-based
technologies to enable a CA system and the possibility to deliver tailored services within a Smart
Home, highlighting some of the challenges connected to the exploitation of ontologies and reasoning.
In this work ontologies play a pivotal role in managing several aspects of the Smart Home, but no
direct reference to indoor comfort management is described.
2.2. Modelling Comfort with Domain Ontologies
The growing interest for AAL, AmI and CA technologies and the possibility offered by ontologies
to provide a formal and sharable description of domains of knowledge raised researchers’ interest in
the exploitation of semantic models for a variety of purposes. DogOnt [13], a widely known ontology
dedicated to home automation, refers to the possibility to implement “comfort and energy savings”,
but the model lacks specific concepts for the description of indoor comfort metrics. Although there
is a lack of comfort reference ontologies, several studies developed their own domain ontologies
to represent some comfort-related concepts. In [14], ontology is used as a decision support system
to improve the quality of three comfort metrics (temperature, humidity and CO2 concentration) in
indoor environments; leveraging on data acquired by sensors, reasoning processes can suggest to
the human user the actions that could improve the quality of one or more comfort metrics in the
environment. The ontology of this system is developed with Ontology Web Language (OWL) [15] and
exploits Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [16] rules to describe more complex actions—such as
the influence of opening a window on indoor temperature. Adeleke et al. [17] proposed an “Indoor
Environmental Quality” (IEQ) ontology for indoor air quality monitoring and control, formalizing
some of the knowledge of the standard ISO 7730:2005; the aim of this semantic model is to analyze
potential health risks related to comfort metrics and determine control actions. The IEQ ontology
provides representations of several comfort-related concepts, such as human activities, observations
and buildings. Stavropoulos et al. [18] developed BOnSAI (Smart Building Ontology for Ambient
Intelligence), an ontology for smart building and AmI, mainly focusing on services, hardware energy
management, and encompassing some concepts regarding the context. Developed in OWL-S [19],
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BOnSAI takes into account the possibility to describe “environmental parameters”, such as CO2 level,
Illuminance, Pressure, Humidity to express the functionality of smart devices and services. These
parameters are used to express the functionalities of the devices deployed within the environment
and, secondary, to increase user’s comfort. Similarly, in [20] the authors developed the ThinkHome
ontology to represent the whole smart home ecosystem, thus, encompassing some comfort-related
concepts. ThinkHome encompasses the possibility to deduce the default comfort parameters according
to dweller’s age and gender leveraging reasoning mechanisms. The ontology, developed with OWL,
provides the means to describe temperature, humidity and air quality. More detailed indoor comfort
metrics are modelled in the Smart Home Simulator [21], an AAL Virtual Reality-based application
leveraging semantic representations of concepts to provide inhabitants with customized services and
comfort metrics (CO2 concentration, humidity rate, illuminance and temperature) according to their
health conditions.
2.3. Ontology and Tourism
Two recent surveys on recommender systems [22] and mobile technologies [23] applied in tourism
highlighted how knowledge representation with ontologies is widely adopted to enable intelligent
systems in providing customized suggestions tourists. This approach encompasses both the reuse of
existing ontologies and the development of new ones from scratch. In particular, Petrina et al. [24]
describe the provision of smart and personalized services to tourists interested in historical Points of
Interest (POIs). Leveraging on an ontological representation of POIs, this recommender system can
show tourists the nearest POIs taking into account tourist’s preferences; moreover, it can also provide
a list of other POIs historically related to the suggested POI. Smirnov et al. [25] rely on ontology
to provide ad-hoc transportation scheduling able to take into account available schedules, foreseen
availability and occupancy of the transportation means. As a result, a cyber-physical infomobility
recommender system is developed, in which ontologies provide the common vocabulary for the
description of transportation services, POIs and attractions. In [26], Moreno et al. describe a web-based
system providing personalized recommendations of touristic activities in a Spanish region, Tarragona.
Using specific ontologies, this system takes into account demographic data, travel preferences, tourists’
ratings and opinions, to provide tailored suggestions.
These works are examples of how ontology can be adopted as a promising technology for the
provision of personalized touristic information, also in the context of mobile technologies.
RoomFort exploits ontologies to provide a formal, sharable and simple conceptualizations of the
most relevant indoor comfort metrics and their measurements, focusing its attention on the possibility
to provide holistic and tailored comfort metrics to business travellers staying in a hotel. It is also
worth noticing that no applications of such technologies in the field of hotel industry have been traced
in literature.
3. The Concept of Holistic Comfort and Hotel Industry
Holistic comfort is a theory developed in the field of nursing care that asserts the measurability
of comfort [27]. This theory encompasses the environment as one of the key features to reach an
adequate level of comfort; although holistic comfort has been developed within a health-related
context, its principles can be applied to the all the fields involving the humans and their interactions
within an indoor environment, thus, to the hotellerie sector too.
3.1. Business Traveller
Tourism is a dynamic industry experiencing an increasing phase throughout the world.
This industry encompasses both people travelling for leisure (leisure tourists) and people travelling
for business (business travellers). In 2017, business travelling counted for the 23% of total tourism
expenses, according to [2]. As further analyzed in the following subsections, business travellers’
needs cover a pivotal role in the selection of the hotel where they decide to stay. In particular,
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the characteristics of the room and its services are important factors which strongly influence the choice
of the hotel [28]. Recent research showed how business travellers are more inclined to take into account
comfort-related services while choosing hotel rooms [29], thus, indicating that the attention towards
Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) represents an economic value for them. Also, it is worth noticing
that, contrary to leisure tourists, business travellers never consider their travel as a vacation, but always
as a business and work-related issue. Therefore, they do not experience the travel as pleasant, but
rather as a burden to bear to obtain better professional positions. Many business travellers report to
work many hours—even beyond normal working hours—to finish their duties sooner, so that they can
come back home earlier. This is due both to job-related concerns (e.g., more demanding workload on
return) and to the willingness of seeing again family members and friends. These pressing—and often
auto-imposed—demands turn into stress, burnout syndromes and unhealthy behaviours [30]. This is
the main reason why comfort has become a relevant concern for business travellers: the hotel room
alone cannot contribute in changing such behaviours, but may limit business travellers’ unease by
providing, from the one hand, a comfortable working environment promoting workers’ concentration
and alertness, and, on the other hand, a relaxing space to restore and recover after long working
shifts [31].
3.2. Comfort in the Hotel Industry
Ariffin et al. argued that “tourist satisfaction is a psychological concept that involves the feeling of
well-being and pleasure that results from obtaining what one hopes for and expects from an appealing
product and/or service” [32]. Moreover, in the same work, the authors showed that the business
travellers are more concerned with comfort and amenities of the hotel room than others quality factors.
Thus, the enhancement of the experience passes through the consideration of air quality, temperature,
acoustic (i.e., intangible environmental factors [33]), and furnishings, materials, smells, humidity,
ventilation, brightness and hygiene (i.e., tangible factors) to design and provide comfortable and
pleasant environments. The growing interest toward all these features has been highlighted by a recent
study, which underlined how guests are willing to pay an extra charge on the room rate for enjoying
more comfortable indoor conditions [29].
Thus, if the aim of hotels is to provide a more comfortable environment for customers, it is essential
to satisfy their needs by proposing a holistic experience in the whole hotel building, and especially in
the customers’ room. However, to satisfy the holistic concept of comfort, taking care of all the above
mentioned factors may still be not enough: it is necessary to consider also single person’s needs and
his/her personal feelings within the room environment.
For instance, the complaints of customers after an accommodation period in a hotel are commonly
related to uncomfortable air temperatures and to the difficulty or impossibility of setting the preferred
comfort metrics [34]. A survey of the literature showed that a more flexible thermal comfort
standard brings environmental and economic improvement [34], while music influenced customers’
relaxation [35]. Lighting and colour combinations influence the way guests perceive various spaces,
and may also induce some modifications in their behaviour [32] and increase their productivity [36].
Other environmental conditions can produce effects on indoor environments’ inhabitants, especially
on their health. Asthma, allergies and respiratory diseases, for instance, can be tackled by intervening
directly on air quality and temperature comfort metrics [36]. Finally, it has also been proven that
having the chance of regulating a comfort-related parameter (i.e., illuminance) is something that people
appreciate [37]; illuminance and light features could thus, be exploited to meet business travellers’
expectations and promote their revisiting to the same hotel for their next trips.
3.3. Luminous Comfort: Meeting the Needs of Business Travellers
Lighting contributes in creating a mood and atmosphere inside a room, and thus, it may be
adjusted to design an environment whose characteristics corresponds to the user’s demand and
expectation [38]. e.g., the lights of lamps projected on a table in a working area should be designed
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for reading and working with a laptop, thus, limiting reverberation and promoting paper-based text
clearness. Indeed, lighting can influence working performances, especially those performances directly
depending on vision. Several characteristics of lighting (such as illuminance, glare, spectrum of the
light) can help a worker to stay alert and to focus his/her attention or motivation. In 1989, the National
Electrical Manufacturers Association of the USA had already pointed out the link between lighting and
rapidity of production of drawings in an indoor environment where bright reflections were reduced [4].
Baron et al. [39] investigated the role of illuminance and spectral distribution (i.e., the colour) of
light on the performance of different tasks. Variations in illuminance and lamp typologies were found
to exert a significant effect on several cognitive and work-related tasks, such as word categorization,
preferring cooperation for resolving interpersonal conflicts (instead of avoidance), willingness to help
others, sense of ability in performing a clerical task [40].
More recently, it was also demonstrated how lighting and students’ learning performance are
connected, better lighting leads to an increase in students’ learning motivation [41]. Because of these
reasons, a hotel room that allows being customized by the guests according to their needs or desires
could play an important role in promoting the hotel’s revenue. Indeed, it is attractive for the more
demanding travellers and, consequently, can be considered as an added value for the hotel owner,
who can improve the quality of the services he/she provides and increase the rate of returning visitors.
This represents a strong need for hotel owners, who aim more and more at creating memorable
experiences in their guests: travellers are usually prone to look for different accommodations in order
to enrich their experience [5,42], and thus, they must be provided with strong motivations to return to
an already-visited place. In fact, the increasing awareness of importance of comfort has led people to be
more demanding and search for more and more the quality in their living environments, and thus, in
the hotels’ rooms as well. Light intensity and colour are two factors with impact on people’s activity in
the space that can help in achieving these objectives. Since illumination is known to cause behavioural
responses in humans, such knowledge can be exploited in order to help hotel guest in staying either
alert or concentrated, or relaxed [43]. According to the results of the study conducted in [44], the cool
colours are perceived as pleasant, comfortable, and activating, while warm colours are perceived as
more relaxing. Because of this, and considering the small economical effort required to change the
room’s lighting, hotel managers should consider applying these known concept on light colours in
their facilities, so to influence guests’ emotions and feelings [45].
With regard to business travellers’ needs, highlighted in the subsection above, the possibility to
provide a customized luminous comfort setting appears promising in easing their staying by helping
them in better performing their jobs, or relaxing when needed.
To do this, it is necessary to go beyond what is defined in the “lighting standards” in working
environments, which are regulated by the European norm EN 12464-1 that sets the minimum
requirements for indoor illuminance of working places. This standard sets the minimum illuminance
requirements of an actual working area (also defined as “task area”) rather than of the entire room.
For each of the working activities identified by the EN 12464-1, the norm specifies the ranges for a
set of parameters concurring in the definition of the luminous environment (luminance distribution,
illuminance, glare, colour rendering and colour appearance of light, daylight, glare, flicker). The norm
also recommends the minimum amount of illuminance for each task area according to a set of factors:
• Psycho-physiological aspects such as visual comfort and well being;




In particular, EN 12464-1 stresses how the required maintained illuminance (Em) should be
increased in case of particular conditions, e.g., when there is the necessity of higher productivity,
when the visual capacity of a worker is below normal, when the task requires a great amount of
attention and/or time, etc. On the contrary, the maintained illuminance can be decreased in other
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particular conditions, e.g., the task is undertaken for an unusually short time or details on which
worker’s attention must focus are large or highly contrasted. In any case, the normative states that in
continuously occupied area, the Em cannot be less than 200 lux. The European standard considers only
white light, though literature pointed out that the overall impression that a person gets of a space is
contributed by three atmospheric elements: colour, light and style; the colour seems to be the most
influential [46].
4. Hospitality Services in the Tourism Sector
Since providing a comfortable experience to its guest is usually a hotel’s main goal, comfort in
hotels is defined by the interactions that guests have with the environment (i.e., the hotel room and
communal areas), which plays an important role in making the experience more memorable to the
guests. The guest’s interactions with the environment, when positive, have been proven to increase
their satisfaction, and studies pointed out that the physical environment constitutes a fundamental
component of hospitality itself [32]. Despite this known importance, when travellers search for their
ideal hotel, they have to face a very large set of choices: environmental characteristics are usually
not well described and making an informed decision is not easy, especially considering the lack of a
unified international classification system for the hotel rooms and their comforts. In fact, different
countries adopt various classification systems for hotels and diverse evaluation criteria for services
and facilities [47].
For instance, in Europe, a star-based classification is commonly used, but the rooms belonging to
the same category could have different characteristics from one country to another.
• France adopts a seven categories classification, ranging from “no star”, to five stars and including
also the “Palace” class for five-star hotels;
• Spain does not rely on a national classification system for hotels; each Regional Government
ratifies its own classification systems—although the differences among the various regional
classifications are minimal. Generally, hotels are classified according to a system of stars ranging
from the one to five;
• in Germany, under the patronage of HOTREC (Hotels, Restaurants and Cafés in Europa) [48],
a one to five stars system is used to classify hotel rooms and their services;
• in the United Kingdom a star rating system is adopted to describe all accommodations (hotels,
B&Bs, inns, etc.).
Australia, South Africa and India also adopt a star rating system; in the United State of America
and Canada the accommodations are classified according to a one to five rating system developed
in 1977 by the American Automobile Association. The system is divided in five categories and uses
“diamonds” instead of stars (one diamond being the lowest category and five diamonds being the
highest category).
Italy has a hotel rating system that ranges from one to five stars (the higher the number of
stars is, the higher is the quality level of the accommodation) and that aims at guaranteeing more
competitiveness to the national tourism in the global market [49]. The Italian rating system is
mandatory and managed by public authorities.
Such rating system defines the minimum national standards for services and facilities and classifies
hotels according to a code represented by a number of stars. As the number of stars increases, the
services provided by the hotel and its rooms proportionally increase. For example, a one-star room
needs a minimum 14 m2 of for a double bed (8 m2 for single bed) and a five-star room requires 16 m2
for a double bed (9 m2 for single bed). For the purpose of this work, a typical Italian three-star room
has been taken as sample. The characteristics of this type of room, are:
• services: 16/24 h of reception, daily cleaning of rooms, at least 1 foreign language and TV service
in each room;
• minimum dimensions: 8 m2 one single bedroom, 14 m2 double bedroom, 3 m2 bathroom;
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• furniture: bed, table, chair, desk, wardrobe, mirror, luggage stool and bath furniture.
As the reader can see, the above-mentioned classification systems do not take into account IEQ
metrics, but focuses on rooms’ dimensions and on the services the hotel can provide to its guests.
Therefore, improving IEQ would not act on improving the hotel rating, but rather toward promoting
travellers’ revisit and supporting an (appropriate) increase of the hotel room cost with respect to other
rooms belonging to the same rating category.
5. A Modular Ontology-Based Architecture for Managing the Comfort in Hotel
Room Environments
RoomFort system architecture encompasses both hardware and software technologies and its aim
is to manage room environmental comfort in a personalized way. RoomFort measures indoor comfort
metrics, and saves the acquired data using Semantic Web Standards (RDF and OWL). These data are
stored in a private cloud repository, where they can be reasoned over to foster the optimal personalized
actuation of indoor comfort. RoomFort has a two-sided authentication process: from one side the hotel
shall register on the system, providing a description of all the equipment and of the environmental
comfort facilities for both sensing and actuation; on the other side, the client, i.e., the hotel guest, shall
describe his/her characteristics that can affect the perceived comfort during the staying at the hotel.
The matching among these data is performed in the private cloud enclave of the guest, so that no
personal data is directly transferred to the hotel; only the actuations to tailor guest’s comfort—which are
the results of the reasoning process computed on the private cloud of the guest—are visible to the guest.
The association between the user and his/her room is allowed by the hotel personnel, which enables to
transfer room ontology to the private user cloud. Guest data are stored in a protected enclave on a smart
device, so that privacy and security related to sensitive personal data are safeguarded, as proposed
in an application in the health-care sector [50]. Also, it is worth noticing that the information about
the equipment of the hotel are preserved, since, in the reasoning process, only the parameters to be
controlled are involved. The specific characteristics of each device, instead, remain in the hotel private
cloud space. As all the personal and sensitive data are collected on a private secure enclave, and that
the data are not transferred to any other party during the reasoning process, the RoomFort system
architecture fulfills the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) principles of personal data privacy
in the European Union.
The RoomFort system architecture is composed by the following elements:
• a set of sensors to detect illuminance, CO2 concentration, temperature and humidity rate inside
the room;
• a framework for semantic annotation of data gathered by the sensors, according to [51];
• a repository for indoor measurements (data gathered by sensors and semantically annotated);
• a reasoner able to provide customization of comfort metrics according to a set of conditions,
described in ontologies;
• a set of ontologies, formalizing both the conditions and the rules to tailor indoor comfort metrics
(described in detail in Sections 5.2–5.4);
• actuators, in this case a set of nine Philips Hue Lamps (six mounted on the ceiling and three on
the table); the complete set of actuators encompasses also a PCE thermo-hygrometer and a Cozir
Amb CO2 concentration sensor;
• an application running on Android devices and allowing the guest to declare the activities he/she
wants to perform and in which area of the room;
• a secure cloud service for hosting the hotel and the guest data, and for running the reasoning
processing and producing the optimal comfort actuations for that guest performing a given
activity inside such hotel room.
Therefore, to operate in the RoomFort framework, both hotel and guest characteristics are
described in a set of ontologies. More in details, each hotel room needs to be described in an ontology
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encompassing concepts and measurements related to spaces, furniture and installed devices in order
to provide interoperability among devices and a safe and sound control of comfort metrics. The guest
should have his/her own data related to his/her health condition in an ontology-compliant format
too; in fact, these data are retrieved by RoomFort in order to customize the room’s indoor comfort
metrics according to the guests’ desires and activities.
Figure 1 shows a business traveller booking a room in a hotel which uses the RoomFort framework,
bringing together his/her own personal and health-related ontologies. Leveraging on the possibility to
access to all the knowledge formalized in the ontologies, RoomFort can operate as an application that
configures the comfort metrics in the room according to the guest’s needs and preferences [52]. The key
feature of this proposed architecture is the focus on the guest, as an individual with specific needs or
desires. In this context, RoomFort aims at providing him/her with tailored comfort metrics, with the
final goal of increasing his/her satisfaction. As shown in Figure 2, RoomFort relies on a cloud-based
architecture. The application operates on a private cloud enclave that stores the information of the
booked room, the environmental sensing data and the ontologies related to the guest. In this way,
the reasons behind an actuation are only available on the private enclave and stay hidden to hotel
personnel, thus, safeguarding guests’ privacy.
Figure 1. A schema describing the functioning of RoomFort: a business traveller can choose any hotel
adopting the system and import his/her preferences.
Figure 2. A schema describing RoomFort’s architecture.
5.1. RoomFort’s Ontologies: Modelling Methodology
Ontologies-explicit, shared and Description Logic-based conceptualizations of the knowledge
and the relationships of the concepts composing a domain [53]—in RoomFort are used to
model comfort-related concepts with W3C-endorsed languages Resource Description Framework
(RDF) [10], Ontology Web Language (OWL) [15] and Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [16].
Another interesting feature related to the use of ontologies is the possibility to derive new facts—which
are not explicitly expressed in the ontology—through reasoning, thus, discovering new chunks of
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knowledge and adding value to several knowledge-based businesses and fields. RoomFort’s ontologies
were developed following the methodology described by Suárez-Figueroa et al. [54], the NeOn
Methodology. Among the variety of semantic modelling methodologies, NeOn was chosen since it
considerably simplifies the identification of the knowledge to be represented through the compiling of
the Ontology Requirements Specification Document (ORSD) [55]; the ORSD allows to acquire useful
indications regarding the granularity of the semantic models, their extents, the scope of the models,
the identification of the end-users of the ontologies, the functional and non-functional requirements the
ontologies must satisfy. Together with the NeOn Methodology, ORSD can simplify the development of
the ontologies by specifying their extents. Following the scenarios depicted in the NeOn Methodology,
the development of RoomFort’s models foresees the reuse of already existing ontological resources
and the development from scratch of new models.
As mentioned above, the domains of interest of this study regard:
• the guests and their health conditions Section 5.2; the International Classification of Functioning,
Disability and Health (ICF) was found as a suitable ontology for the description of health-related
conditions [56];
• the hotel room and the devices (sensors and actuators) in it Section 5.3, a domain divided into:
– the hotel room, for the description of which the Accommodation Ontology Language
Reference (ACCO) [57] and DogOnt [13] were the reused ontologies;
– the devices deployed in the room, whose formal description is performed referring to the
Smart Appliance REFerence Ontology (SAREF) [58];
• the comfort metrics to be monitored in order to provide a comfortable environment to the guest
Section 5.4, for which RoomFort relies on ontologies developed from scratch and led by the
embryonic work presented in [21,59]. A particular attention is posed on the luminous comfort, as
stated in the previous Sections, as one of the most sensitive domains for business travellers.
These modules composing RoomFort ontology are developed using OWL-DL [60], a subset of
OWL combining enough expressive power with full reasonability. The open-source ontology editor
Protégé (version 5.3) was used for the development of the semantic models.
The following subsections delve into the description of the semantic modules developed for
RoomFort architecture.
5.2. Guest Ontology
5.2.1. A Holistic Framework for Guest’s Health Status Description
The description of the guests’ health condition relies on a World Health Organization-endorsed
standard: the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) [61].
This classification conceptualizes the functioning of a person as an interaction between his/her
health condition and the environment where the person lives. ICF is organized in two main parts: the
first, “Functioning and Disability”, provides a description of the components Body functions, Body
structures and Activities and participation; and the second, “Contextual Factors”, provides the means
to describe the impact of the components Environmental factors and Personal factors. Each component
can be further specified into Chapters, sections of the classification identifying a health-related domain.
Through a progressive specification of chapters, ICF allows to assess the domains of the functioning
and the disability of an individual. Each ICF component is characterized by a letter (b for Body
functions, s for Body structures, e for Environmental factors, d for Activities and participation) and
can be deepened by adding digits, as shown in Figure 3.
The magnitude of an impairment is determined by adding a qualifier to the corresponding ICF
code (0 indicates the absence of impairments in a specific code, 1 stands for a mild impairment,
2 denotes a moderate impairment, 3 indicates a severe impairment, while 4 states a complete
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impairment). Therefore, the qualified code b21020.2 indicates a moderate impairment in the
“Colour vision”.
Figure 3. An example of ICF illustrating the structure of the classification.
ICF is often exploited as a practical tool to ease the communication between health professionals
and other stakeholders [59,62]; moreover, the classification is suited also to describe each context
where health and environment interact: work reintegration [63], domestic age-care [64], AAL [65].
ICF has also been represented into an ontological model in RDF/OWL [56], which can be used as
reference in the modelling of more complex ontologies. However, it has to be underlined that this
model inherits some shortcomings belonging to the whole classification, such as problems regarding
incongruent classification of some concepts, a lack of clarity between activities and their qualities,
incorrect parent-child relationships [66] and overemphasis on subsumption [67].
5.2.2. Describing the Guest’s Personal and Health Data
This module gathers the guest’s registry records, data provided by the guest when he/she reserves
his/her room. These data are modelled as objects of datatype properties and provide the means to
represent the first name, last name, date of birth, tax identification number of the guest—who is
represented as an individual. Using an object property, each guest is connected to his/her health
condition, represented as an individual. The modelling of each health condition reuses the ICF
ontology, as illustrated in Figure 4.
Figure 4. An example of the modelling of a guest’s health condition; individuals are represented with
diamonds, concepts are represented with circles, and roles are represented with arrows (dashed arrows
indicate datatype properties, full-line arrows represent object properties). The type of an individual is
stated with a curved arrow.
For each ICF code involved in the description of an impairment, a “descriptor” individual is used;
descriptors are used to provide a univocal link for each ICF code and its qualifier, avoiding the use of a
reification [68].
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In this way, it is possible to represent the full extent of ICF qualifiers and to model complex health
conditions, enabling the semantic representation of n-ary relationships without adding complexity to
the whole application ontology.
5.2.3. Addressing the Needs of Travellers With Impairments
As described above, RoomFort relies on ICF to provide a description of travellers’ health status.
Having this piece of information, it is possible to further customize the luminous metrics according to
traveller’s specific disability. For instance, a traveller characterized by photophobia (hypersensitivity
to light due to e.g., albinism or corneal abrasion) may be characterized by an impairment in the ICF
code b21020-Light sensitivity—and may benefit from suffused lighting, also when working; a person
characterized by macular degeneration can be described as having impairments in the following codes
(according to Silva et al. [69]):
• b21001 Monocular acuity of distant vision;
• b21002 Binocular acuity of near vision;
• b2101 Visual field functions;
• b21020 Light sensitivity;
• b21021 Colour vision;
• b21022 Contrast sensitivity;
• b21023 Visual picture quality.
People suffering from maculopathy have issues in performing activities low illuminance and at
night-time and reported to have difficulties in reading [70]. In this case, it is thus, recommendable
to provide them with an intense and focused light, which can help them in distinguishing written
text. RoomFort can provide these type of users with more appropriate environmental conditions
by automatically adjusting the maintained illuminance, light colour and wall colour while they are
performing working activities in the room. Of course, RoomFort cannot address all the physiological
problems related to these conditions, neither it provides a permanent solution; instead, the system can
make the working activity more comfortable to those who are particularly fragile in some vision-related
dimension. Similarly, RoomFort can provide personalized comfort metrics related to persons who have
some form of impairment in the perception of temperature (described by ICF codes b2700 Sensitivity to
temperature; b550 Thermoregulatory functions; b5501 Maintenance of body temperature), respiratory
issues (described with ICF range of codes related to the functions of the respiratory system b440-b449).
In these cases, a guest travelling to a hotel equipped with RoomFort can upload (or ask his/her
physician to upload) his/her physiological status (formalized in an RDF/OWL ontology) and a set of
SWRL rules to adapt comfort metrics of the customized comfort set by increasing or decreasing the
illuminance and changing light colour. The SWRL acquires the following form:
Guest_with_mild_b21002_imp(?g), selectsActivity(?g, ?a),
Activity (work), CustomizedLuminousComfortSetting (?clcs)->
provideComfortSetting (?clcs)
The Customized Luminous Comfort Setting (CLCS) is modelled as a “regular” comfort setting,
but for instance in the case of a business traveller characterized by hypersensitivity to light, its comfort
setting is adjusted as shown in the following Figure 5.
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Figure 5. An example of the modelling of a Customized Luminous Comfort Setting (CLCS) for a
traveller characterized by visual impairment. Individuals are represented with diamonds, concepts
are represented with circles, and roles are represented with arrows (dashed arrows indicate datatype
properties, full-line arrows represent object properties). The type of an individual is stated with a
curved arrow.
5.3. The Room Ontology
5.3.1. Hotel Room and Its Features Description
The description of the hotel room relies on the Accommodation Ontology Language Reference
(ACCO) [57], a vocabulary for modelling hotels, vacation homes, camping sites and other
accommodations; originally thought for the description of these accommodations for e-commerce,
ACCO can be adopted to provide sharable information regarding, for instance, a hotel room. It allows
to specify the star-rating of a hotel and the star-rating adopted standard, the hotel features, the price of
a specific room per night. ACCO also allows to specify the hotel room’s features, such as: maximum
number of occupants, the possibility to allow pets in the premises, the duration of the stay, etc.
ACCO does not allow the description of the physical room, therefore to complete the modelling
of a room DogOnt [13] was selected. This model is widely used to provide descriptions of smart
environments, specifying the location in the built environment of devices (both sensors and actuators)
with dogont:isIn object property, applicable for appliances, sensors and actuators. DogOnt also
allows to model devices independently from the specific technologies, referring to their typology,
functionality (the tasks a device can accomplish, dogont:Functionality) and state (the condition
of the device, such as “on”, “off” or “stand-by”, dogont:hasState); these features and the classes
and properties describing it can be mapped to other relevant device ontologies, as illustrated in the
following subsection
5.3.2. Devices Deployed in the Room Module
Devices’ description leverages the Smart Appliance REFerence Ontology (SAREF) [58] to describe
some of the features of a device and to complete DogOnt’s provided device location in the space;
starting from the concept of D̈evice,̈ this reference ontology provides the means to describe device’s
properties, location in the space, type; moreover, SAREF models the function of a device, such as a
sensor and the metrics it measures. For example, a smoke sensor (belonging to the class saref:Sensor),
performs a saref:SensingFunction. SAREF is suited to describe indoor environment devices and is
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created with RDF/OWL, as well as already exploited in several studies on interoperability among
devices [71]. SAREF has been adopted to describe the devices deployed in the room used for RoomFort
tests (see further Section 5); in particular, for each device its type (sensor, actuator, appliance, light,
etc.) and specific ID are specified.
5.4. Comfort Metrics, Measurements and Luminous Comfort Settings Module
As stated above, there are no canonical and widely used comfort ontologies. Therefore, RoomFort’s
application ontologies relied on a different approach. The comfort metrics involved in a hotel room and
analyzed in this work are “Temperature”, “Humidity rate”, “Illuminance”: these metrics, modelled
as classes, are further detailed with the respective “Comfortable” and “Uncomfortable” subclasses
(respectively: “ComfortableIlluminance”, “UncomfortableIlluminance”; “ComfortableTemperature”,
“UncomfortableTemperature”; “ComfortableHumidityRate”, “UncomfortableHumidityRate”).
Measurements acquired by a sensor are semantically annotated providing for each: a unique
ID, the value of the performed measurement, a DateTime stamp of the measurement, the unit of
measurement involved, the comfort metrics it is referred to. An example of measurements modelling is
provided in Figure 6.
Figure 6. An example of the modelling of a measurement performed in the hotel room; individuals
are represented with diamonds, concepts are represented with circles, and roles are represented with
arrows (dashed arrows indicate datatype properties, full-line arrows represent object properties).
The type of an individual is stated with a curved arrow.
Each measurement acquired by a sensor is then classified thanks to a set of SWRL rule.
For instance, the following rule:
Guest(?g), selectsActivity(?g, ?a), Activity (work),
IlluminanceSensor(?ls), acquiresMeasurement (?ls, ?m),
Measurement(?m), hasMeasurementValue (?m, ?value),
greaterThanOrEqual(?value, 200), lessThanOrEqual(?value, 300)
-> ComfortableIlluminance(?m)
allows to classify an illuminance measurement when the guest specifies he/she wants to read in
the room as comfortable or uncomfortable; in the latter case, uncomfortable measurements enable
actuation and are used to suggest corrective actions. Moreover, as seen above, a similar modelling
can be adopted for the description of both Luminous Comfort Settings (LCS) and CLCS. In this case,
an individual representing the LCS is linked with its characteristics (through datatype properties
indicating the RGB code of the color of the light and the Em expressed in lux), as illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. An example of the modelling of Luminous Comfort Setting (LCS); individuals are represented
with diamonds, concepts are represented with circles, and roles are represented with arrows (dashed
arrows indicate datatype properties). Please note that this specific LCS here represented is one of the
results coming from the evaluation of visual comfort in a hotel room (described in Section 6).
5.5. The Semantic Repository and Reasoning Engine
The ontologies described above are hosted on a semantic repository, also defined as triple-store or
RDF store [72], since it allows to query and retrieve data in semantic-compliant format. RoomFort’s
ontologies are hosted on Stardog, a widely known knowledge graph platform that supports querying
activities and reasoning with RDF, OWL and SWRL.
Reasoning in Stardog is performed at query time, which means that the triples resulting from
the reasoning process are not materialized (and automatically added into the ontologies) but, instead,
for each query requiring the result deriving from the application of one or more SWRL, the reasoner
solves only those rules necessary to solve the query. Consequently, the reasoning profile selected for
RoomFort deployment on Stardog (version 5.3.4) [73] allows the treatment of rules in the SWRL form
like those presented in the previous subsections.
5.6. The RoomFort Application: Querying and Retrieving Data From the Ontology
RoomFort application is developed with Unity 3D [74] to run on Android devices (smartphone
and tablets). The applications’ interface has been designed to be user-friendly and the more intuitive
as possible. It allows the guest to select the activities and the area of the room (the bed or the desk,
for example) in which he/she wants to perform such activity. Moreover, the application can be used to
create novel CLCS according to guest’s responses and save them in the semantic repository. Figure 8
shows a user while experiencing the RoomFort application.
The application can exchange information with the semantic repository (and the ontologies hosted
in it) via a semantic middleware, a software developed with Java that allows to query the semantic
knowledge base using predefined SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) [75] queries.
This program is run each time the guest decides to perform an activity inside the room and taps the
related button on the smartphone application interface to state her/his intention. The moment the
passenger taps the button on the application to perform an activity, the middleware program runs
to generate a proper SPARQL query with necessary input data to be able to retrieve information
regarding guest’s health condition. These input data are passed from application to the middleware
through a JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) file indicating the passenger’s name, the activity she/he
would like to perform, health-related data, the location where the activity is going to happen; the
JSON file is fed into the middleware as an input to generate the precise SPARQL queries to insert that
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specific situation inside the ontology, retrieve the inferred data according to the new data inserted,
and finally delete the inserted data to have the ontology ready for the next execution. After generating
the correct SPARQL query, the middleware program runs the Stardog server, on which a query similar





{ ?guest rf:selectsActivity rf:Relaxing ;
rf:setsActivityLocation dog:Bed .
?lcs rf:isSuitableForActivity rf:Relaxing .
}
a query that allows retrieving the luminous conditions suitable for relaxing on the bed. Similarly,
though the use of the SPARQL command INSERT a guest can add one or more LCS to the ontology—in
this case, to his/her preferences. The middleware operates by translating SPARQL queries’ results into
JSON files and feeding them to the actuators, the lamps near the bed, in this specific case.
Figure 8. A screenshot of the RoomFort application for Android devices. The user (identified by
his/her own ID number) selects an activity.
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6. Evaluation of the Visual Comfort
The development of the above-mentioned ontology constitutes a key feature to enable the
adaptation of the comfort conditions according to the guest’s current activity and to his/her preference.
Such adaptation occurs automatically when the guest has set his/her own preferences or has introduced
his/her health status description in the system; however, the first time the guest (without impairments)
starts an activity in the hotel room, the system is unaware of his/her preference and thus, requires some
initial conditions, which have to be decided and described in RoomFort in advance. A possible solution
may be the application of European standard EN 12464-1 as initial conditions. Nevertheless, this has
two possible drawbacks: (1) standards often correspond to the minimum requirements, and not to a
“comfortable” condition [76]; (2) standards are applied according to the activity that guests are expected
to perform in a certain place: e.g., at the desk, people are expected to read or to write, not to relax
while listening to music. Therefore, light conditions at the desk will correspond to the standard value
for reading, i.e., 200–500 lux, which is indeed too bright for a relaxing activity. To try to reduce the
level of discomfort caused by the strict application of normative-based values, setting “activity-related”
initial conditions (namely, the LCS)—regardless of the place in which such an activity occurs, appears
as a reasonable solution. To verify this hypothesis, we designed a repeated-measure study whose aim
is evaluating whether specific light conditions can improve the user’s perceived comfort, while staying
sit at the hotel room desk and accomplishing two different activities resembling the two main activities
of a business travellers: reading while being concentrated and relaxing.
6.1. Methods
6.1.1. Participants
Twenty-eight adults aged 44.25± 17.09 have been enrolled in the study. All were in a good general
health status. Exclusion criteria were: moderate to severe vision or motor impairment; severe pain;
cognitive decline; inability to read Italian language; inability to provide informed written consent.
All the other demographic and clinical characteristics of the study participants are reported in Table 1.
Table 1. Sample’s characteristics; M = male; F = female.
Participants 28
Gender (M/F) 12/16
Age 44.25 ± 17.09
Education (Years) 15.63 ± 3.13






The subjects participating in the study provided informed written consent.
6.1.2. Equipment
The test took place in an indoor environment simulating a three-star hotel room. As depicted in
Figure 9, the guest enters the room through the entrance area that acts as an anteroom between the
bathroom and sleeping area. From this area, the guest can then access to the outdoor terrace. The room
dimensions—including the bathroom— were 3 × 6 m2; room height was 2.20 m. The room’s three
functional areas were furnished as follows:
• Entrance: wardrobe
• Sleeping area: bed 1 and 2, bedside Tables 1 and 2, chair 1, desk, minibar, TV
• Terrace: chair 2, table
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The space and furniture organization inside the room matches the characteristics of the
environment described in the ontology. The room and the terrace were equipped with networked
devices able to monitor the environment and to deliver appropriate comfort metrics according to
each guest’s preferences and to the activity he/she is performing. For luminous comfort provision,
six Philips Hue spotlights were mounted on the ceiling and three table lamps mounting Philips Hue
bulbs were placed close to the table (see Figure 9). The light beams of these three lamps were directed
toward the white wall behind the table, so that light colors and temperature could be experienced at
their best by an individual sit at the table; this also allows to change the colour of the wall, according
to the selected LCS. A window allowing the daylight illumination of the room was present on the
shortest wall, however, not to influence the test results, it was covered with a dark curtain for the
whole tests’ duration (with the exception of the questionnaires’ answering time). To accomplish the
reading task, the users were provided with white-paper pages; the texts were taken from the Italian
edition of the books “La coscienza di Zeno” (Zeno’s Conscience, Italo Svevo, 1923) and “Utopia” (Utopia,
Thomas Moore, 1516). The choice of extracts not too easy to comprehend was intentional, to encourage
the user in concentrating during the activity accomplishment. Both texts were written with a serif
typeface (Georgia), pt. 12.
Figure 9. Functional areas in a room.
6.1.3. Protocol
Each subject performed the test in the above-mentioned environment, been administered with all
light conditions for the duration of both the activities. Each session started with one minute of dark
adaptation [77]. Each light condition lasted 2 min per activity, thus, resulting in: 2 min of reading with
condition (1), administration of the questionnaire (see Measures paragraph), 2 min of relaxing with
condition (1), administration of the questionnaire. At the end of such a series, one minute of dark
adaptation was performed and the light condition was changed. The whole test lasted about 25–30 min
per subjects. The four light conditions are presented in Table 2 and in Figure 10. Standards represent
the average illumination required for reading, i.e., the general condition that one can expect to find in
correspondence with a hotel room’s table. The other three conditions, namely “Relax”, “Concentration”
and “Red” were similar to the Philips Hue predefined light sets.
The choice of using predefined lighting sets is justified from the lack of scientific literature
regarding this topic; since to our knowledge no other studies investigating lighting comfort while
reading and relaxing in a hotel room have been conducted, we relied on the know-how and the
knowledge of a world-known manufacturer, such as Philips.
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Table 2. Characteristics of the four light conditions used for the validation. RGB (Red, Green and Blue)
is the color model adopted.
Relax Concentration Red Normative
Illuminance (lux) 200 500 300 400
RGB (255, 178, 44) (165, 231, 255) (255, 15, 15) (255, 255, 255)
Correlated Color Temperature (K) 2600 7500 1000 5600
Figure 10. The four light conditions: “Normative”, “Relax”, “Concentration” and “Red”.
6.1.4. Measures
To evaluate the rates of perceived comfort, an ad-hoc questionnaire—adapted from [37,78]—has
been developed. The questionnaire foresees three items aimed at investigating the satisfaction of the
users with respect to the light conditions during the accomplishment of a specific activity, and two
items about the user’s personal feelings.
(Q1) I am satisfied with the amount of light for reading;
(Q2) I am satisfied with the amount of light for relaxing;
(Q3) I like the vertical surface brightness;
Q4) I feel concentrated;
(Q5) I feel relaxed.
In all cases, the user had to indicate his/her level of agreement on a 7-point Likert scale ranging
from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).
6.1.5. Statistical Analyses
Data resulting from the questionnaire were analyzed using one-way repeated measures ANOVA;
post-hoc tests were performed using Turkey range test and 95% confidence. Matrix of inter-correlations
were used to assess whether a correlation exists between age and light preferences and between visual
impairments (i.e., wearing glasses) and light preferences. All tests were performed using MiniTab 18.
6.2. Results
Results of the questionnaires for the two considered activities are reported in Table 3.
Table 3. Results of the questionnaires. Grouping information using the Turkey method and 95%
confidence level (means that do not share a letter are significantly different). Conc. = Concentration.
Reading Relaxing
Relax Conc. Red Normative Relax Conc. Red Normative
5.11 ±1.26 A 4.39 ±1.26 A 3.39 ±1.69 B 4.50 ±1.32 A 5.39 ±1.17 A 4.21±1.77 B 4.14 ±1.63 B 4.36 ±1.81 A,B
4.64 ±1.6 B 6.11 ±1.23 A 2.86 ±1.65 C 5.89 ±1.10 A 4.61 ±1.59 B 5.82 ±1.49 A 3.04 ±1.86 C 5.50 ±1.35 A,B
4.64 ±1.62 A 5.21 ±1.45 A 3.54 ±1.77 B 4.89 ±1.47 A 4.54 ±1.88 A,B 5.11 ±1.66 A,B 3.75 ±1.82 B 4.43 ±1.57 A,B
4.93 ±1.68 A 4.43 ±1.57 A,B 3.36 ±1.75 B 4.61 ±1.50 A 5.21 ±1.57 A 4.32 ±1.66 A,B 4.00 ±1.75 B 4.14 ±1.76 A,B
4.74 ±1.72 A 5.36 ±1.57 A 3.00 ±1.72 B 5.04 ±1.57 A 4.46 ±1.53 A 4.89 ±1.73 A 3.11 ±1.77 B 4.43 ±1.73 A
No correlations were found between demographic characteristics and light preferences.
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6.3. Discussion of Test Results
The results showed that, in general, users preferred the “relax” condition (i.e., a low color
temperature and a quite low illuminance) for the reading activity and the “concentration” condition
(medium color temperature and medium illuminance) for the relax. “Red” was judged as not suitable
for any activities, while the normative-based conditions were evaluated always as quite good (between
4 and 5 points of the Likert-scale). Beside the “red” condition, which was expected [78] to be worse
than the others, the obtained results are in contrast with both Philips definitions and previous studies.
Iszo [79], for instance, found that people reported to feel more relaxed when the illuminance was lower
and more active when the light was more intense. Viola et al. [80] reported and increased alertness
with blue-enriched white light (17,000 K); Wang et al. [78] demonstrated that relatively lower CCTs
are regarded as more comfortable and preferred for relaxing, while higher CCTs are considered more
comfortable and preferred for working. A possible explanation for the results of the present study may
be found in the different setup and, in particular, in the quantity of light diffused in the environment or
in the glare present on the papers. This lack of generalizability has been already highlighted [78] and
luminance (i.e., the luminous power perceived by the human eye) has been suggested as the variable to
estimate when evaluating visual comfort, instead of illuminance (i.e., the measurement of the amount
of light falling onto (illuminating) and spreading over a given surface area) [37]. This aspect calls for
more studies aimed at defining new light-related metrics and motivates the implementation of the
above-mentioned light conditions in RoomFort (“relax” for reading and “concentration” for relaxing),
though in contrast with what reported by other studies. One last important point to mention is the
inefficacy of the normative-based lights to elicit visual comfort for both the two tested activities.
6.4. Luminous Comfort Settings Deriving from the Tests
The two LCSs, “relax” for the reading activity and “concentration” for the relaxing activity,
depicted in Table 2—obtained by the above-mentioned tests are modelled into the RoomFort ontology,
according to the design pattern presented in Section 5.4. The results of the modelling are provided in
Figure 11, which summarizes the two LCSs and their suggested use inside the hotel room.
Figure 11. The modelling of the two Luminous Comfort Setting (LCS) deriving from the tests conducted
on luminous comfort evaluation. Individuals are represented with diamonds, concepts are represented
with circles, and roles are represented with arrows (dashed arrows indicate datatype properties).
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7. Considerations on the Applicability of RoomFort and Its Validation
This Section highlights some aspects related to RoomFort’s applicability in hotels, the proposed
validation for the prototypical application developed and contextualizes the work in the field of a
novel paradigm for IEQ.
7.1. Comfort as a Service
As RoomFort aims at providing guest-based comfort for some indoor metrics, a novel paradigm
for indoor comfort management has starting to spread: Comfort as a Service (CaaS). In a recent research
paper, Juan Gómez-Romero et al. [81] suggest that dwellers should hand over the control of their
comfort-management systems to a energy-savings companies. The purpose of this action aims at
generating an automatic optimal control strategy for the indoor domestic equipment, able to provide
the inhabitants with adequate comfort levels while ensuring energy-savings. Moreover, CaaS approach
releases building occupants from operating with the comfort equipment, which usually generates
energy wasting, uncomfortable indoor comfort and an increase in costs. The idea suggested in [81]
turns the traditional model of paying per consumed energy in favor of a model of paying per provided
comfort, thus, making comfort a service.
In relation to RoomFort, CaaS relies on a different technological AmI framework, including
also IoT, predictive computing and Big Data to deliver comfort management and energy-saving.
Nevertheless, with particular reference to the hotel industry, the idea of CaaS, in which the guests can
purchase tailored and energy-saving comfort settings, seems to be supported by studies in the tourism
field, as underlined by [32,33]; besides, Buso et al. [29] recently pointed out how guest are willing to
pay an extra charge on the room rate for enjoying more comfortable indoor conditions.
Therefore, RoomFort can potentially be seen as a component of a CaaS system, thus, providing
more comfortable rooms, sustaining energy-saving and meeting guests’ needs, and also generating a
win-win situation for both guests and hotel owners.
7.2. Applicability of RoomFort to Hotellerie
RoomFort relies on semantic representations of comfort, health and device-related concepts
leveraging ontologies to formalize the relationships among these domains of knowledge. Although
Semantic Web technologies are widely used in several fields and applications, their adoption in
everyday life is still a work in progress. Nevertheless, RoomFort’s deployment relies on an architecture
that exploits several well-established concepts and technologies AmI, AAL and CA applications.
One of the limits of RoomFort’s current configuration consists in the possibility to provide to the
hotel guest’s ICF-health data. Although this problem does not jeopardize the adoption of the whole
application, it is mainly caused by the following issues.
ICF is an international standard fully understandable by clinical personnel, but, even if its terms
are quite transparent in their meanings—people who are unaware of the classification functioning may
find it difficult to use. A solution to this issue is represented by the possibility for the guest to have an
ICF-based representation of his/her health condition performed by his/her physician. In this way, the
guest’s health condition will always be portable and can be delivered as (ontological) data.
With regard to the portability of the guest’s health data, it worths noticing that the same approach
can be adopted also for personalized LCS: in this sense, a guest arriving in a hotel can set up
his/her own personalized LCS. This means that the customization of visual comfort inside an indoor
environment can potentially be done even without recurring to reasoning processes; in this particular
case the guest, when booking a hotel room, submits his LCS together with his/her health-related data.
Being a semantic-based application, RoomFort’s wide adoption in hotel industry requires single
accommodations to agree on a common representation of the knowledge related to the guests, their
health condition, the comfort metrics measured, the measurements performed in the room and the
devices to be deployed in the environment (i.e., sensors and actuators). In this way, each hotel may
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rely on a safe and shared model to formalize guests’ data and comfort. Therefore, for a pervasive
adoption of RoomFort hotel industry must agree on a shared and sound ontological description of
the domains of interest, even considering the lack of ontological standards, as described in Sections 2
and 5. Using a shared vocabulary (as the one described in Section 5), each hotel can therefore describe
itself, its rooms and the services it provides. Nonetheless, RoomFort’s horizontal scalability allows
the system to be exploited also for the customization of comfort metrics in relation to other activities
performed in the room (eating, working with a laptop, watching the television, etc.).
RoomFort can be further developed into a Decision Support System (DSS); in fact, being aware of
the guests’ health condition and his/her needs, RoomFort can potentially provide the guest with a set
of most suitable LCS, CO2 concentration, indoor temperature and humidity rate to maximize his/her
comfort; in the particular case of guests afflicted by vision-related, respiratory-related or sensitivity
to temperature-related health problems the expedients provided by the DSS can potentially help the
guests in coping with their impairments while performing specific activities.
Finally, RoomFort—even if originally thought for business travellers due to their particular
necessities—can be adjust to work also for leisure tourists, especially in the context of CaaS,
in which leisure tourists can decide whether to purchase or not an additional, automatic and optimal
comfort settings.
7.3. Proposed Validation Framework of RoomFort Application
Once the RoomFort mobile application will be completed including the possibility of varying
all the comfort metrics potentially changeable within the RoomFort framework, it will be validated
in a study enrolling healthy adults. Participants will be asked to work for half a day (4 h) in the
environment reprising the hotel room (described in Section 6.1.2) with their own laptop (and
paper-based documents) and to relax whenever they like, either on the bed or while staying at
the desk. Before undergoing the study, all the participants will be briefly instructed on the RoomFort
application functionalities and on the variables which they can modify throughout the day. No further
instructions will be given. After the end of the test, participants will be administered a questionnaire
aimed at evaluating (1) whether they liked the possibility to change the environmental conditions,
(2) whether they liked the predefined sets for each activity and (3) whether they would have preferred
not having an application to adjust the different comfort metrics, through 7-point Likert questions.
In addition, System Usability Scale (SUS) [82] and Technology Acceptance (TAM) [83] questionnaires
will be administered too, to evaluate respectively the user-friendliness of the application and its
perceived ease-of-use and usefulness.
8. Conclusions and Future Works
To satisfy guest’s needs, the research proposes RoomFort, a semantic-based application aimed at
providing a holistic comfort experience in the business travellers’ rooms; RoomFort leverages a novel
ontology-based architecture able to personalize indoor comfort metrics inside the room according to
guests’ needs, desires and activities. In this work, the authors focused on the possibility to provide
customized luminous comfort settings suited for two pivotal activities for business travellers: working
and relaxing. The results of a study conducted on 28 participants allowed to model into ontologies
the best luminous comfort settings, which can be included in RoomFort’s semantic knowledge base
with the aim of providing business travellers with the best indoor conditions to ensure alertness
and well-being.
RoomFort’s ontologies can also provide the means to manage indoor CO2 concentration,
temperature and humidity rate, thus, actuating responses from the HVAC system of the hotel room.
Furthermore, leveraging on an international representation of humans’ health conditions, the system
provides the possibility to customize the indoor comfort of the hotel room basing on guest’s needs and
characteristics. This feature can play an important role as an attraction tool for the more demanding
customers but, consequently, can be also a valuable asset for hotel owner—in fact, by reducing the
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uncomfortable feeling and increasing the comfort perception, the attractiveness of the hotel could
exponentially increases. RoomFort’s system architecture assures that no guest personal data is stored
in the hotel environment, so that privacy is preserved.
Future studies foresee the evaluation of RoomFort application for smartphones, following the
validation framework proposed in this work. A set of tests, aimed at validating RoomFort’s capabilities
to actuate modifications in temperature and humidity rate—by triggering the activation of the HVAC
system of the room—will also be deployed; then a test with participants will be aimed at evaluating the
quality of the provided actuation. Together with the management of visual comfort, this feature
can constitute a step towards the adoption of tailored holistic comfort in indoor environments.
Moreover, RoomFort will be tested also with leisure tourists, to understand their possible acceptance
of this technology in the context of providing optimal and energy-saving comfort management as an
additional service.
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Abstract: Evidence of something unusual happening in urban areas can be collected from different
data sources, such as police officers, cameras, or specialized physical infrastructures. In this paper,
we propose using geotagged posts on location-based social networks (LBSNs) to detect crowd
dynamics anomalies automatically as evidence of a potential unusual event. To this end, we use the
Instagram API media/search endpoint to collect the location of the pictures posted by Instagram users
in a given area periodically. The collected locations are summarized by their centroid. The novelty of
our work relies on using the entropy of the sequence of centroid locations in order to detect abnormal
patterns in the city. The proposal is tested on a data set collected from Instagram during seven
months in New York City and validated with another data set from Manchester. The results have also
been compared with an alternative approach, a training phase plus a ranking of outliers. The main
conclusion is that the entropy algorithm succeeds inn finding abnormal events without the need for
a training phase, being able to dynamically adapt to changes in crowd behavior.
Keywords: city behavior; anomaly detection; location-based social networks; data mining algorithms
1. Introduction
Any city management department is interested in detecting unusual events in the urban area as
early as possible. Being aware of any unexpected situation going on in the city allows city management
departments to take action, for instance by controlling traffic or public transportation or informing the
city inhabitants. Many of the detection techniques are based on noticing the unexpected behavior of
groups of people (e.g., abnormally high or low number of citizens) using cameras or other advanced
devices in smart cities. The main drawback of this approach is the need to deploy a specialized physical
infrastructure in the area under study.
To overcome this limitation, location-based social networks (LBSNs) seem to be an interesting
approach: no specific infrastructure is needed to collect the data, but the citizens themselves are the
ones who buy, maintain, and carry the needed mobile devices; and they freely disclose their location
throughout the day by proactively posting pictures or tweets, thus making the process seamless to
them. This paradigm allows collecting a high volume of data, coming from many different users,
distributed throughout all the city, thus becoming a good proxy for representing the behavior of the city.
However, collecting the continuous stream of LBSN data, summarizing and analyzing it, and actually
detecting the anomalies are tasks that may lead to an important computational cost, thus making it
difficult to be applied in real time.
With this trade-off in mind, we propose a novel approach to detect potential anomalies as they
happen with an efficient methodology. The idea is to sample at intervals the location data of Instagram
posts to represent the behavior of citizens. The collected locations at each interval will be summarized
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by their centroid. The novelty of our work relies on the use of entropy to analyze the sequence
of centroid locations (one per interval) in order to detect anomalies. Since entropy measures the
uncertainty of the next event in a sequence, when something unusual happens and the citizens’
locations greatly vary, we expect changes in the value of entropy.
This approach is shown to be quick enough to spot changes in the city behaviors as they happen,
since entropy calculation is an easy iterative process. Although entropy has been traditionally used for
outlier detection in many areas, to our knowledge, there are no previous approaches applying this
strategy to detect crowd dynamics anomalies in urban areas. In this paper, we propose how to go from
location information of a crowd to a sequence of symbols to which Shannon’s entropy definition can
be applied.
The rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 overviews other alternatives to detect anomalies
in crowd behavior, whereas our approach is detailed in Section 3; after that, we present the data
set and how the parameters of the algorithm are selected in Section 4. In Section 5, we validate the
entropy-based methodology for crowd anomalies detection in the city. In Section 6, we discuss the
limitations of our approach. Finally, we discuss the conclusions in Section 7.
2. Related Work
Early detection of unusual events in urban areas is a challenge that has been tackled from
different sides. Besides the video-processing techniques [1,2], the use of public posts shared in social
media has recently constituted a novel focus of attention [3]. Some approaches focus on the shared
content, for example the analysis of text messages to detect events, like in [4] or [5], where Twitter
and Instagram were the data sources. Other proposals go further and try to detect natural disasters,
such as earthquakes [6] or forest fires [7].
However, users’ locations are becoming more important, especially since LBSNs are so popular.
In [8], tweets were collected and assigned to previously-defined regions in intervals of six hours,
which makes the possibility of the early detection of events difficult. Twitter was also used in [9],
where a high activity triggers the system. Later, those tweets were analyzed to know if the event was
already expected or not. In this case, the detection does not work for low activity behaviors, even if
they are rare indeed. The proposal in [10] tried to detect and monitor local social events by applying
clustering (k-means), although this technique requires specifying the number of cluster in advance,
which is not flexible enough for detection purposes.
Previous work also faced crowd detection based on geolocated posts by using density-based
clustering [11,12] without imposing an a priori decision about the number of clusters or their shape.
In spite of having obtained sound and accurate results, its computation cost suggests applying this
approach only when other evidence of unexpected behavior has been detected.
All works above face the problem of identifying events that do not match an expected pattern,
which is established by applying both supervised or unsupervised machine learning approaches.
Once a regular pattern is defined, any anomaly detection technique may be applied. However,
a pattern-based approach implies a two-step process, whose success depends on the availability of
training data and, more importantly, on the ability to maintain an up-to-date pattern throughout time.
On the contrary, entropy-based outlier detection, the novel approach in this paper, exploits the entropy
behavior to minimize both drawbacks: (i) anomalous data increase the entropy values, so no previous
patterns are needed, and (ii) the entropy levels are continuously adapted as long as new geolocated
data are extracted from social media.
3. Problem Definition and Methodology
The goal of the methodology proposed in this paper is to detect potential anomalies quickly in
the city by inspecting the behavior of the crowds populating it. These anomalies serve as proxies of
unexpected or unusual events happening in the city now. Therefore, they could serve as warnings for
the city service managers to react in time when needed.
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The problem scenario is as follows. We consider the locations of the people distributed throughout
a specific city and summarize them by their centroid. The centroid location changes throughout the
day and also depends on the day itself. However, how the location changes throughout a particular
day is similar if we compare the same day of the week (e.g., Tuesdays) across different weeks, except
when an abnormal or unexpected event is taking place. Thus, we need to determine and track the
location of the centroid at intervals, to detect deviations from the normal weekly track, for each day of
the week.
Breaking the problem into its parts, the general methodology proposed is as follows:
1. First, we need to obtain the data representing the distribution of the people all over the
considered city.
2. The next step is to identify the location of the people’s concentration. Then, the crowd tracking
generates a sequence of locations that represent the crowd behavior, for each day, separately.
3. Then, we need to measure how “normal” or “unexpected” the behavior represented by the
locations sequence is.
4. In order to deal with such an amount of data, we need to summarize the data through some
indicator that is fast to retrieve, as well as expressive enough so as to reflect anomalies.
5. Finally, we need to detect possible abnormal behaviors from the previous measurements.
Our proposal is implemented as follows. In order to determine people locations, we used data
collected from Instagram: we obtained the location of the pictures posted by this LBSN’s users
throughout the city, and we grouped them into time periods, T.
Three time intervals, T, were tested: 15, 30, and 60 min. For shorter time intervals (less than
15 min), the number of posts would not be statistically significant in order to detect behavioral
variations reliably (with the Instagram API, we obtained up to 200 posts on average every 15 min).
On the other hand, longer time intervals would introduce too much delay when detecting an event.
Thus, each day of the week was divided into 15–60 min chunks, and the data about the posts in each
chunk provided by Instagram were aggregated to compute the distribution of the geotagged Instagram
posts in the city.
We assumed that the variations in the geographical distribution of geotagged posts in Instagram
could be used to track variations in the location of the whole population in the city. In other words,
we assumed that any event that produced an abnormally high or low number of citizens in an area
would reflect in the geotagged post distribution on Instagram. See Section 6 for a discussion on content
bias in crowd-sourced geographic information.
Once we had the locations of posts in the last T period, the centroid of the locations was calculated
to summarize the data at each interval, using the Haversine distance, since the points are on the
Earth’s surface.
After that, we need to transform the centroid coordinates (one per interval) into the symbolic
domain, which allows computing the entropy of the sequence later on. In order to do so, the city was
split into S × S non-overlapping cells of the same size. Then, each cell was labeled with a symbol.
The position of the centroid at each temporal interval was identified by the symbol of the cell that
enclosed that position. Thus, the city behavior was expressed as a sequence of symbols. We tested
different grid resolutions, from 3 × 3–9 × 9.
Next, we quantified the behavior of the centroid movement as the deviation from the expected
uncertainty of that centroid movement. People movements have some degree of randomness, as shown
in [13], and so does the behavior of the resulting crowd. However, big deviations from the expected
value of uncertainty can potentially unveil unexpected events. This way, we allowed the centroid
movement to have the expected level of randomness, but we aimed to capture the times in which that
randomness was too different from the expected value. One way to measure the expected uncertainty
of a sequence of symbols pertaining to an alphabet L is through the information theory concept
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of Shannon entropy. We will now introduce the concept of entropy and its practical interpretation.
A wider review on this topic can be found in [14,15].
Let X be a discrete random variable taking values on an alphabet L , |L | being the cardinality of
the alphabet, with Probability Mass Function (PMF) Pr (X = l) = p (l) , ∀l ∈ L . Then, the Shannon
entropy of X can be written as:
H = − ∑
l∈L
p(l) log2 p(l) (1)
where the base two logarithm denotes that the resulting entropy value is measured in bits and where
p(l) is the probability of symbol l. Paying attention to the practical meaning of entropy, H measures
the expected “surprise” or uncertainty enclosed by the random variable X.
Since the probability mass function p(l) is not available, and our data were not an infinite sequence




, 0 ≤ i ≤ n (2)
where Nl,i is the number of appearance of location l in the sequence from the beginning up to time
interval i and n is the total number of time intervals.
Applying this to the entropy formula, for each time interval, i, we have:
H(i) = − ∑
l∈L
p(l, i) log2 p(l, i) (3)
As we will explain later, at each interval, we will calculate the entropy from the beginning of
the sequence up to that interval, H, and also the entropy considering just the last win symbols of the





, win ≤ i ≤ n (4)
where Nwl,i is the number of appearances of location l in the last win symbols of the sequence (from
i − win + 1–i).
Finally, we inspect the values of the entropy calculated at each time interval i, H(i), or Hwin(i),
depending on whether we consider the entropy from the beginning of the last win symbols, and label as
potential anomalies those samples with higher entropy differences with respect to the previous value.
In the next section, this methodology is applied to a specific scenario, analyzing the
parameter selection (time interval duration, grid size, entropy calculation details) and discussing
the results obtained.
4. Experiment and Parameter Selection
4.1. Data Set
After analyzing the pros and cons of different LBSNs, we finally decided to use Instagram as our
data source, since at the time of beginning our investigation (January 2016): (i) it did not limit the
location linked to posts, directly being the GPS location, so its posts were not biased by the venues’
locations (as happens with Foursquare); (ii) it was possible to collect posts shared within a specific
geographic area; Instagram has already more monthly active users than Twitter, thus becoming
important to be able to bound the posts we are interested in; and (iii) its API goes also further than
Twitter since it imposes less call restrictions (500 calls/hour for Sandbox mode, 5000 calls/hour for
Live mode (The Sandbox mode is a test mode with more restricted call limits. After submitting
your application for review to Instagram, the application can be switched to Live mode, with higher
request limits).
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We used the Instagram API media/search endpoint (https://www.instagram.com/developer/
endpoints/media/) to extract the posts published in real time in a given area, setting the latitude and
longitude of the center and using a maximum radius of up to 5 km. Each call to the media/search
endpoint returns the most recent posts, up to 20 results. The data were extracted using a script in R,
which performs iterative calls to the API, obtaining the data in JSON format and converting them to
an R data frame, which can be saved in R native format.
In this section, we apply the previous methodology to the specific scenario of New York City
during a time span of 7 months. We extracted geotagged data using the Instagram API media/search
endpoint, setting the center of the area in Times Square (40.756667 N, 73.986389 W) and using the
maximum radius allowed (5 km), from 23 August 2015–28 February 2016, which covered: (a) special
days, when the city is traditionally more crowded like Christmas time; (b) unusual days, such as
the weekend when Storm Jonas hit the United States, as we will see later; and (c) days that are
considered normal, when no special events or phenomena are expected to happen. During this period,
4,335,880 posts were collected, an average of 22,677.48 post per day. They were grouped into time
intervals of 15 min (greater time intervals were obtained by aggregating the post of one or more
consecutive chunks).
4.2. Parameter Selection
As explained in Section 3, there are two parameters related to the centroid tracking step: the
frequency at which the centroid location is sampled, T (i.e., the time interval length during which
location data are aggregated); and the square size, S, when splitting the city into a labeled grid. Besides,
when calculating entropy, we realized that considering the location sequence from the beginning to each
interval, i, led to very small variations in the results after a few weeks. This is because as more samples
are available to calculate p(l, i), more samples are needed to notice a change, whereas unexpected
events last, at most, one day, i.e., 96 samples with T = 15. For this reason, we tested a windowed
version of the entropy calculation with the window size, win, ranging from 2 weeks–2 months. Finally,
to avoid changes when comparing work days with weekends, we divided the data set by day of
the week and applied the analysis comparing the same day. Figure 1 shows some combinations of
parameters for one of the days of the week (Thursdays). Other combinations were tested, which are
not shown here for brevity.
Figure 1 shows clear differences among all the versions, the main one being the window used
for entropy calculation, which allows for changes to be noticed. We can see that with large T and
small S, we observe too many variations in entropy to allow detecting real anomalies, while large S
flatten the variations too much, not allowing them to be detected. On the other hand, without the
window, the entropy flattens when the sequence is sufficiently long, which prevents detecting changes.
In conclusion, T of 15 or 30 min, S between 5 × 5 and 7 × 7, and win between 4 and 6 weeks seem good.
To decide which combination of parameters T, S. and win works best, we applied the following
procedure. First, we identified known special days and annotated the specific dates (Table 1).
Next, using the data represented in Figure 1, we ordered the days regarding the entropy difference with
respect to the previous value in descending order (i.e., we ordered the entropy values from the first
more likely to reflect an unexpected behavior in the city to the least likely one, and annotated its date),
aggregating all days of the week. Then, we checked for each of the ordered days if it corresponded
to any of the ones in Table 1. Figure 2 represents the percentage of special days in that table detected
when considering the ordered list from top to bottom. For instance, if there are 10 special days out of
100 total days and in the first 10 ordered days, there are 2 special ones, then that means that we can spot
20% of the special days (y-axis) when considering 10% (x-axis) of the total number of days. The ideal
case would be to spot 100% of special days by analyzing the minimum total days (i.e., all special days
are the ones with the highest entropy difference with respect to the previous day).
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Figure 1. Entropy evolution of Thursdays for different values of time interval (T min), grid resolution
(S), and sequence window (win weeks).
Table 1. Special events considered.
Date Event
12 October 2015 Columbus Day
12 October 2015 Halloween
11 November 2015 Veterans Day
26 November 2015 Thanksgiving Day
24 December 2015 Christmas’ Eve
25 December 2015 Christmas
31 December 2015 New Year’s Eve
1 January 2016 New Year
In Figure 2, we plot the results of this analysis for different parameter combinations of T, S, and
W. With W = 4 weeks, we can spot up to 55% of special days in the first 20% of the total ordered
days. Therefore, in order to identify the highest number possible by considering the least number
of total days, a window of 4 weeks is preferable, combined with T = 15 min and any grid size
(both S = 5 × 5 and S = 7 × 7 overlap). Besides these results, something even more interesting came
up during the analysis. Taking a look at the steepest changes in entropy (the top values in the ordered
list), we further analyzed the contents of the posts and discovered that three of the days at the top
of the list corresponded to an unknown event for us: the Comic Con conference, held in New York
during 8–11 October (The identification of the cause of the event was made in this work by manually
inspecting the posts of that day. In another independent work, we showed how a story detection
process can be used (using natural language processing) to find out what is happening in an area [16]).
That discovery ignited the expectations regarding the method proposed as one to capture unexpected
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behaviors quickly in the city for further analysis using more computationally-expensive techniques to
understand exactly what is going on.
Figure 2. Abnormal day detection percentages for win = 4 weeks.
5. Validation
In this section, we validate the entropy-based methodology for crowd anomalies detection.
First, we compare the abnormal days detected in the data set described in Section 4.1 using our
technique with the ones detected using a different approach. Second, we test the effectiveness of our
technique with a different data set.
5.1. Comparison with Results Obtained Using an Alternative Approach
In Section 4.2, we compared the abnormal days detected using the entropy evolution against a list
of special days (mainly holidays) previously identified in Table 1. In this section, we will compare the
consistency of our results with the ones obtained using a different approach. We will first explain the
alternative approach considered and then compare the results.
5.1.1. Alternative Approach
In [12], we defined the criteria to identify moderate and extreme outliers by comparing (i) the
clusters obtained applying the clustering algorithm to the real-time data (real-time clustering) and
(ii) the clusters in the reference clustering (the behavioral pattern of the city). Both clustering results
(reference clustering and real-time clustering) are characterized by a set of clusters, which are specified
by two features per cluster: the number of data points and their location.
Note that this approach uses, from the 22 weeks of the data set, 20 weeks as the training set and
the other two as a test set. With the training set, we obtain the average location and size of the crowds
in the area for each day of the week at each half-hour interval (reference clustering). With the test set,
we check the validity of the model (real-time clustering).
Four values or thresholds that define four types of outliers characterize the reference clustering:
LMO (Lower Moderate Outlier; LEO (Lower Extreme Outlier); UMO (Upper Moderate Outlier);
and UEO (Upper Extreme Outlier). In order to obtain these four thresholds, we adopted the traditional
approach [17,18] as our starting point. As explained in [19], an outlier is an observation that lies
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an abnormal distance from other values. We can display the observations in a box plot with the median
and the lower and upper quartiles (defined as the 25th and 75th percentiles). We define the lower
quartile as Q1, the upper quartile as Q3, and the difference (Q3 − Q1) as the interquartile range (IQR).
Then, according to [17], we define the following values (often called fences):
UpperOutlier(UO) = Q3 + δ × IQR
LowerOutlier(LO) = Q1 − δ × IQR
where δ = 1.5 is used for moderate outliers (UMO and LMO) and δ = 3 for extreme outliers (UEO and
LEO). These values of δ are the standards in exploratory data analysis ([17,19]). However, and in order
to avoid negative numbers, we have redefined the lower limits as follows:
LMO = min(Q1 − 1.5 × IQR, minPoints)
LEO = min(Q1 − 3 × IQR, 0)
This definition reflects that a cluster in the real-time clustering should be considered with an unusually
low number of points when it is lower than the minPoints used to obtain the reference clustering,
and extremely low when the cluster is empty.
Therefore, identifying an outlier is as simple as comparing the number of data points in a cluster
belonging to the real-time clustering with the number of points in the correspondent cluster in the
reference cluster. Consequently, if the value is greater than the UEO, we know that the activity should
be considered highly abnormal; if the value is greater than the UMO, but lower than the UEO, we know
that the activity should be considered as unexpected; if the value is lower than the LEO, we know that
the activity should be considered highly abnormal; and finally, if the value is lower than the LMO,
but greater than the LEO, the activity should be considered as unexpected.
The essential issue here is to know which is the cluster in the reference cluster that should be used
for the previous comparison, i.e., which is the cluster in the reference cluster that fits the cluster under
study. In order to determine this important aspect, we have defined the distance between two clusters








were nCx is the number of points in the cluster Cx and distxiy is the distance between a point cxi ,
which belongs to cluster Cx, and the cluster Py. Our definition of this distance, between a point and a
cluster, is the following one:
distxiy = min(dist(cxi, pyj)), ∀pyj ∈ Py
i.e., it is the distance between the point cxi and the closest point that belongs to Py.
Finally, a cluster Cx is considered to fit the reference cluster Py if it holds that:
Py = arg min(distxy)/distxy ≤ ε (5)
The definitions above allow us to compare both clustering by comparing individually each cluster
in the real-time clustering with all the clusters in the reference clustering as follows:
1. When a cluster in the real-time clustering fits (according to Equation (5)) a cluster in the reference
clustering, the number of points in the former is compared to the four thresholds in order to find
out if there is any kind of anomaly.
2. If more than one cluster in the real-time clustering fits the same cluster in the reference clustering,
they will be considered as a unique cluster, i.e., they are merged. Then, the number of points in
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the merged clusters is compared with the four thresholds in order to find out if there is any kind
of anomaly.
3. All the clusters in the real-time clustering that do not fit any cluster in the reference clustering
are considered as Position Outliers (PO), since it entails that we have detected activity in the
real-time clustering in areas where it was not expected according to the reference clustering.
4. If no cluster in the reference clustering fits a cluster in the real-time clustering, we consider that
the cluster exists with zero points, and it is considered as a Position Outlier (PO), since there is
not activity in a specific area where it is expected according to the reference clustering.
As a result of the comparison between the real-time clustering and the reference clustering,
we will have a set of clusters that constitutes the difference clustering. The analysis of this difference
clustering allowed us to infer if the activity in the area under study was the expected one or if it shows
some outliers [12].
5.1.2. Ranking of Outliers with the Alternative Approach
The analysis of the difference clustering in [12] is not enough to obtain an ordered ranking of the
detected outliers. This ranking, although it is not essential to detect anomalies, is useful to compare
different detection methods, the main objective of the work introduced in this paper.
With this aim, we have established the following set of rules that jointly constitutes a metric
that allows us to assign a value or mark, the DoA (Degree of Anomaly), to each cluster in the
difference clustering:
1. if the cluster has a Number of Points (NoP) greater than the LMO and lower than the UMO,
the DoA is zero, i.e., the cluster represents an expected or normal behavior.
2. If the cluster has an NoP greater than the UMO, the DoA is the result of subtracting the UMO
from the NoP. This applies for those clusters.
3. If the cluster has an NoP lower than the LMO, the DoA is the result of subtracting the NoP form
the LMO.
4. If the cluster is a Position Outlier (PO), the DoA is the result of adding its NoP to the maximum
DoA calculated for the other clusters in the difference clustering.
The result of adding the obtained values for all the clusters in the difference clustering is the
Degree of Anomaly (DoA) of the difference clustering.
5.1.3. Results and Discussion
In Figures 3 and 4, we show the days in the data set ordered according to entropy-based anomaly
detection and to the (DoA) of the difference clustering, respectively.
First, we have to establish a threshold (both in entropy and in DoA) between the days that we
consider normal and anomalous. To set this threshold, we considered the point where the slope of
the graphs was −1. In Figures 3 and 4, we show in dotted lines the trend line, which is exponential
in the case of the entropy and follows a power trend line in the case of DoA. We also show the point
where the slope of the trend line equals −1. Considering this threshold, the number of abnormal days
detected is 16 with the entropy approach and 11 with the DoA approach. Visually examining the
graphs, we see that the threshold chosen in the case of DoA corresponds to where there is a rapid rise
in the DoA value, while in the case of entropy, we observe a change in trend around Day 27. However,
we stick to the thresholds obtained above.
With these thresholds, the list of abnormal days detected with both approaches is shown in
Table 2, together with the position in the rank of each algorithm. We can see that three days appear as
anomalous in both algorithms: 10 October 2015, 24 Dedember 2015, and 24 January 2016. One of them
corresponds to Christmas Eve, while the two others correspond to events not predicted in Table 1:
the New York Comic Con 2015 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_Comic_Con and the winter
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storm Jonas https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/January_2016_United_States_blizzard. Other potentially
abnormal days identified in Table 2 are not pointed out as such by any of the algorithms, e.g., Columbus
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Figure 4. Days in the data set ordered according to the degree of anomaly of the difference clustering.
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Table 2. Abnormal days detected using entropy and DoA.
Date Entropy Rank DoA Rank Event
16 September 2015 9 -
8 October 2015 3 Comic Con
9 October 2015 1 Comic Con
10 October 2015 15 2 Comic Con
11 October 2015 9 Comic Con
14 October 2015 4 -
24 October 2015 10 -
1 November 2015 10 Day after Halloween
2 November 2015 13 -
25 November 2015 5 Thanksgiving long weekend
28 November 2015 7 Thanksgiving long weekend
29 November 2015 11 Thanksgiving long weekend
22 December 2015 3 Days before Christmas
23 December 2015 1 Days before Christmas
24 December 2015 6 8 Christmas’ Eve
25 December 2015 5 Christmas
31 December 2015 11 New Year’s Eve
1 January 2016 7 New Year
14 January 2016 4 -
15 January 2016 14 -
19 January 2016 16 -
21 January 2016 8 Storm Jonas
23 January 2016 12 Storm Jonas
24 January 2016 2 6 Storm Jonas
Examining the list of abnormal days in Table 2, we observe the following:
• The algorithms needed some history to compare past behaviors with present behaviors and to
be able to decide if one day was abnormal or not. We have established this initial transient in
four weeks. 16 September was the fist day after this transient period, and it was still considered
abnormal by the entropy algorithm, not so by the DoA algorithm.
• The entropy algorithm better detected consecutive abnormal days, for example long weekends
around a holiday, e.g., Thanksgiving, or events lasting several days, e.g., the winter storm Jonas.
Note that a travel ban was instituted for New York City for 23–24 January during the storm Jonas
and that this was one of the top abnormal days for both algorithms.
• On the other hand, the entropy algorithm tended to point out as anomalous wrongly the days
following really anomalous days. As it used a four-week window for calculating the entropy, if in
the last four weeks, there were several abnormal days, e.g., the Christmas holidays, then the days
of the week after Christmas appeared to be different from the previous ones and appeared high
in the entropy rank. However, this feature is important for adapting to city changes, e.g., street
closures for long-term works.
With these results, we can validate that the entropy approach worked well at detecting abnormal
events in the city when compared with an algorithm that was trained with the whole data set but
two weeks. The first advantage of the entropy-based outlier detection is that no previous patterns
for training are needed, since it is continuously learning from the location of the posts obtained
from Instagram. After an initial transient period of four weeks, anomalous data increase the entropy
values and abnormal events start to be detected. The second advantage is that the entropy levels are
continuously adapted as long as new geolocated data are extracted from social media. New patterns
are learned. and older patterns are forgotten, adapting to the evolution of the city.
Regarding the computational cost of the entropy algorithm, it is very simple and can be
implemented in real time with low resource consumption. Since we used the windowed version
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of the entropy, Hwin, the computation cost of the entropy depended on the number of symbols in the
sequence, win, and the cardinality of the alphabet |L | (i.e., the number of possible different symbols
in our distribution). In our case, the cardinality of the alphabet was the number of cells in the grid in
which we divided the city. Assuming a grid of S × S cells, |L | = S2. Both quantities are constant and
small, and Equation (3) can be computed in a fixed, short time.
All the results presented so far were obtained using the New York data set. We will check next if
the algorithm works well with the same parameters used before in a very different data set.
5.2. Validation with a Different Data Set
To validate the selected parameters, we applied them to another data set obtained in a city with
different characteristics. We collected geolocated Instagram posts in Manchester for four months.
Figure 5 shows the entropy evolution of Tuesdays using the same parameters chosen for the
New York data set in Section 4.2: win = 4, T = 15, S = 5 × 5. We can observe a remarkable
increase in entropy on 23 May, following the terrorist attack on the evening of 22 May 2017 https:
//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manchester_Arena_bombing. This was by far the day with the highest
entropy increase in all the data set, with an increment of 0.22.
Figure 5. Entropy evolution in the Manchester data set with the selected parameters.
6. Limitations
One of the limitations of using Instagram or any other social network to detect anomalous events
is that it is very sensitive to changes in API policies. At the time we carried out the New York data
capture campaign (end of 2015 and beginning of 2016), the Instagram API media/search endpoint
allowed recovering data from any moment in the past, between two timestamps (you can see the
API at the time of our data capture campaign at the Internet Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/
20150531210319/https://instagram.com/developer/endpoints/media/), so our data set could be
re-extracted later by anyone (for example, if she/he would like to reproduce our study). This is not
possible anymore. Besides, since June 2016, for privacy reasons, the media/search endpoint in Sandbox
mode was limited to return just the media you uploaded from that location. To have access to the
public content published by others, you need to submit your application to Instagram for approval for
the Live mode. This was not required when we made the New York capture campaign.
Another limitation of our approach is about how the Instagram API media/search endpoint
provides geolocated posts. The location of the post was obtained from the latitude and longitude
where the photo was taken (provided by the device). However, Instagram does not provide public
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information about the percentage of Instagram posts that contain geolocation. According to the survey
study in [20], 30% of the respondents said they geotag all posts, and 30% said they never geotag
posts; however, 60% claimed to geotag some of their posts, and about 10% claimed to geotag half or
more of their posts. Although an accurate percentage cannot be provided without the official data
from Instagram, taking into consideration the information in [21], it could be claimed that geotagged
posts increase engagement up to 79%. Additionally, we can argue that Instagram is one of the most
geolocated social networks, since the percentage of geolocated posts in Twitter was just 1% in 2014 [22],
the same year as the study in [21].
A possible question is whether there may be events of interest that may not be detected using
Instagram because they were not attractive to their users. In this work, we are interested in detecting
unusual events such as emergencies. In [23], the authors presented the results of a study on citizens’
perception of social media in emergencies conducted in Germany. The study highlighted that around
24% of people have used social media during an emergency to share information. When asked about
what types of information they share, 37% of the times they share the location and some photo or
video. According to this study, we expect emergency events to be identifiable on Instagram, as we
have found in the two study cases (New York and Manchester) presented in this paper.
Finally, some recent papers ([24,25]) studied content bias in crowd-sourced geographic
information in OpenStreetMap, depending on the country and the culture. Another work presented
a similar study during disasters ([26]). It is difficult to know if there are deviations of this nature in
the data we obtained from Instagram. We do not know the information that could be relevant to
study these biases, such as age, nationality, cultural level, etc., of post authors. However, we believe
that our use of social networks (specifically Instagram) differs from that of OpenStreetMap in these
works in two important aspects. First, the posts we obtained were generated in a very limited are
(radius of 5 km), so we did not expect great differences in demographic and social characteristics of
the post authors. Second, in OpenStreetMap, the geographic information is explicitly crowd-sourced
by the users (they make an explicit action to send the information), while in our work, we collected the
geographic information from Instagram without the users being aware that they were participating
in this process. We believe that this unnoticed collection process protects against the biases that
occur when the user explicitly sends the information. Anyway, these aspects remain open and need
further investigation.
7. Conclusions
This paper proposes a new entropy-based methodology for early detection of anomalies in urban
areas that exploits the location data of the posts published on LBSNs. The proposal uses a centroid
as the single geographic point summarizing the pulse of the city, the location of which is tracked to
detect changes in its entropy evolution. Although more than one point could be used to represent the
citizens’ movement all around the area under study, working only with one centroid allows obtaining
quick and sound results.
From the time sequence of centroids that summarize the pulse of the city, just the last W weeks
were considered, and the centroids were discretized into an S × S grid. We studied different values of
the parameters, and we found the best results with W = 4 and S = 5. We then used the entropy of the
discretized sequence of centroid locations in the last W weeks to detect anomalies.
The main advantage of our algorithm is that there is no training phase, so the algorithm starts
detecting abnormal days from the beginning, with good results after the first W weeks. Another
advantage of our approach is that it can adapt to changes in the dynamics of the city, since at the
same time it learns new patterns from current posts, it forgets old (more than W weeks old) patterns.
The algorithm is simple and fast, so it can be executed in real time with low resource consumption.
The validation was done with seven months of geolocated data from Instagram posts published in
NYC. Apart from correctly identifying up to 55% of expected abnormal days (Christmas, holidays, etc.),
the solution was able to discover events we were not aware of, where an unusual pattern was clearly
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detected by our proposed methodology, and further analysis of the content of the posts uncovered the
reason. The parameters selected were also validated with other data set, from Manchester, where the
effects of a terrorist attack in the entropy of the crowd dynamics can be observed.
We are currently working on two lines: on the one hand, extending the algorithm to work with
more than one centroid (two, three) representing the movement of the whole population in the city;
on the other hand, the analysis presented in this paper shows the changes (of entropy or DoA) at a day
level. This analysis can be presented at shorter intervals (every 15 or 30 min) to show sudden changes
in the city as they occur.
In this work, we have considered aggregation of Instagram posts at fixed time intervals (15, 30,
and 60 min). As future work, other forms of aggregation of posts can be investigated. Posts could be
aggregated in variable length time intervals, aggregating a constant number of posts (e.g., 200 post)
per time interval, so that the time intervals would be shorter or larger depending on the activity (the
number of posts) on Instagram. Surely, this could help detect the events that cause a large number of
posts faster.
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Abstract: Cost-effective delivery of massive data content is a pressing challenge facing modern
mobile communication networks. In the literature, two primary approaches to tackle this challenge
are service-tier differentiation and personalized proactive content caching. However, these two
approaches have not been integrated and studied in a unified framework. This paper proposes an
integrated proactive content delivery scheme that jointly exploits the availability of multiple service
tiers and multi-user behavior prediction. Three optimal algorithms and one heuristic algorithm
are introduced to solve the cost-minimization problems of multi-user proactive content delivery
under different modelling assumptions. The performance of the proposed scheme is systematically
investigated to reveal the impacts of proactive window size, service-tier price ratio, and traffic cost
model on the system performance.
Keywords: proactive content delivery; differentiated services; redundant capacity; secondary traffic
1. Introduction
The rapid proliferation of smart phones and mobile Internet has driven an explosive growth of
mobile data traffic demand. According to Cisco’s report [1], global mobile data traffic will reach 49
exabytes per month by 2021. Among various types of mobile applications, content delivery (e.g., web
browsing, video streaming) consumes the majority of the mobile data traffic. A Cisco report [1]
estimated that video content will account for 78% of the world’s total mobile traffic in 2021. However,
the high price of mobile data plan (e.g., cost per Mbyte) is still one of the main factors prohibiting
the ubiquitous adoption of mobile video applications. Therefore, significant research interests have
been attracted in designing a mobile content delivery network that is cost-friendly to massive content
delivery services.
Contradicting the high price of mobile data plan, the overall utilization of the mobile
communication network’s capacity is relatively low. This is because the mobile traffic demand varies
significantly across space and time [2–5], while the network is typically built to accommodate the peak
traffic demand. Consequently, a large amount of “redundant capacity” (i.e., the difference between the
actual traffic load and the network capacity) is not used during off-peak hours [6], resulting in a low
overall utilization of the network. It is widely anticipated that improving the network utilization can
help to reduce the cost per bit for mobile operators and ultimately the price per bit for mobile users.
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A wide range of different approaches have been studied to improve the network capacity
utilization. These approaches can be broadly categorized into two types: network-centric approach
and price-centric approach. The former focuses on improving the technical efficiency of the network,
which can ultimately reduce the operational expenses (OPEX) and/or capital expenses (CAPEX) of
mobile operators. Within this category, “green radio” [7–9] aims to dynamically adjust the number
of powered-on base stations (BSs) to match the actual traffic demand, so that the OPEX (mainly the
cost of electricity consumption) can be reduced. Another approach called “proactive mobile edge
caching” [10–18] aims to push popular (i.e., frequently requested) content in advance and cache them
in the mobile edge network or even in end-user devices, so that on-demand traffic is off-loaded to the
edge network or to off-peak hours. In practice, Netflix’s content delivery network (CDN), named Open
Connect, can deploy servers at Internet exchange points (IXPs) and inside Internet service providers
(ISPs) without operating either a backbone network or data centers, and pre-load contents on its servers
during off-peak times to reduce the amount of transit traffic [19]. Furthermore, the hybrid CDN–P2P
solutions, integrating P2P into the current CDN architectures, were proposed to maximize throughput
and reduce expenses [20]. This load-balancing approach helps to ease the pressure of network capacity
expansion, so that the CAPEX can be reduced.
The second category is the price-centric approach. The rationale is to introduce diverse
communication service tiers [21,22] with differentiated prices to end users. The service tiers and
prices are allowed to be changed flexibly, such that the network utilization can be improved via market
dynamics. Within this category, time-based data pricing schemes [23–30] (i.e., different traffic pricing
during different hours in a day) are designed to attract users through special discounts in off-peak
hours. This coarse-grain approach can help to smooth the temporal variation of traffic load, but is
unable to balance the spatial traffic variation. Moreover, traffic from cheaper data plans may affect the
quality-of-service (QoS) of traffic from normal data plans, resulting in a degraded quality-of-experience
(QoE) for normal users in off-peak hours.
An alternative price-centric approach is service-based data pricing schemes [31–38], which allow
the mobile operator (i.e., mobile ISP) to offer differentiated communication service tiers associated with
different prices. Paper [31] derived the optimal service qualities and associated prices for an ISP with
the consideration of capacity constraints and user characteristics. Paper [32] addressed the problem
of ISP service tier design based on specific requirements of the applications such as web browsing
and video streaming. Financial portfolio theory was applied to develop an optimization model in [33].
Various technical, economical, and social aspects of Internet service differentiation were discussed
in [34–38]. Generally speaking, compared with time-based data pricing schemes, service-based data
pricing schemes offer more flexibility and greater commercial incentive. Therefore, the 5th generation
(5G) mobile communication network has incorporated new technologies, such as network slicing, to
enable mobile ISPs to offer differentiated service tiers.
The above-mentioned studies on mobile content delivery have mostly taken a perspective from
the mobile ISPs, who are essentially data pipes and have limited knowledge about user behavior and
preference. In a parallel research field of content recommendation [39–42], it has been established that
the content providers (CPs), such as YouTube and Netflix, can play an active role in content delivery.
The reason is that CPs hold the data of users’ content preferences and historical access behavior. For
general human behavior [39,40], especially for wireless data users [41,42], there is substantial evidence
showing that their content consumption behaviors are fairly predictable at a fine-grain timescale (from
minutes to hours). Such personalized, fine-grain information enables CPs to predict users’ content
demand, so that traditional proactive caching schemes can be personalized and become more effective.
As a result, CP-centric personalized content delivery, as an alternative to the traditional ISP-centric
content delivery, has attracted increasing research interests lately.
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Previous studies on mobile content delivery have either taken an ISP-centric perspective or a
CP-centric perspective. To our best knowledge, studies that unify both perspectives are still rare. In
this paper, we propose a content delivery scheme that integrates both perspectives. Our scheme can
simultaneously exploit the availability of differentiated services tiers and the predictability of user
behavior. The main contributions of our paper are as follows. First, we propose a proactive content
delivery scheme with service-tier awareness and user behavior prediction for the purpose of cost
reduction. Second, considering a baseline scheme of proactive content delivery with one time-slot, we
derive the optimal content delivery policy that can minimize the long-term cost. Third, considering a
generalized scheme of multi-time-slot proactive content delivery, we propose a near-optimal heuristic
algorithm for cost reduction. The performances of the proposed schemes are systematically evaluated
to reveal key insights into the impacts of various system parameters on the cost.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system model.
Sections 3 and 4 formulate and analyze the problems of proactive content delivery in single-time-slot
and multi-time-slot cases, respectively. Numerical results are presented in Section 5. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2. System Model
2.1. Model of Communication Service Tiers
We consider a system consisting of a CP, an ISP, and N users. The content data is delivered from
the CP to users via the ISP, as shown in Figure 1. For simplicity, we assume that the ISP offers two
service tiers: a primary traffic (PT) service and a secondary traffic (ST) service. For concreteness, we
further assume that the ST only utilizes the redundant capacity of the network [6]. This assumption has
two implications. First, ST has a strictly lower priority than PT, therefore the unit cost of ST (e.g., dollar
per kilo bytes) is also cheaper than PT. The ratio of ST cost over PT cost is denoted as β, where
0 ≤ β ≤ 1. Second, the capacity of ST is upper bounded by the redundant capacity of the network.
The total system capacity is dependent on the infrastructure deployment and network planning of the
ISP. Once a network is rolled out, the system capacity is relatively stable. Redundant capacity is given
by the difference between the system capacity and the primary traffic volume. Because the primary
traffic volume fluctuates over time, the redundant capacity also changes dynamically. In practice,
redundant capacity can be estimated by subtracting the pre-defined system capacity by the primary
traffic load, which can be measured in real-time. We note that our paper focuses on the problem of
proactive content delivery, which has a time-scale of seconds or minutes. Within such a time scale,
the volume of redundant capacity can be treated as fixed. Therefore, our model captures the daily
traffic fluctuation by a single parameter Crt, which indicates the currently available redundant capacity,












Figure 1. Illustration of the system model.
Within each service tier, the total traffic cost C(L) is a function of the traffic load L. The cost
is interpreted as the cost to the ISP for secondary service provision (i.e., transmit more data using
redundant capacity). It is assumed that such a cost of the ISP is proportional to the cost of CP to access
communication services provided by the ISP. Two cost models are considered in our paper. One is the
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simple case of volume-based or linear cost, which means the cost per unit traffic remains unchanged
regardless of the traffic load L. In this case, we have Cl(L) = kl L, where the cost is linearly proportional
to the traffic load. Another case is quadratic cost, where Cq(L) = kqL2. This is a commonly used
model in the literature [18] to reflect the fact that the cost to the ISP to support higher data rates scales
non-linearly with the data rate. Such a nonlinear scaling is rooted in Shannon’s capacity formula: once
the physical bandwidth is fixed, the data rate can be improved by increasing the transmit power, but
with diminishing returns. In the literature, the cost–traffic volume function is commonly approximated
by a quadratic function for analytical convenience [18].
2.2. Model of User Behavior
We assume that time is slotted into unit intervals and indexed by t. It is assumed that the CP is
able to make probabilistic predictions on the users’ content request behavior based on historical trace.
The prediction tells that user n (n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}) will consume a total of ξn,t amount of data at time
slot t with probability pn,t, where 0 ≤ ξn,t < ∞ and 0 ≤ pn,t ≤ 1. A random binary variable is used to




0, 1 − pn,t
(1)
It is assumed that multiple users’ arrival and content consumption behaviors are independent
from each other. Furthermore, user demands are assumed to be cyclic-stationary. This assumption
is supported by various measurements showing that the user demand fluctuates in a periodic
pattern [40,43] (e.g., on a daily basis). As a result, we can group multiple time slots into a cyclic
period. The number of time slots in a period is denoted as T. It follows that
ξn,t = ξn,t+T , pn,t = pn,t+T , ∀n, t (2)
2.3. Protocols of Proactive Content Delivery
We propose a protocol that is simultaneously aware of the service tiers and user behavior
predictions. This requires certain degrees of collaboration and information sharing between the
ISPs and CPs. At time slot t, the protocol uses the PT service tier to satisfy users’ instantaneously
content demand in the current slot. This is called reactive content delivery (RCD). Meanwhile, if
redundant capacity is available, the protocol will proactively push a portion of the forecasted content
demand in the upcoming several time slots using the ST service tier. This is called proactive content
delivery (PCD). As the process iterates, the content demand at time t will be partly delivered by RCD
via the PT service tier and partly by PCD via the ST service tier. Unlike traditional proactive caching
schemes, the main difference here is that RCD and PCD are associated with the PT service tier and ST
service tier, respectively.
Suppose that PCD is conducted over a length of W time-slots, where 1 ≤ W ≤ T and τ ∈
{1, 2, . . . , W}. When W = 0, the content delivery mechanism is purely reactive, which serves as our
baseline case. The case of W = 1 is called single-slot PCD (SPCD), while the more general case of
1 < W ≤ T is called multi-slot PCD (MPCD). We use xn,t(τ) to denote the portion of data expected for
user n at time t + τ but is proactively pushed to the user at time-slot t. Here τ denotes how many time
slots are ahead for proactive caching. The main parameters in this paper are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Main parameters used in our model.
Variable Definition
N Number of users
T Number of time-slots in a cyclic period
W Window size for proactive content caching
ξn,t User n’s demand at time-slot t (unit: MB)
pn,t User n’s arrival probability at time-slot t
In,t Random variable of user n’s demand at time-slot t
Crt System’s redundant capacity at time-slot t (unit: MB)
xn,t+1 Portion of proactively delivered data to be consumed at time-slot t + 1 (unit: MB)
xn,t(τ) Portion of proactively delivered data to be consumed at time-slot t + τ (unit: MB)
β Ratio of the cost of the ST service tier over the PT tier
3. Proactive Content Delivery with Single Time-Slot
3.1. Problem Formulation
This section considers the case of proactive content delivery with single time-slot, where forecasted
user demands can be sent one time-slot ahead using the ST service tier. At a given time- slot t, the cost
is composed of two parts. One is the cost generated by RCD through the PT service tier, and the other

























where we define a N × T matrix x, the elements of which are xn,t, ∀n, t. In Equation (3), xn,t+1
represents the portion of proactively pushed data for the next time slot t + 1, and the expectation is
taken over the random variable In,t. The received data for each user should not exceed the user’s
demand at time t, i.e.,
0 ≤ xn,t ≤ ξn,t (4)
and the total amount of proactively pushed data cannot exceed the upper limit of the redundancy




xn,t+1 ≤ Crt (5)
The main objective is to minimize the total cost over the feasible space of x. The optimization






0 ≤ xn,t ≤ ξn,t ∀n, t




xn,t ≤ Crt ∀n, t
In,t ∈ {0, 1} ∀n, t
(6)
For comparison purposes, also consider the baseline case of pure RCD. The time-average expected














where ∑Nn=1 ξn,tIn,t is the actual traffic load requested at time t. In this case, the system is purely reactive
to the users’ request and there is no decision variable to be optimized.
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3.2. Linear Cost Model































kl((β − pn,t)xn,t + ξn,t pn,t)
(8)
We note that the property of cyclic-stationary user demand (i.e., xn,t = xn,t+T) is used in Equation
(8) to give ∑Tt=1 xn,t+1 = ∑
T
t=1 xn,t. From Equation (8), we can see that the optimization problem in
Equation (6) becomes a linear programming problem, such that the problem can be easy solved by
classic methods such as the dual interior point method.
A closer look at Equation (8) reveals a key insight that both the cost and the PCD decision variable
x are determined by the relative difference between the cost ratio β and users’ arrival probabilities pn,t.
When pn,t > β, PCD for the nth user is beneficial for cost reduction; when pn,t < β, PCD for the nth
user becomes harmful because there is a higher likelihood that the pushed data will not be actually
consumed by the user, so that the resource used for PCD is wasted. When pn,t = β, PCD for the nth
user makes no difference.
3.3. Quadratic Cost Model
When the cost is a quadratic function of the traffic load, the costs increase rapidly as the load
increases. In this case, PCD becomes more useful because it helps to smooth the traffic load and reduce


























































































We can see that in this case, we no longer have a simple intuitive solution for x. However, it can
be proved that the problem in Equation (9) is a convex optimization problem (see Appendix A). Hence,
the optimal solution can be readily solved using standard convex optimization techniques.
4. Proactive Content Delivery with Multiple Time-Slots
4.1. Problem Formulation
As a generalization from the single-time slot case, portions of user’s predicted demand can be
pushed to users by multiple time-slots ahead through the ST service tier. The time-average expected
cost in this case is given by:
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where the decision variable x is a N × T × W matrix, whose elements are given by xn,t(τ), ∀n, t, τ.
Here, what differs from the single-time-slot case is that user n’s cached data at time t is the accumulated






xn,t−τ(τ) ≤ ξn,t (11)








xn,t(τ) ≤ Crt (12)






xn,t(τ) ≥ 0 ∀n, t, τ











xn,t(τ) ≤ Crt ∀n, t, τ
In,t ∈ {0, 1} ∀n, t
(13)
4.2. Linear Cost Model










































































xn,t(τ)(β − pn,t) + ξn,t pn,t
) (14)
In (14), the equality (b) follows by ∑Tt=1 ∑
W




τ=1 xn,t(τ). We can see that the
optimization problem reduces to a linear programing problem. Similar to the case of single time-slot,
the effectiveness of PCD still depends on the relative difference between the traffic cost ratio β and
user n’s arrival probability pn,t. However, the proactive data user n received from different time-slot,
i.e., xn,t−τ(τ), depends on the redundant capacity of the previous W time-slots. This requires proper
monitoring of real-time redundant capacity over multiple time slots.
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4.3. Quadratic Cost Model




































































































































This yields a complicated non-linear optimization problem and there is no straightforward
proof for its convexity. However, because the utility function can be easily evaluated in closed-form,
general purpose heuristic search algorithms such as the pattern search [44] can be used to solve the
problem effectively.
5. Simulation Results
This section presents numerical results to our previous analysis. For illustration purposes, we set
T = 10 and N = 3. User n’s demand at time t is drawn from a uniform distribution on [0, 500]; the
arrival probability of user n at time t follows a uniform distribution on [0, 1]. The scaling constants in
the linear and quadratic cost models are given by kl = 2 and kq = 0.005, respectively. The case of pure
RCD, where there is no proactive caching, is also presented as a performance benchmark.
5.1. Case of Single Time-Slot
Using the linear cost model, Figure 2 shows how the time-average expected cost and the redundant
capacity utilization changes as a function of the ST/PT cost ratio β. The results are obtained by solving
the linear optimization problem defined in Section 3.2 and averaging over 100 realizations. It is
observed that a smaller value of β leads to a lower cost and a higher utilization of the redundant
capacity. This is expectable because a smaller value of β would better encourage the use of PCD using
the ST service tier. When β = 1, which means the two service tiers have the same cost, there is no
performance gain to use PCD at all. Moreover, we can see that larger amount of redundant capacity
helps to reduce the cost because more user demand can be accommodated via the ST service tier.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2. (a) The time-average expected cost as a function of the ST/PT cost ratio β; (b) the redundant
capacity utilization as a function of the ST/PT cost ratio β (linear cost model, varying redundant
capacity Crt).
Using the quadratic cost model, Figure 3 shows how the time-average expected cost and the
redundant capacity utilization changes as a function of the ST/PT cost ratio β. The results are obtained
by solving the convex optimization problem defined in Section 3.3. The general trend observed in
Figure 3 is similar to that in Figure 2, i.e., a smaller value of β leads to a lower cost and a higher
utilization of the redundant capacity. However, a key difference to Figure 2 occurs when β approaches
1, where PCD is shown to be useful for cost reduction even when the cost of ST and PT are the same.
For example, at Crt = 400 and β = 1, the time-average cost can be reduced by nearly 32% (as opposed to
0% in Figure 2) and the redundant traffic utilization is about 43% (as opposed to 0% in Figure 2). This
is because the PCD can help to smooth the user demand in time, while a more balanced user demand
yields a lower cost under the quadratic cost model.
(a) (b)
Figure 3. (a) The time-average expected cost as a function of the ST/PT cost ratio β; (b) the redundant
capacity utilization as a function of the ST/PT cost ratio β (quadratic cost model, varying redundant
capacity Crt).
5.2. Case of Multiple Time-Slot
Figure 4 shows three figures related to the performance of multi-time-slot PCD under the linear
cost model. The results are obtained by solving the linear optimization problem defined in Section 4.2.
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The general conclusions drawn from Figure 4 are the same as that in Figure 2, i.e., PCD is not useful
when there is no cost difference between ST and PT service tiers. Apart from this, Figure 4a–c further
reveal the impact of proactive window size on the performance. It is observed that increasing the
window size does help to further reduce the cost, but the improvement is limited and becomes
insignificant when W is greater than five. In Figure 4c, we can see that when the value of β increases,
the effectiveness of cost reduction by increasing W decreases. This suggests that when the costs of the




Figure 4. (a) The time-average expected cost as a function of the ST/PT cost ratio β; (b) the redundant
capacity utilization as a function of the ST/PT cost ratio β; (c) the time-average expected cost as a
function of the proactive window size W (linear cost model, Crt = 400, varying window size W).
Finally, Figure 5 shows three figures related to the performance of multi-time-slot PCD under the
quadratic cost model. The results are obtained by solving the non-linear optimization problem defined
in Section 4.3 using pattern search. Compared with Figure 4, Figure 5 shows that using PCD is always
useful for cost reduction regardless of the values of β. Even when β = 1, the cost can still be reduced
by 53% thanks to the load smoothing effect. Moreover, increasing the window size also helps for load
smoothing, and is hence considered beneficial for all values of β. Table 2 further demonstrates the
smoothing effect of multi-time-slot PCD on network traffic load. Given Crt = 400 and β = 0.5, the
variances of the actual traffic across different time slots is shown as a function of the window size. We
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can see that increasing W helps to reduce the variance of the traffic load, but has diminishing returns
especially when W becomes greater than five.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5. (a) The time-average expected cost as a function of the ST/PT cost ratio β; (b) the redundant
capacity utilization as a function of the ST/PT cost ratio β; (c) the time-average expected cost as a
function of the proactive window size W (quadratic cost model, Crt = 400, varying window size W).
Table 2. The variance of traffic demand.
W 1 2 3 5 8 10
Variance
(×104) 8.3188 5.7479 5.0893 4.2842 3.4933 3.3491
The above simulation results show that both single time-slot and multiple time-slot PCD can
bring good performance gain for CP. The performance gain increases with lower cost rate β and
larger window size W. However, the performance gain is fundamentally constrained by the volume of
redundant capacity. In practice, this means close cooperation must be established between CP and
ISP so that the volume of redundant capacity in the current network can be measured and shared in
real time. For the ISP, our model helps to improve the overall utilization of network infrastructure
and generate additional revenue. For CP, our model helps to attract users and promote content
consumption by reducing the cost of content delivery per bit. In summary, our model can offer a
win-win situation for ISP and CP.
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6. Conclusions
This paper proposes a personalized PCD scheme that aims to minimize the total cost of
content delivery by means of multiple service-tier transmission and multi-user behavior prediction.
The problem of personalized PCD has been systematically investigated in single-time-slot and
multi-time-slot cases, under both linear and quadratic cost models. Three optimal algorithms and one
heuristic algorithm have been presented to solve the respective optimization problems. Simulation
results have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed PCD scheme and revealed the impacts of
proactive window size, service-tier cost ratio, and traffic cost model on the cost of content delivery. We
conclude that personalized PCD over multiple service tiers can effectively reduce the cost when the
cost is sensitive to the total traffic load and/or the type of service tiers.
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and ξn,t, so cons is independent of the variables and not relevant for the minimization of the objective
function. We can see this is a quadratic programming problem. In order to prove the convexity of the
objective function, we define Qt as its Hessian matrix, whose elements are given by:
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, then we have Q̂t = Q̃t + bb
T , and:
Qt = kqQ̂t (A4)
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Therefore whether Qt is a positive definite matrix can be determined by the nature of Q̂t. First,
Q̃t can be proved to be a positive definite matrix. Here gn is defined as the n-order principal minor
determinant of Q̃t, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, i.e.,
gn =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣




















(αk − 1) (A6)
We have gn > 0, ∀n, i.e., all principal minor determinants of

Qt are positive, thereby

Qt is a
positive definite matrix, meaning that

Qt is also positive definite. According to Sylvester’s theorem:
det(X + cr) = det(X)(1 + rX−1c) = det(X) + radj(X)c (A7)
we can write: ∣∣Q̂t∣∣ = ∣∣∣Q̃t + bbT∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣Q̃t∣∣∣∣∣∣1 + bTQ̃t−1b∣∣∣ (A8)
Because Q̃t is positive definite as shown above, we can get
∣∣Q̂t∣∣ > 0, therefore it can be concluded
that the objective function’s Hessian matrix Qt is a positive definite matrix, which ends our proof that
the optimization problem in Equation (A1) is a convex quadratic programming problem.
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Abstract: In the wireless sensor network infrastructure of smart cities, whether the network traffic
is balanced will directly affect the service quality of the network. Because of the traditional WSN
(wireless sensor network) architecture, load balancing technology is difficult to meet the requirements
of adaptability and high flexibility. This paper proposes a load balancing mechanism based on
SDWSN (software defined wireless sensor network). This mechanism utilizes the advantages of a
centralized control SDN (software defined network) and flexible traffic scheduling. The OpenFlow
protocol is used to monitor the running status and link load information of the network in real
time. According to the bandwidth requirement of the data flow, the improved load balanced
routing is obtained by an Elman neural network. The simulation results show that the improved
SDSNLB (software-defined sensor network load balancing) routing algorithm has better performance
than LEACH (Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) protocol in balancing node traffic and
improving throughput.
Keywords: WSN; SDN; Elman neural network; load balancing
1. Introduction
With the rapid development of smart cities, the requirements for the resource allocation
mechanism of wireless sensor networks are gradually increasing. In [1], wireless sensor networks are
the infrastructure of many fields in smart cities, including automotive electronics, avionics, building
automation and industrial automation. In [2], Over the past two decades, various sensing system
environments have been designed and deployed in cities, towards the realization of so-called smart
cities. Such systems are based on dedicated sensor nodes, as well as ubiquitous but not dedicated
devices such as smart phones and vehicle sensors. Due to the dynamic changes of the sensor network
structure, network resources (including the remaining energy of the nodes, available bandwidth,
etc.) are also constantly changing, and the requirements for the adaptability of routing protocols are
proposed. In particular, in wireless sensor networks, the routing protocol is not only the resource
allocation of a single node, but also the resource balancing problem of the overall network. In [3],
the architecture of a smart city can be divided into four layers, including sensing, networking, cloud
computing and applications. In the future, smart cities and smart sensors will be built based on sensor
technology, hybrid networks, cloud computing and storage, and big data analysis. By achieving the
load balancing of resources, the QoS (quality of service) can be improved and the lifetime of the whole
network can be prolonged. Therefore, it is an urgent problem to improve the routing optimization
of the communication link, enhance the efficiency of network deployment, and realize network load
balance in smart city sensor networks.
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The problem of load balancing in WSN has been studied by a large number of scholars for a long
time. In order to solve the problem of load imbalance in wireless sensor networks, researchers put
forward many solutions. In [4], Based on LEACH, an improved LEACH protocol in WSNs is proposed.
The LEACH protocol acts as a low-power adaptive hierarchical routing protocol, randomly selecting
cluster heads in a cyclical manner to evenly distribute energy consumption in the network. In WSN,
sensor nodes depend on each other when forwarding information packets from a source station to
a base station by routing algorithm. Some routes may be better than others, which may result in an
unbalanced contention for different routes, as one route may be exhausted more often or faster than
others. In [5], they analyze this problem from the perspective of game theory and model the path
selection problem in WSN as an evolutionary anti-coordination routing game. In order to prolong
network lifetime, candidate forwarders should be selected so that load is balanced among nodes. In [6],
they proposed an ORR, an opportunistic routing protocol. In [7], they proposed a simple and effective
queue utilization based RPL (QU-RPL) that achieves load balancing and significantly improves the
end-to-end packet delivery performance compared to the standard RPL. QU-RPL is designed for
each node to select its parent node considering the queue utilization of its neighbor nodes as well as
their hop distances to an LLN border router (LBR), owing to its load balancing capability. In [8], a
framework is proposed for load balanced routing in WSN. In-network path tagging is used to monitor
the network traffic load of nodes. Based on this, nodes are identified as being relatively overloaded,
balanced or under loaded. A mitigation algorithm finds suitable new parents for switching from
overloaded nodes. The routing engine of the child of the overloaded node is then instructed to switch
its parent.
The above dynamic routing data forwarding mainly relies on the local node information, which
easily falls into the local optimum, while the global improved routing algorithm is difficult to distribute
and is not suitable for large-scale sensor networks.
SDN came into being, control and forwarding separation features provide effective way for WSN
routing algorithms. As shown in Figure 1, SDN−based network architecture will be more flexible, and
application upgrades will be more simplified.
 
Figure 1. Software defined network (SDN) overall architecture.
This paper discusses the WSN architecture based on SDN. For the multi-path optimized SDWSN
load balancing problem, a routing scheme based on an Elman neural network for improved solution is
proposed. In order to minimize the maximum link utilization in the network, this paper establishes a
mathematical model based on multi-path routing technology while satisfying the quality of service,
and the model is simulated and verified. The results show that the load balancing strategy can
minimize the maximum link utilization in the network, and fully utilize the network link resources
to reduce intra-domain delay and extend network lifetime. This paper summarizes and analyzes the
SDN technology, and designs the load balancing model of the data plane and control plane in the
SDWSN, which provides a new solution for the load balancing problem. Our major contribution can
be summarized as follows:
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The algorithm model combines the hierarchical structure of an Elman neural network with the
clustering structure of a wireless sensor network routing protocol, and designs an Elman neural
network model in each cluster structure. By designing a neural network algorithm model, a little
amount of data information reflecting the characteristics of the original data is obtained. The fused
feature data is transmitted to the controller node for quickly performing load balancing of the sensor
node link.
We analyze and derive the proposed traffic matrix clustering algorithm, which describes the
dynamic adaptive adjustment process. The central controller performs a cluster analysis and
adjustment according to the flow matrix of each controller, quickly combining the sensor node traffic
data to determine the output of the improved path matrix.
In addition, because the fairness of the path selection strategy is very important to load balancing,
we use the principle of max-min to measure the uniformity of traffic. The max-min means that when
there are multiple routing schemes, the routing scheme with the smallest bandwidth utilization in the
network is selected.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: related work about routing protocol to resolve
traffic load is summarized in Section 2. In Section 3, system framework and problem analysis are
described. Section 4 formulates the traffic load allocation with end to end multipath, proposes the
SDSNLB algorithm, and the improved solution. Section 5 shows the performance evaluation and
simulation. In Section 6, a summary conclusion is derived.
2. Related Work
In [9], it is proposed that traditional sensor networks are inflexible due to over-reliance on
proprietary services, so data and control separation modes are suitable for wireless sensor networks.
They also point out the challenges of this wireless sensor network combined with software-defined
networks, as well as the necessary basic design load balancing requirements. In [10], a new mobile
network architecture based on OpenFlow to achieve centralized control of energy-aware on demand
for load balancing is proposed. In [11], the research results of the software-defined wireless sensor
network into actual hardware systems are translated. The OpenFlow switch built a software-defined
wireless sensor network platform and runs a traffic-aware routing algorithm on it. The Open DayLight
cluster can accurately analyze the data. The flow direction in the network proves that the traffic-aware
routing algorithm can improve network utilization and reduce controller response time. Although
these new WSN architectures can solve some of the problems of traditional WSN, we should also see
that the resource allocation design of software defined wireless sensor networks is not perfect and the
research on load balancing needs to be further improved.
In [12], they propose a QoS-based multi-path routing protocol in SDN. In order to meet the QoS
requirements of network applications, this protocol designs a multi-path routing protocol based on
SDN, which significantly improves the utilization rate of idle resources in the search space. In [13],
they present a unified multi-layer architecture with multiple controllers and a dynamic orchestra
plane for software defined multi-domain optical networks. In [14], a framework for multi-layer;
multi-vendor optical network management using open standards-based SDN is proposed. In [15],
a routing algorithm based on SDN technology is proposed, which is used for a routing calculation
between AS (Autonomous Systems). The above documents, in the SDWSN network architecture, can
solve some unsolved problems of traditional routing protocol, but cannot respond in real time and be
dynamic in the aspect of load balancing of traffic.
In [16], a new control system based on the integration of SDN and IoT in smart city environments
is proposed. This control system actuates when an emergency happens, modifies dynamically the
routes of normal, emergency urban traffic in order to reduce the time that the emergency resources
need to get to the emergency area. In [17], a novel routing protocol applied SDN in wireless multi-hop
network is proposed. The routing protocol provide a shortest path, disjoint multipath routing for
nodes, and its network lifetime is longer. In [18], they highlight the application challenges faced by
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wireless sensor networks for surveillance environments, those faced by the proposed approaches,
as well as opportunities that can be realized on applications of SDWSN. In the SDWSN network
architecture, the above literature focuses on the special functions that should not be ignored when
trying to improve the network function, however, the load balancing design of the traffic is insufficient.
In summary, the research results of the routing protocols in the classic wireless sensor networks
have been quite abundant. The software-defined routing protocols for new network architectures have
also achieved preliminary research results. However, the software defined wireless sensor network
technology is still immature and needs to be explored and studied in many aspects. It is of great
significance to conduct in-depth research on its routing protocols.
3. System Framework and Problem Analysis
We propose a wireless sensor network model based on SDN, as shown in Figure 2. The core idea
of this new architecture is to separate the logical control and network forwarding devices in the WSN.
The control organization is responsible for abstracting the underlying network device and application
logic. It also supports extended deployment through reserved interfaces to achieve flexible control
of the entire network. The model adopts a hierarchical network structure, which mainly consists
of a data plane, a control plane, and an application plane. The entire network can be divided into
multiple sub-areas. Each sub-area may be a particular network formed by the same or different types
of terminal sensor nodes. The sensing node is responsible for sensing the collection and forwarding of
object information. One or more controllers aggregate, manage, and reconfigure information across
multiple network topologies and node behaviors. The data center is mainly responsible for storing
and managing the upload information data of each cluster, and providing the terminal application or
user with an interface such as a query. The application provides monitoring and other services for
different users such as mobile terminals, desktops, and the cloud to provide convenient feedback for
each area’s information and status.
Figure 2. Software defined wireless sensor network architecture.
There are three basic roles in this model, namely the master node, the central node, and the normal
node. The master node acts as a controller for the entire network structure. This is the central execution
unit of programmable control, which controls the real-time status of the network, such as network
topology, routing, and routing restrictions, and implements the management and control functions of
the entire network. The center node is similar to the OpenFlow switch in SDN, the network device
maintains a Flow Table and processes the data stream only through the Flow Table. The generation,
maintenance, and delivery of the Flow Table are completely implemented by an external controller. As
shown in Figure 3, it is responsible for the matching and forwarding of data streams in wireless sensor
networks. A normal user node is only responsible for receiving and executing data streams.
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Figure 3. Key components of OpenFlow switches.
A major feature of SDN networks is the separation of the control layer and the data layer. The
controller can obtain the topology of the entire network. At the same time, it can obtain real-time
network status information from the switch, including link load, delay, etc. We can develop a
load-balancing routing strategy for forwarding packets at the control layer.
4. SDSNLB Algorithm and Solution
In SDWSN, data traffic can be assigned to multiple paths to improve network utility. In this part,
we propose end-to-end multipath bandwidth allocation as an optimization problem to achieve efficient
use of network resources. In a smart city, load balancing is realized by a multipath transmission of
information. Therefore, constraining this problem includes two aspects: multiple paths from source
to destination and link bandwidth that makes up each path. The parameters used in our model are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. List of notation.
Parameters Meaning
V, E The set of all devices and the set of links between them
C(e) The capacity of link e, e∈E
l(e) The load of link e, e∈E
f (s,t)e The traffic of between the nodes s,t by link e
TM The traffic matrix
TM(s,t) The traffic from the routing node s to node t
U(s,t) The utilization of link e
A The set of all link utilization
m The amount of utilization contained in A
xi,j
The connection weight between the i-th hidden layer (or input layer) to the j-th
output layer (or hidden layer)
β j The output value of the jth input layer (or hidden layer)
ŷi The output value of the i-th output layer
yi The expected value of the i-th output layer
K The number of expected cluster centers
θN The minimum number of samples in each cluster domain
θS The standard deviation of the sample distance distribution in a cluster domain
θC
The minimum distance between two cluster centers. If it is less than this number,
the two clusters are merged
L The maximum number of cluster centers that can be merged in one iteration
I The number of iterations
Sj The cluster domain of traffic matrix
Nj The number of traffic matrices in Sj
n Dimension of sample feature vector
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Definition 1. End-to-end path: A transmission line consisting of a series of store-and-forward nodes, transfer
data information from the source to the destination.
Definition 2. Available link bandwidth: Assume that an end-to-end path contains n links, C(e) is the initial
capacity of link e. The carried traffic is l(e), Define the available link bandwidth is C(e) − l(e). The available link
bandwidth reflects the link characteristics actually transmitted.




Definition 4. Average utilization of links: The average utilization of links in the network is the average of the
bandwidth utilization of all links, defined as U(s,t) =
∑U(s,t)∈A U(s,t)
k .
Because the fairness of the path selection strategy is quite important to load balancing, we derive
a load balancing objective function by using the fairness principle of Min-Max. Therefore, the objective
function of link load balancing is as follows:












−TM(s,t) j = s
TM(s,t) j = t
0j = s, t
l(e) = ∑(s,t)∈v∗v f
(s,t)
e ≤ C(e)e ∈ E
f (s,t)e ≥ 0e ∈ E; s, t ∈ v
The Elman neural network, which is a typical dynamic recurrent neural network, which adds a
receiving layer to the hidden layer as a one-step delay operator to achieve the purpose of memory,
thus enabling it. The system has the ability to adapt to time-varying characteristics and enhances the
global stability of the network. It has more computing power than the feed forward neural network,
and is very suitable for establishing prediction models for nonlinear data such as network traffic time
series. However, the traditional Elman network uses the gradient descent method to train the network
parameters, but the gradient descent method has the disadvantages of slow convergence and easily
falls into local minimum values. Therefore, we use the cluster and parameter adjustment methods to
train network parameters, and achieve the goal of rapid optimization.
During Elman’s learning of the sample, the error is distributed among the neurons in each layer.
According to the error, the least squares method is used to solve the error.
Then there exists ∑nj=1 xijβ j = yi(i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , m)
X =
⎛⎜⎝ x11 · · · x1n... . . . ...














Obviously, Equation Xβ = y is generally unsolvable, but Xβ = ŷ is known, so the parameters
should be modified from the relationship between the predicted and expected values of the Elman
neural network.
yi = β̂0 + β̂1 × β1 + β̂2 × β2 + · · ·+ β̂n × βn + ei
ei = yi − β̂0 − β̂1 × β1 − β̂2 × β2 − · · · − β̂n × βn
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(yi − β̂0 − β̂1 × β1 − β̂2 × β2 − · · · − β̂n × βn)
2
Solving the partial guide of β̂0, β̂1, β̂2, · · · , β̂n,⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∂q
∂β̂0
= 2 × ∑ni=1 (yi − β̂0 − β̂1 × β1 − β̂2 × β2 − · · · − β̂n × βn)× (−1) = 0
∂q
∂β̂1




= 2 × ∑ni=1 (yi − β̂0 − β̂1 × β1 − β̂2 × β2 − · · · − β̂n × βn)× (−βn) = 0
Thus, β̂0, β̂1, β̂2, · · · , β̂n are solved, so
xij = β̂ j +
β0
n × βi i = 1, 2, 3, · · ·m; j =1, 2, 3, · · · n
Constantly determines the predicted value and adjusts the parameter, until the difference between
the predicted value and the expected value ends within the allowable interval.
4.1. Clustering and Parameter Adjustment
The traditional Elman network uses the gradient descent method to train network parameters,
but the gradient descent method has the disadvantages of slow convergence and easy to fall into
local minimum values. Therefore, we use clustering and parameter adjustment methods to train
network data, and achieve the goal of rapid optimization. And the trained model, that is, the improved
routing decision is stored in the SDN controller. When there are new requests, the path can be quickly
predicted to achieve SDWSN network load balancing.
Firstly, the training samples are fuzzy clustered, and they are subordinate to each category. These
memberships can classify the training samples and construct a neural network classifier. For new
unknown samples, it is not necessary to repeatedly calculate the clustering process. The category of
the sample can be identified directly by the classifier. The process of clustering is as follows:
1. Enter link matrices {TMi, i = 1, 2, . . . , N}, and select initial cluster centers { TMi, TM2, . . . ,
TMNc}, it may not be equal to the number of cluster centers required. The initial value can be arbitrarily
selected from the sample.
2. The N traffic matrix is assigned to the type Sj, for the non-cluster center traffic matrix TM in
the sample.
Di = min{‖TM − TMi‖, i = 1, 2, · · · , Nc}
If Dj = ‖TM − TMj‖ is the minimum value, then TM ∈ Sj.
3. If Sj < θN , cancel the sample subset, then subtract 1 from Nc.






TMj = 1, 2, · · · , Nc







∥∥TM − Zj∥∥j = 1, 2, · · · , Nc
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7. Splitting, merging and iterative operations
• If the number of iterations has reached I, that is, the last iteration, go to 11.
• If Nc ≤ K2 , that is, the number of cluster centers is less than or equal to half of the initial value,
go to 8 and split the existing clustering domain.
• If the number of iterative operations is an even number, or Nc ≥ 2k, do not split, go to 11;
otherwise, go to 8.
8. Calculate the Standard Deviation Vector of Sample Distance in Each Cluster.
Sj = (S1j, S2j, · · · , Snj)T





k=1 (TMik − Zij)2 i = 1, 2, . . . , n; j = 1, 2, . . . , Nc.
9. Find the maximum component of each standard deviation vector
{
δjmax, j == 1, 2, · · · , Nc
}
,
10. In any maximum component set
{
Sjmax, j == 1, 2, · · · , Nc
}
, if Sjmax > θS, and satisfies one of
the following two conditions:
• Dj > D, and Nj > 2(θN + 1)
• Nc ≤ K2 Then Zj is split into two new cluster centers, and Nc plus 1.
11. Calculate the distance of all cluster centers
Dij = ‖Zi − Zj‖i = 1, 2, · · · Nc − 1; j = i + 1, · · · , Nc
12. Compare the values of Dij and θc, The value of Dij < θc is arranged incrementally by the
minimum distance.







k = 1, 2, · · · , L
14. If the last iterative operation (the L-th time), the algorithm ends.
4.2. Adjustment of Link Matrices
Through multiple Elman networks, the input of the link traffic Y, the output of the traffic matrix
X̂ does not necessarily satisfy the constraint of Y = A × X̂. Therefore, some adjustments must be made
to X̂ to obtain X̂0.
Definition 5. K-L distance: Let the random variable x be in the two probability distributions P(x) and q(x). The








where i represents the i − th value of x and p, q is the probability density function.
Definition 6. I-Projection: Given a joint probability distribution set Q(x) and P(x), if Q(x) ∈ Q, and satisfy
I(Q‖P) = I(Q‖P)
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Q(x) is I-Projection of P(x).For a joint probability distribution set, if the constraint condition p(Y) is
satisfied, I-Projection of p(Y) on R(Y) as follows:
Q(x) =
{





By iterating the constraints, the probability of all elements is estimated by minimizing the K−L
distance. Through iterative calculations, adjustments are made while the constraints are met, so that
the final result satisfies the maximum likelihood estimate.
4.3. Parameter Adjustment
The link traffic changes of the input layer of multiple Elman networks are random, and the
parameters of multiple different Elman networks need to be adjusted. It is assumed that the validity
periods T of a plurality of different Elmans are the same. When t < T, the flow matrix components for
a short period of time when t1 − t2 = Δt → T is selected are input for re-clustering, prediction, and
comparison with the current clustering result. The grouping of changes in classification indicates that
the current multi-Elman network is not applicable and needs to be adjusted, otherwise no adjustments.
5. Performance Evaluation
In this paper, the SDSNLB algorithm was simulated and tested by Matlab. In the simulation
test, the wireless sensor network model consists of one center controller and three controllers, each
controller is connected to control 10 sensors. In the subsequent tests, the number of sensor nodes was
increased from 10 to 26, and the messages in the topology were fed back. The controller was operating
normally and was able to process and process each message. In practical applications, the node layout
is more dispersed, the number of hops from the node to the controller is different, and the message
that the node interacts with the controller is concentrated at the same time is extremely unlikely, so the
controller can efficiently process the incoming message.
In order to better demonstrate the effectiveness of the improved algorithm, the SDSNLB algorithm,
the LEACH and improved LEACH protocol algorithm were compared and simulated. The LEACH
protocol is a classic clustering-based routing protocol proposed in the WSN. Despite the shortcomings,
studying the basic clustering protocol LEACH can help to better understand other clustering protocols.
In addition, the hierarchical organization of the LEACH protocol is suitable for the dynamic distribution
of resources. The cluster head node in the cluster can be regarded as a controller, and the cluster
member node can be regarded as a node user, thereby better performing simulation. The improved
LEACH algorithm is designed to extend network lifetime and improve efficient data transmission
through balanced elections. The main analysis and comparison of the three algorithms on the network
node link bandwidth utilization, network throughput, and network jitter.
Figure 4 shows the experimental results of the data flow under three different algorithms. As can
be seen from the figure, when the conventional LEACH protocol algorithm is used, in a period of 0 to
10 s, the data flow in the network is relatively simple. Therefore, the effective throughput of the data
stream is close to the uplink rate. And after 10 s, as the data traffic increases, the effective throughput of
the data stream is significantly reduced. For the improved LEACH algorithm, the effective throughput
of the data stream is close to the uplink rate from 0 to 20 s, and after 20 s, the effective throughput
decreases. When using the SDSNLB algorithm, the effective throughput of the data stream approaches
the uplink rate in 0 to 100 s.
In Figure 5, it can be seen that when there are multiple data streams in the network, the load
balancing algorithm proposed in this paper can reasonably schedule the data flow according to the
load of the actual gateway egress node, and the final traffic does not exceed the uplink rate of the link.
The average bandwidth utilization is maintained at around 1.
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Figure 4. Data flow effective throughput.
Figure 5. Average bandwidth utilization varies with the number of streams.
Figure 6 shows the performance of the link load jitter. When running LEACH protocol, the link
load jitter is the highest. Compared with LEACH protocol, the standard deviation of link load in
improved LEACH is smaller, but the link load jitter is still obvious. When the load balancing algorithm
SDSNLB is running, the load standard deviation of all links in the network is minimum, the traffic load
is more evenly distributed in the network link. Due to the load balancing algorithm proposed in this
paper, it is possible to perform reasonable scheduling in real time according to the current distribution
of traffic load in the network, so as to avoid premature traffic overload of individual transmission links
in the network, thereby improving network performance.
From the above experimental results and analysis, the load balancing mechanism proposed in this
paper can be verified. Comprehensive calculations were performed by an Elman neural network using
software-defined features. The clustered feature data is transmitted to the controller node for fast load
balancing of the sensor link, which can improve the average bandwidth utilization of the network and
reduce the link load jitter of the network, thereby improving the overall performance of the network.
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Figure 6. Link load jitter varies with the number of data streams.
6. Conclusions
The existence of a diversity set of paths for sensor nodes in SDWSN raises many technical issues
related to data routing, where some routes become preferable for the nodes and lead to an imbalance.
In order to improve the route optimization of the communication link and realize the load balancing of
the network in the smart city sensor network, based on the characteristics of SDN centralized control
and flexible traffic scheduling, the Elman neural network is used for the optimization calculation
and the improved load balancing forwarding path is obtained. The simulation results show that the
load balancing algorithm proposed in this paper can improve the average bandwidth utilization and
reduce the link load jitter of the network, thus improving the performance of the entire network. It
can also provide programmable data flow control method for software-defined sensor networks. The
research in this paper has practical guidance and application significance for the smart city wireless
infrastructure node link load balancing optimization problem.
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